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oS01"’?11 Ha'viog thbr- 
th“ “ re90rt Ca< "**•’ l^^o'r^d^u^c^ientlj^it^wffD^d^eem^harhe^' ' 
IH! American Symphony Orchestra, of New York Btudled it as one would stud, a poem, committing it to 
LUJ, will give a series of subscription concerts next mu"10ry hue byline, and stanza by stanza. Pursuing 
season. This is an organization of American born 8“c‘‘ i» system would relieve him of-constant repetitions 
players of orchestral instruments. wlti instrument in baud. In factybe would so impress 
upon bis memory every note of a composition, its 
dynamic marks, articulation, etc., that when be came to 
gnve the work visible expression, it rem&ioed only tO' 
apply the physical machinery Ee could' so well control, 
to its demonstration, Af the proper moment every note ’ 
appeared-in its place with fitting polish,, finish, and ex¬ 
pression, although thg artist may not previously have 
traced the intricacy of their combinations upon his 
instrument. . 
study, not uncommon amongst 
p-—  -,—xo presupposes a thorough mastery of 
instrumental technique! and the power to read music in ‘ 
alipreapect8 aB otf^.would rea;l a book. 
^The point of the patter is this: the mind must operate 
eiore thft nno’Prfl. if an tnto1l!wnn> __ 
thr«RDr '* e'Eht7’ and AmbrCTi3e Thoir.itt. is eighty- 
Fit.STzrv, by Verdi, was'recently given in London, 
it was favorably received. 
P«sial Ktons. 
lymn has been found by excavators. • 
cho;u?rdCHorch^stm T^ta-n afb b % 80,i> n Tbe *** oi this: the mind mast operate 
Festival orche8lr^ forthe October-Birmingham before the fingers, if an intelligent performance of even 
„ " ' a Simple-melo^ be required. The dormant mind and 
* Edward Grieg the famous Scandinavian composer fingers one often runs Aernan. Th<»v «« m,ok 
°f ^.* ° 
. A Rubinstein theatre at Bremen is proposed for the ■ *rRr.w/^,"^^ta‘acted ope'“’The ToWer 
\ BokkeLmann spends his summer vacation in Europe. 
CamilLa Urso has'sailed for Australia to trlve a 
^enes of concerts. . 
i- 
- uc icquireu. a at ____ 
agile r across ey are uch* too 
common, in fact, anares^k-fcpm a too prevalent Doti«n 
that in musical training, so called, facilemianipulation 
is the greatest, if not the only desideratum. 
It must be understood there are elements that entef^ 
£ntg~>n8trument playing that demand, for their fu^l de- 
the concentration of all the powers of the 
mind. There is practice that is Worse than, useless, be-# ' 
cause it results in the formation of bad habits; there ii 
again that which is of the greatest utility, and tends 
tabard a high level of attainment. Unintellectual 
harkni scarum rambling up and down the^ompass of 
the instrument, with side iTWim-ninns intn tKo rm>m 
■^Wn H. Sherwood has given a 
^Pacific ^oast, with great success. 
' v SbaiOAL.PssTiVAXS \e(re gucce 
' mies, during theTast fewgfeeks. 
“ PinIfore ” has bee| 
and is to be given in Phi 
held in many Jpssf Hofmann, made An appearance. at St. James1 ttall,/London, with great .success. His technic is con- 
I - entered perfect and: his Interpretations as. effective as a 
ecessfnlly revived in Bostoiff" ^r‘ormer °‘ hia.age could he expected to Wl. 
elphi a-.-.. _ . ___ • - 
?£»7 arraDgi^ ta'givejgseries'of INTELLEOTUAL ATTITDD 
concerto.a Austodia^e coming, sl^on. ' , MENTAL PBAOTlIlif 
, Normal Schools, will be - > 
held during Ummonths of July aPd August. ' N3' —. • B?<ii 
pLf-. Oraui is spenqing his eiiiqtner. vacation at his 
Jiuropean -home^ ’He ia t<i return in Outbber. r„ 
TsoHAiiow-BKir8 last symphoi 
Mr. Walter Damrosch, for -The 
orchestra, next season. 
jrEACvEn8’v^Tf','E, Ass-ogiatioy naeetiDgs have 
_-en tTeld in.New Tork, Illinoisj Indiana and-TexUa 
dunng the.laht week in Jane. ’ 
r^1LLrAM rp°MIjIKTS resigned the 
The morp careful student may seemingly-practice-less, 
\^Qtr he thinks more; and when he do£s~practice it ik 
J With --" -J .. uth some well defined object in view.. This heyaefcievee 
because he conceptrates all the powers of his mind 'upon 
thihaubject. ' He has thought.out how this nfcte is to be 
fingered, the best method to employ in a cefiIinrdrfiinulf-<^-v <■ 
•N passage, the most suitable quality of tone for'a certain' ' 
OF TN5ITPTT phrase, ho^v this section is to be articulated, or that 
; rhythm emphasized: in fact, hie mind has inquired into 
r- and provided lor everything. • • N \ 
^ A very large percentage of the physical ,toe*tioiJ, by 
r considered essential to the attainmeuPo'f inetru- 
al'proficiency, would be unnpeesflarv. if K«in<> 
y has been secured by 
New Ybrk Symphony. 
B MTHmiourp. 4 .many wu m c u t nfr a 1 V ■ 
more often than not played pizzicato he rarpiv if jbythm.-or awkward fingering, will obviate the necessity 1 
-played through those ^^Soub^ WiS Jf’hf* Z' , f^q^eDV rf?et,tl1?n that ,he more nnintellectual - 
Certs, delighted and asShed hfs audiences AT* > ^tUtude’ by‘‘keep trying it until you succeed,” ^ 
- “loni!n,ea audiences, Phenoy' imposes wnh ita inherent tiresomeness and exhaustion. \ 
Durse of TKTb process .of silent study was no donbt practiced by 
a Paganini, as it has been by hundreds oR other instru- 
e menUliBts to whose name the word “great ” ib affixed,. \ 
-JjDhe famous Apollo of cKgo^^fier'hSding ’tSS S« cfb” HI TO •->«* ■that poBitioa for.about twectyjeafs. 1 ^ .odd,bad pvoduced, To.uppoae ho 
rpsill ta nriotrwv fti cfal.o,., I,„ It. . 
•t t siti n f r^i t t enty y fa. 
• - V—irV in Sweden,' $£ 
*■ „ SJ, *7 ?d ^ewiiark- ?e wdl retard to America for were such is *o demand h? pe5f°^med to moving easily by.means of a lever in the hands of a 
1 •" ^ ^ th6SbotberD.&atea-' . . umbered, he oon8tan,i7added new^o!jfio^tohU ^ 
■ ■ A -• 1 v • ■ *v . ^ j .'*■ • - v': . ' 
, .... 
* '" ... 
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THE iillil 
MDSIOAL NOTES.. 
\ BY. E. E. AYRES. 
One of the most, sensible an*1, useful pQonographB of 
^ .recent years is a boob pubiiBhed. by 8. S. Gurjry,'of- 
Harvard College,, entitled, 4 * The- Province of Ex7 
pression.” '-This .work shall* supply^ uV with sorqe 
t£oughtp for these paragraphs. ‘ \Vbil6- the Jjook is 
vwritjteh especially.'fof s^kers,' nevehtfibless, it deals 
with many art principles that relate directly td questions 
of general art-interpretation and apply quite as forcibly 
to the ttrtfbf playing or rfiaging-as to that of speaking. 
Indeed, this is almostUhe" only work on elocution which 
this writer has thoroughly endorsed from beginning to 
. end. It^ases all art on vjtal principles. Sopie of these 
’"^.principles will be.enunciated inktheBe paragraphs. For 
example, he quotes fWith" BuE?fe. saying thkt 
44 Style is the man himself l^.oTpaauy of our pianists 
think-tihat style, is ^itn^ly an^a^jsnct, that expression is- 
8imply an aggregation of nuances', tjhatul is aomethipg _ 
^lidded to'the man hiituBelf, whereas, tb&jxue idea;of ex*' 
preBsion is tKat it is the revelatipn of one's inner life. 
The player is Bimply an'interpreter;; hia relation td 
music is not that of the comp^fle^-.* The*composer is in 
a sense a creative ge*pfu8,'. while the player simply repro 
. daces and reveals.- The,composer is one-who straggles 
to gain^poBBesBidnpf his realm and to convey some idea 
of ifiat posseBsion, while the player is.one who endeavors 
. to enter this domain pnd to make, manifest the new life 
which comes to hims&lf through his new principle. 
one which is nnder the control of the mind ; the good veyed in such a way as to inspire contempt or hatred for 
eye is one whic^is under the control of the soul.' The It. One may read a Chopin prelude in such a manner 
ear may be trained to attention. Ev^ry teacher of ex: as to make it absurd. All unintelligent p&yifcg dn'.is 
perienee knows that many'aman who Beeme to have a thesujceptibilitiesof-those who hear it. All playing that : ’ 
'defective ear may developtgreatimHBicjTtaIent and P dooa'not interpret is a —. —.r a—• 
.wonderful ear for music, simply becaase tbe process of who I : ‘‘ *r r . 
•bringing the.ear under the1domination of the'aotil wnay. music. , . ,__, _ 
be sapceBsful. Thie iwtjhe first struggle of the1loaelrer4if.,:;that eo many feel regarding this music: . : It is1 not ipter-^ r ' 
•music, to teach hie pupil fiSw to listen. .The-attention.' pretation, it is only a bare pMBenlation of musical facts.. 
of the jar to the movements of the soul iy what qbnstii Schlegel aptly teaches nn-that man can give nothing to' ■ 
tutes musical talent. , '• . his fellow1 men but himself. . : 
««v* * * * - ',*?'•.• -7 ..-T,’. • - *- 
T. T’TiLJU ^ •* j*,.*. ''7 - - 
Efaw.ia it possible lo remedy the faults of.e^pression 
alone is incomplete and unsatisfactory. The higbest iriterpretation. It se em Bun qu eBtiqpabjy trnedhak.^ 
a-.i.-r:_.* .,_i , t , . . . .. , /the very first step ahouldrbe the proper assimilation qC 
Ev?if corrtcl technique dipenda^upon re-seeing, 
technique which is. based upofinaechanical processes 
technique is simply thatJ-which brings into action the. .. f ’ . c. . 
VassonnDw Tfc io .t„a:_ .r .1. xi,_r th^ fa?u of mQ81c* The printed page affords ns the 
'personality. It is the revelation of. the ‘Vital power of r„.„ ' . , >. , 
...truth in Jthe aftist's soul.' The performer is not merely ' BaraMt «“d7. carefo app .cation, mental and 
endeavoring to exprhee the feeling of the compoeer, ho «‘db‘?^.^'^lat.onof thee^f^ts and 
■Is.oxpreesing hiniself as influenced by that feeling. The 7 ° ° AJiorrect interpretation oftthem. 
u emotion of Peethoveq cannot be interpreted in exactly • w® n9 0 ea. a. ^00. P ftyef (one who has 
.the same way by-any two artists. E^ch man must seel, 
advantages 'which he himBelf feels, submitting himself 
. upt'eservedly to the composer’s .touch. ‘/We sometimes 
hear it said that there are two classes of ai^iata, that one 
expresses the composer and the other.expressea himBelf. 
The latter is .the tnie artist, while,the former is only an 
. artisan. The latter gives us^soul, while the former only 
conveys sense. * '« 
-/I 
There is a vask difference between study and delivery 
in the ordinary mind. Sor^i think that wjrile-the study 
of a compositioq is merely a mental process, the jnter- 
'pretation of it, or the delivery of it iB siiffply. physical. 
Let us meet this error .squarely by saying that the * 
^‘‘fundamental action in expression is meIital.,, The 
true orator is not one whose study has been confined to 
his preparation and who is simply engaging in & physical 
exercise while he speaks. The orator is oner who, having 
made careful preparation, nevertheless thinks while he 
speaks', add it vs this-tbiukiDg process which 8tirs_pthers 
to thinkJ And so it is with the artist,—let his pre¬ 
paration be ever*s.0 careful and studied, nevertheless; hla* 
playing ipust Y^reient present study, present interest, 
and also present jeeling. One pan never excite a 
though in another without thinking on his own part. 
The thinking yesterday will not do for to-day. The 
fact that a pianiBt has spent a thousand hours in the 
Careful study i>f a Beethoven sonata will be of little 
value to him if in his playing of that s<5hata before-his 
audience he does not rethink the great composition. 
Tbo. feet- that his emotions have been stirred by this 
' masterpiece a thousand times will be of little,service to 
him if his e^etmns are not stirred when he plays before 
his audienc 
iparvelous polish jand skill) and a good composition (by 
a master pf- the'a^t divine), and yet feel that the two kdo : 
not copie”fogether, that they are hot one? Thih Is a 
fatal defect.; There. \gj)'o bu oh'thing as/impersbnal art. ^ 
The time was-when men claimed*^that' Beethoven’s art "Til . 
was objective, that he simply merged all his personality l> 'j 
into the world about him, that he denied all personat 
expression, thaf^ie had no selfish interest in any of his »• 
art work. But this* theory of art will no longer hold, ^ 
' ‘ * good. Ev'ery.great composer expr^ses himself. In hia 
Polished technique \»eminently desirable, b.ut’it is not 8^°°my mooda hig composition is gloomy, in bis weird *j 
necessarily artistic. * Wherpvpr' the polish hideB the ^ours he gives expression to'the weird, in the solemn 
momenta of his life'he^writes'solemnly. He gives to the. 
world his experience and nothing Tnore. IJow much * 
more glorious that experience may be than the experi- J 
ence of common mortals one may jadge by entering into 
these great art works with some degree'of appreciation; 
person it ceaBea to be art, Curry says,'“The trouble 
with bad delivery-mine-tenljs of the time is a failure to 
use the faculties of the mind, or a miBUBe. of them-‘during 
t.IlA tAPf. r\C ** TJy^iino'fJ/vrv Jh’♦A.s - _ ..._ the act of -speaking.”' ' Education,is too much a matter 
of instruction) of adding po a man, of merely giving facts* 
All modern reforms have tended to change this and to nevert.helesB, it.must not be supposed for a,m^ment that 
make education what it really should be, a drawing out 
of the powers hnd faculties of the soul. Education in 
music must accept the'same conditions. A man must 
learn npf merely to express what Beethoven Baid, but to 
expre3B himseJf as bein^ drawn Out by Beethoven. . 
the life can be separated from the work. 
SOME .ABUSES OF MUSIO. 
BY HERBERT S. KRUM. 
We sometimes hear it.said of a player^hat he 
with too much expressioa But this is an ignoran; 
criticism. It may be tbat the imiBician often indnlges 
in the moBt ridicnloss exaggerations in attempting to 
give the expression of ethers, bpt there ie-really no such 
thing as too much expression, for reBl expression is 
personality, • This exaggeration is simply the exaggera¬ 
tion of one who is not himself, or who is adding something 
to himself, and his performance iggtilted and.artificipl 
je^: 
. •* 1 
. There must be an extemporaneous element in all tree 
artistic playing. The ideas of the master must be re- 
created, qnd the very, processes of this creation must be 
manifested. The idea that a manfin/^playing is a mere 
physical machine, is the fundamental' cs^use of much of 
Wie bad playing eo prevalent at all times, Conditions 
may be prepared, bat feeling itself can only be spontan¬ 
eous. 11 There is nothing.so ineffective and unequal,” 
says Carry, “ as stale emotion.” One of the most funds- 
mental instincts of tie human soul requires that emotion 
, Bhall be extemporaneous, and 'spontaneous. All effective 
playing is due to the direct possession and-realization of 
ideas and. sentiments at the moment they are played. 
The vivid realteatipnfqf an ideal alone awakens the same 
in another. „ 
« 
When we speak of a bad ear we have no refe^nce to 
physical defect. An excqedinglynntelligent gentleman 
not long since expressed surprise at the musical ability 
. -of a certain friend whep he discovered that this friend 
was Bome.wh*t defective in hearing. The good ear ijj 
While we daily-hear and read-pi* the glories of muai- 
J -triumphs; while we become., impressed with the 
ideality of the artist’s life; while we learn more and 
-more-of-ihatTarer^ureatmosphere by which artists are 
surrounded and which is thd “ breath of life’-”"toTheir'_ 
nostrils, do we ever stop to consider that, together with 
tljp-beautiful side of art and musical education, there is 
another with which all/jome in contact, and which pre¬ 
sents many things which to the genuine art lover must 
be considered abuses? Anything.which will bring her 
» ------ into disrepute will dim the brilliant lustre of the shining 
This is always repulsive. It is an attempt fo accomplish -.wings oh which music floats calmly to the Utopiaq eeaa • 
something which cannot be accomplished. self-Qontentment.' How much, we can see of such 
• > abuses-if we hut will. HEs there any explanation quite so 
i # # * _ .adequate hs this jpf the' feeling, all todprevalentr4hat 
* » 1 “classical” music .is dreadfult-^Can we wonder th^- 
The printed page-is simply embalmed music- it is p60?1- 60“S[im8i[look,‘with a feeling akin to.piw/Sf 
- j . F •*, . naimeu music , it is musicians ^hen they are forced to listen to a eftnatk bv 
rossilized poetry. The interpretation niaBt impart the Beethoven or 8chumann by a performer who is/Sot de¬ 
life; the expression cannot possibly be recorded. It is veloped .sufficiently to digest a Rondtxoj Tr^nmerei, 
only thefket, it is only the idewthat is recorded and the jQflt about mechanical ability enough' to execute 
-expression mu<be found in the kindlfng of a new soul wKale7tr ,h? °ndTer,ak«8. biSWP«b« wherohe 
. J . ./r. . - _ , uuug OI a new SOU! cannot belong? la not the attempt to present music one 
in dealing with this Fact ia mere external-body, iajnot^pablb of undersOToaing a flagrant abuse of muBi- 
The presentation of fact alone is dead and lifeless/and cfl virtue ?—Brainard’s Musical World. / t ^ 
inartistic, but truth employs soul in its use of fact. -The- ^ - 
average historian deals merely in facts, but Hhe artist _ . ' 
usee a number of^ts while he gives them their —Some persona are cursed, with a genius for fault- « 
interpretation and reveals: their inner meaning and finding, and they ought to be put out until they have 
presses them home upon the soul. After all, it is the- learned the firht elements of decency. The one man'T 
artist thaCbriergs us truth and makes it a permanent living ca* do ^ithout for the remainder of my days is the little, 
thipg. JThe history of England i* better written by pi^jS.,>0.intCa, ^r-Wngned ••fault-finder.~i>r.- Joseph 
Shakespeare than by all the ‘historians, that ever lived. . ,*'- * ''" 
While he mentions only a small proportion of the facts * r"s°7wiae andjtrict is French mnrical education' that 
-nevertheless these facts, are burning truths when they lfc 18 raJel7 thatwe.find students making; a specialty of 
__ .u . „ • l ° 9 wnen • more than one instruments a time. Still more rafe is' 
it to find students highly endowed with gifts for follow¬ 
ing two such idifficult instruments as the piano* and 
violin.— jF. E. Thomas 
:mdly remembered for what vou have 
firs 
\ 
come to. us through the soul Qf.grf artist. 
It fias been said that it is better that men shonld not 
have tmth copveyed to them, than that it should be con- in from publishing your i t com- 
'c^stnger. t 
: '1 *:•. A 
GLEAMS FROM BOHEMIA. 
~ N 
CLERICAL CRITICS. 
Would that we had more such delightfalTay-enthuaiasts 
as the clericals, Haweis and Ayres. • Though'perhaps it- 
would be hardly possible for the conscientious artist to 
subscribe toHaU, their “ articles of faith,” yet their pur* 
pSscTis so honest, cordial, ami worthy, that\we' cannot 
hut claBp their haqds in warm, fraternal greeting. Did 
/the ranks of the clergy but-embrace more bqcIi- sympa-" 
.thetic,'progressive spirits, the march; of the musical mil¬ 
lennium would draw near with rapidtread, and-sure. 
unorthodox/n£wbpa.pbb_x;eitics. 
The newspaper “critic” is very necessary, if jot 
grant the strength of'the propQsfyioo, that “.a man 
writes best on -the things he knoia leist about.” But,, 
seriously, tffe -newspaper'.critic' is f‘all Tight ” it his 
way—the more critics the better—but the fate of, thfe 
Chicago-cpan who was'transfixed by the- BharpTtanee 
chirographic of ♦ Clarence’ Eddy proves^ quite clearly 
the necettoity-afid expediency of-their cultivating a proper 
musical orthodoxy. * • 
THE A.RTB8T LITTERATEUR. 
As would natu'rally be expected of the devotees qf a 
science-art at once logical and' aesthetic, there are 
probably few reputable tone-artists who cannot, upon 
occasion,»write both entertainingly,and instructively of 
their'charming art. In New York, whefe the artists 
./literary are perhaps as thick as “falling leaves in 
Vallombrosa,” and as fragrant, we will mention 
bat a few types: ' Dr..Mason, the ripe musician-artist, 
the judicial art-analyst, essayist, and careful reviewer, 
whose annotated literary notes are as valuable aB those 
of bis musical editions ; JosefF^bf the lightningjinger 
and acute scholarship and equally facile and incisive 
pen ; Sonnekalb, the artist charming, with pen llamas- 
_sian and rhetoric graceful and finished as his latest 
genre composition “Fantasia EspagnoleAmy Fay, 
whose pianistic- attainments are only equalled by her 
splendid and inspiring .literary work; Albert Ross- 
„,|*ar80iis,-of “synthetic method” fameja^ijuriasfruf non- 
conventional literary proclivities, logied,^mh an occa-^ 
sional humoresque movement gracefully inserted in his^ 
" pen-an44pk sketches. These are' but types, for it would 
be dense presumption to doubt that Dr. Dvorak, Camilla_ 
Urso, ^B. ,B. Mills, Anton Seidl, F. Van Inten, Dudley 
Buck,7EL"\R7 Shelley, R. ff^ffSian, E, M Bowman, 
Walter Damrosch, Dr. H. G. Hanchett, and many others 
can write most delightfully and gracefully orn^rt topics 
whenever they choose so# to do. Eyen in Chicago 
(which to many Eastern people seems on the.confines of 
civilization) yon. will find a splendid corps of artists.-, 
literary. For instance, there,is Emil Liebling, of style, 
-analytical, incisive, -rrrrffpiririg, and praotic'&l,- an artist 
who-can write and talk -with a clearness'Tandprecision 
only .equalled by his splendid pianiBtih attainment. 
Sherwood, also, whose Jiterary writings are as exact, 
thoughtfnl, and-taStefufaBhis delightful rendition of the 
“Moonlight Sonata.” We could not forget Fred 
Archer, the arlist-essayist, the diapason of whose rhetori¬ 
cal Wrath can almost equaLthat ofkhe 82d foot fitop of his 
-kingly instrument, npr-Frefierick Grant Gleason, whose 
fine record as composer, organist, and essayist, is a 
credit to the city on the.river Styx. Another excellent 
type of the mus’cian-litterateur is the veteran editor of 
Music, Mr. W.’S. B. Mathews, whose splendid talents 
have fnlLscope in his delight£gj magazine of art. We 
musf not fail to mention.one more type qf/tnusico- 
literary character, Mr. J. A. Goodrich, the eminent'theo¬ 
rist and author, whose essays on musical subjects are so 
marked for careful literary style and musical education. 
Neither can we doubt that Clarence -Eddy, Bernard 
Mollehhauer, Calvin Qadj, Louis Falk ' (one of .the 
busiest and cheeriest men in-Chicago), Herr Jacobsohn,’ 
Wm Seebo^k^ Harrison Wilde, and a number of others , 
of Chicago’s "genial and eminent tone artists could write, 
charmingly and educationally on their beautiful art, if 
they‘were so moved to drf. . These conclusive typeB of 
the artist-litterateur, selected from tWo cities geographi¬ 
cally distant from each other,-is abundant proof of the 
rich trend of this musical age toward 
mental symmetry and well-rounded and jdeal develop¬ 
ment. v. *> 
• -. UNORTHODOX MUSICIANS. 
nt proof of the the dietingaiehed botanist, who declared he knew little 
achievement of outside of his special field of work. .But it is plain that 
1 ideal develoo- the analogy does not hold good, for the profession of 
mnsicis many sided, embriming, a,a I have staBed, prob¬ 
lems historic,.^, scientific, psychologic,; artistic, and 
literary. Our friend with the “squint in bis brain,” In a recent issue of Tub EyoDE the article bjr. the Rev. *. , -~. 
E. E. Ayres depute a certain type of musician which. ^yod 7*11 find an o^siona^ oue in every profession, and. 
is decidedly .“ unorthodox/” and which J 4m happy to occa8ionally be will be“ eminentto a certain ehtent,^. 
say is almost obsolete. The Rev, Ayres- describes this bat aar a tlie m<5re prominent and cultured the profes-' 
“ distinguished organist ” as admitting to him confiden- sioQal man the more be appreciateatbe worth anti value 
tially that “ the men who enter the ministry represent ^ l**e ^l^er professions and their worthy exponents) 
the very lowest order of^hinkere. Of the men:who be- attempts to gauge with his mental yard-stick the brain- 
come physicians very few are capable of any'thought l^e representatives of the three .professions 
pure and simple. Some lawyers have moderate ability.— tn?a^one^,^v,z » of law*theology, and mediciqe. This 
'Now this kind of a musician.is an anomaly ‘rpure and^.*8 ®*M^b.4.ertkking which only Jhe “ Great Physician 
simple.” His thought, on the ministerial problem, I accomplish,, as it presupposes a man to be the equal 
think, however, could be pretty nearly duplicated by cer- ^ree professions of the men he is judging. Re¬ 
tain ideas of the mission of music and musicians aa en- 8^s> }n efiect, that we cannot judge properly of a 
tertained by a former pastor of mine—a Bplendid scholar man’8 work unless we be bis equal or superior (in that~ 
but a glaring refutation that literary acquirements alone wor!c)- 80 what rigjit haa^a man to-preanme to distjoss 
can give musical cultivation and understanding. ^Per- , /he brain-calibre required for the mastery of certain |hro- 
hapsour friend, the organist, when he decided that few f©88*ons when he is not qualified experimentally, so to . 
physicians, were' “ capable of any thought/pure and 8Pea^- (Lcahnot refrain here from noting the,astonish- 
simple.’VhadInSIndlhe startling erpei medical testi* ing freedom w»th .which laymen “ fix ” the .respective . 
mony in the Crpnin case, in wjiich a projpipent specialist 8tatQ8 musicians, whgn. said laymen^ve as competent-* 
testified that Dr. Cromn’R d«ath miaht jfcwA from *° Ju(J«e aB a fall fledged Stony Creek oyster.) I regret, 
also, that our friend of the “ sqai&ted-bram ” could have 
spoken in such “ unorthodox ” Btyle of the clerical pro*; 
fession—the noblest profession ofall, noblpsb because of 
its high balling, and worthy of Rll respect, also, because ' 
of thehrainy, cultured men enlisted nnder the banner of-_ 
theology. Musicians^ of all men,, should; in the very 
nature of thingB, be in hearty sympathy and accord with 
all that is high and good, Musicians of all classes have 
the least excuse for being non-Christiana. A mtiaician’B 
character-training should be fully^as much .spiritual as 
literary, and where can they learn such grpat beauty of 
ner in whichvsome.medical schools “grind out” the 8P*^ an<^ tenderness of feeling aa at the feet of’the 
devotees"of physic and scalpel is not a very high com- MaaJer-Artist of Galilee? There they can ldarn Eumil- 




t ti i  t t . nin’s e t  ig t hfcve resulted  
an “ affection ofjhe kidneys.” This is perhaps the 
most wonderful example of medical 4rudition on record. 
Possibly some Egyptologist may unearth some evidence 
to “ break the record,” but .it is exceedingly doubtfu). 
Not improbably, dur organist friend also had in mind the 
fact that many of our lawyers possess a “ merely legal ’** 
education. A successful lawyer once remarked to me 
that a college education was not essential to success in . 
the calling Blackstonian. Statistics would probably show 
that not more than twenty-five, per cent, of onr lawyers 
and physicians are college graduates. The rapid man 
ity—and how essential is humility .before success can be ^ 
achieved, especially in music; wherp self cannot- be 
exalted if'we would achieve greatthings! Learn of the 
Master, and repeat often His words—“ Seek ye first th,e 
kingdom^ heaven, and all these (other) things shall be 
adtred unto thee.” ' 1 
dtictor.” It is also a condition of affairs terrifying 
to" the natural body of the average layman. I under¬ 
stand one Western “college ” grantB “ diplomas M (nnm- 
stricted license-to kill) at the end of twelve months. 
There are algo’ “rapid transit” law schools where minia¬ 
ture BUqkstones are turned out in alarmingly quick 
time. As a rule, however, I infer our highest grade coF*- " m ^ ___ .. . , ' 
that is the minimum for a high-grade theologi- recruits her ^tock of music by purchasing, and teaching 
cal course;—which also, I believe, h**a*]f, pipp^s of greater, or even-qf equal, difficuby with 
previona literary trathiiig than, eithec_of the afore- those which^ sh^^ougfit. Uffi? wlilrffbr after-‘ ftoisbing” 
mentioned profeesiebs. _ A high-grade mueical education 
should- embrace from six to eight years of careful, con- drawing room’ piece; but, if she ever^by accident) pur- 
selections, and severe study under skilled masters, and it chases a piece of the Bame standard, in point of execu- 
haajfceen truly said that the graduate-rauka of the other1?er W” it^ia never thgr$ugU)y and • - 
_u v-_:j,.„n. au:_j a L-_ 3 .1 . conscieutiously lefirned. b'ecause too difficult for1 _ 
her.” Why is it too diflScult for he^^Because she has 
not been taught the greatest of all lessons—in music as in 
every other -study of learning hovj io teach herself. 
I, once heard a young lady say, when asked td play a 
certain piece ojTmusio lying on the piano, “ Oh, don’t 
’ ad tw 
tofessions would be considerably thinned out had their 
disciples to endure the amount of severe mental-applica¬ 
tion undergone by the thorough stndent of. the difficult 
art-science of musici Aifd lh«e are so many co-related 
branches of study that a conscientious artist can hardly 
ask me tQ play 1 have only h o lessons on it,- . doh LUU * 
fail to be a man of broad and liberal culture. The his- and Mr. —— ^ber c&hs'er) has not given me theuxpres- 
*tory of the muse in all ages attracts his attention, and he ^on yeti” 'The inference on the heaxSr?B mj^d..was, 
is led iq etudy the hietcry and character ?f the Varione ‘hat« Mr- 7^ had doae h“ i“ 
. • . „ „ .VC* •* , . first have .taken care that she bad the necessary amount 
peoples who have fostered the art ante-several stages- of meol?aoical execution td produce the required expres-, l 
the political and religious problems which they grappled sion,_next have satisfied .himself that she thoroughly 
^rith, the rela’.ion of music tothe history of’religion, and understood the, composer’s expression marks, and then 
the power of music In the world tn..U„ fam . raentel; iave rSferred her to the compoeer. hijnself for the ex'-': 
poral, ftpiritu&l. and p.yeh^ioS^dSiir^^^ h?r (eaCher J01 U-“ 
led throagh his commnnings with the marte^pieces of .*, 
musical science and genius to sympathetically feel th£ 
touch of genius, in the poetic- masterpieces of literature. 
—tracing equally well/ the Bame divine spark whether 
existing ip gai8® 1 of color, word, or tone-form. . He 
realjzes and appreciates the inter dependence of all the 
arts and professions, and, I repeat', the type of musician 
depictediby the-Rev. E E. Ayres is aii«aqomaly of the 
first- watey. The aforesaid anomaly must surely have a 
“squint in hisH>rain,” like one of Dr. Holmes’ well- 
meaning but oddly-constrotffed characters Most likely 
he. would defend his nan-pw position by saying that the 
men who have movai 
t-EUfiiXKur. 
—Everyone who has. ever-so pg a song or'pUyed a 
piece before friends, :knowg vthe dgony _of mina en- 
gendered over what ought to be the bimpie operation"of^— 
* turning over’’—the '.‘ doubt, hesitation and pain 1’.(to 
press Browning into service), which too commonly ac¬ 
company this proceeding on the part alike of the player 
aod of the unfortunate individual (hardly less to be 
pitied), who has kindly volunteered to oblige at the ap¬ 
pointed momenta. What social tragedies are still to be 
written on this topic!—what stories of pages turned over 
many ba»s before the bot'om of the page, of pages not 
turned 'over'tiiF long-after-tbe-bottom.of the page has 
been reached, of half a dozen pages turned, over in 
., , ^~ W°.:d ^*e6n men one place of one, of the entire music being turned.over 
idea, and to gi«°3yceful ^lustration arid within our bodily into the performer’s lap—all of these things and 







FT E. A. 'SMITH. 
To be 'taught the grand purpose and mission c 
is a part of a magical education. “ Perhaps.the most important point in the whole game 
* # # I . * is holding tljjS racketl It is pretty safe to say there is no . . y i* 
v- j right and no wrong method of holding it. •'Some people ^ 
I pray thee, tell the how one who has pot^a high re- • hold it one way, some people aootherr What is neces- 7 
Lard for hia art can imbue others with a high regard for Bary, however, is.'to find.out the way that suits you best, 
# • , and'theh do ript change the hold until absolutely neces- 
*' * S saryF’ No ractical application. ' Uere 
TiNKLiNq sounds have had their day, and the expres¬ 
sion o.f musical ideas is now regarded as a basis of true 
nfusiq study;""'v '* 
Mrisical intelligence and intblligent interpretktion are 
more and more demanded^of the musieikn, and without 
the aroma of these to infase into his work, only medi¬ 
ocrity can result. 
r/ w'S^th 
poor musiciani w^-goiDg from teacher to teacher, con¬ 
servatory to conservatory, trying to learn the “ beat me¬ 
thods,” and ekeh usually brings a considerable change 
and corresponding IoSb of finable time. Natilre has 
given each person a different physique, and has an indi¬ 
vidual way of his own in dealing with it. Yet’we. go to 
work, jiud warp and twist our muscles, arid cramp onr- 
hands and fingers into th^most unnatural shapes trying • 
to get wbat is called “ a good position.” We forget that 
the manner should always be-secondary , t!he result prim¬ 
ary. It is the idea and the best interpretation of it for 
which men of "genius strive. Granted, that ascertain 
facility of technique is necessary, but microscopicbxacti- 
tude is not demanded so far as the individual‘manner / 
and method goes in acquiring that technique. One has 
only to listen^nd watch .the great artists in order to teat 
and prove the validity of this doctrine. So from fche~ 
game of tennis one may learn, a lesson of practical value 
and application if they but choose to apply it.- 
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Teachers in common and music teachers in particular 
are-only hundinjS^tHe best. * Being a sort of public 
property,-i«Bmpch ~M^thej^ receive a compensation 
earned fjjjm qitl the public crib, they are. therefore as¬ 
signed a place in the social Hopper, that grinds out all 
sorts ofr grists in a manner that is-quite Convenient arid 
becoming to this l£st afternoop of-onr advanced and 
boasted civilization (?). The._pqsitiou assigned is not 
always baBed upon one’s merit or real qualifications, but 
^ioften savors of personalism and creates a prejudice that 
is sure to work injury. This is neither right nor just, 
but who will suggest the remedy ? ’.where shall the re- * # ^ 
formation begin? It must' begin' with the individual; .• „ \ .j 
and the primary time is-^now i‘ . y_ What part does the mind play in musical interpreta- 
To the majority of students the study of music is%ec-' 'tigHT Hqw much are we Indebted to the mental forces * 
ondary,—a thipg to be donned- and doffed at pleasure 5" foFall.musical expressio^? What is the basis of mnsr- 
a mere matter of convenience ; a pastime of greater or caV effect and the medium for producing this effect? 
—less value. To change the current of popular opinion What the .basip .of mnscularcontrol ? These and mani- 
takeB time and-energy. The begin»icg of great things fold questions rush in upon us so overwhelminglywhen- 
is difficult,' but already music ,is being regarded by the ever we stop*to consider them, ^ronrwhatever direc- 
morq thoughtful,—by, those wrio^are in eaTriest,—as - tion the question, the answer always proceeds in the .one 
something more than a pastime .or. mere accomplish- unerring path, toward which and from which all human 
7 
ment, and the opinion will" continue to grow, for it is 
built upon the substantial, and the art is abundantly 
able to support the’claimsjiere made for it. The teach¬ 
ers'must arouse. an interest; they are the ones to do it, • 
for they are more dirtily concerned- in it than any one 
else. With a more general interest in the subject, music 
will soon find its rightful^lace among the higher educa-. 
tional forces now. at work. PersOjtfaliy7 what are, you' 
doing'to bring this about? *•’- - *. 
thought emerges—the What a ^wonderful thing 
the mind is, defying, a,sJ^'does, all efforts to analyze, 
coloring emotionally th<riandscape of our lives, the great 
sea of our emotions and the vast ocean of all thought. 
Yet, like an Aeolian harp, it is so subtle and so delicate 
that the strrnga,of sympathy vibrate and find avehuea of 
expression in the sweet, responsive voice of musics ' 
In ‘ Marble Faun ”'yo.n will recall the incident ^rtiere 
Miriam and Donatello-were upon the. cliff, and the man _ 
. ^Some" plipils are forever striving to catoh the clouds in , 
& net, as.it were;lthey attempt the impossible. They 
take a few lessons to get ideas,'” and then inflate these/ 
AVE MARIA (Rock of Ages). 
By W. H. H. 8NIITH. 
For joqprano, with Tiotin ad libUwn. A rery effective »olo, not 
difficult or of wide range. Mailed to any addreaaon receipl of the 
priori (60 cento) by.ths publisher, . 
u IQN. FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio. 
A\2P. 
■Z W. M.Tmxvol*, 4*U fl.OOrlkiMt, fl.M, Ch.rm^ SS wto. 
WkWtl«, U M>ta, Bui PU<| U mbU. A b«t» pluao pl*o«. m. 
MmbUbs % 4»t'» J«nrn«y on »-Ii*1b. 8rxor»w: Traik VUMIm. ■•11 HAnijx. All AhokM. The fitxrt. Twenty MincVei for Dlun. 
Oon*. Tb« Keoa. -Dinner orsr they a^kln «Urt os their Jnnir. SLulng throo*h Field*. And Meadow*, until they reaeh "Ban*. 
w»«t Hothe." It 1* • yrwit exhibition pleoe, Send |1 fpr the SeU. . 
Aud reoetre (rail* a Whittle, Send P*da and Chora,! pert. Mention 
Ul* JonavAU T|t£LOAK MUSIC CO., Mexloo, M*. 
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who, for so many years,- had Bhadowed and embittered 
her life, was not only within reach of Donatello,-but in 
his power. And when, In thg 'struggle-that followed,' 
Donatello looked to Miriam for some signal, some sign 
whereby he might know her wishes regarding-the dispo- . 
Bition he Wks to make of his .victim, how she gave nd 
sign, but did more,—she-gave Donatello suck a look of 
' intensity and meaning that he read her thoughts in the 
flash of her eye, and, with a sudden impulse, hurled 
the man far over the cliff to -his fate upon the rocks be¬ 
low. That look was hypnotic. It produced upon Dona¬ 
tello a tempoi’ary insanity.. There are actual occiirrences,^ 
no less remarkable than this, where effects have been 
produced upon people by nfusic alone”; causing a tempo- 
- rary Insanity. ,Wh>t is the explanation of such subtle¬ 
ness in the emotional world ? At the same tim'a, music 
hks beep used for tbe cure of insanity with the moat 
benefiejal results. These are extreme cases, but they * 
serve the better to show the range' and power of music 
upon human life and the emotions; it shows that, if 
rightly employed, music may >e used as a curative agent 
for mental diseases. TJhe seriousness of this discussion .. that yori-have 
may, perhaps," be better determined when it is under- 70l?r lan.<^ ,> 
few ideas into "balloon^proportions, Rad at once, launch 
forth upon the voyage of one of Beethoven’s sonatas, or—• 
a Liszt rhapsody. The voyagq is not & .success, accord-, 
ing to the critics, and ^h'e aeronaut wonde/b why, and 
finally concludes the people are not-educated up to the 
point of appreciating such classical music. What a col- 
lapsed bubble human vanity^ is, after all."* -Well, it 
good to be ambitious* but it is bad to attempt the pjay- *- 
ing of compositions that are far in advance of one’s Sibil- • 
ity to exe<Juts«^o® prebend, or-interpret. Don’t attempt 
to fly wifnobt wings, and don’t fly high until the wings 
'have had sufficient use to make them strong enough to • 
.carry you over the mountain-top of. diffictthrcsr-^etter 
leaTp to walk well first.- In other words, however little 
you, sing or play, do that little well. Let yoqr progress 
have" in it the elements of artistic though ness, and you 
will be able to take the next higher step, which leads 
toward Parnassus. • » 
stood that hospitals have been erected in Paris and". 
Better Than It Seems.—“ What -makes you^ think 
icovered a valuable medicinal Bpring on 
r-hy, |now, would you-believe it, it tastes 
in’t di. •so.bad that w^tCa rink* it  ’‘
• Mrs. Newfad’s husband Bays a similar thing of the 
[7 — . J    t L    ! A l. ! m Aw * i a L A A A Aa London in which mnsic is tho principal factor for w^fer operas that his wife brings hi  ont to hear, be- 
cure of nefyouB diseasha. The optcome of-.theeq experi- te^ttse it’s the sty^e.' 
b- 
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4 We select a fe** of the many beautiful pieces published by tu 
complete catalogue, eoud us your name and address. 
SONCS. 
Smith, flubbartl T. 
If You Lot© Me, Darling,■'tell Me w.ith Your .Eyefc. Keys 0 
A-Hat and B-flat  .b...'..........80 40 
Easy .range. The most beautiful words and music cf any 
’’ modern song Thousands of copies bare been and are . 
' etlll $>eing sold, ' 
Read the Answer, Barling,ItfMy Eyes... . 50 
Answer to the above. Dids/air to equal it in popularity. 
, I Knotf ^ Fair and'Pretty Malden. Keys^A-flat and B-flat?... 40 
Companion piece to v If .You Lore Me, Darling.’' Wedo--- 
not hesitate to pronounce this odo of the moat beautiful 
popular songster published. Try a copy and you will say 
Recital by Pupils cf Mrs. A^. W. Jewell, Highlands^ * —Music has something holy,; unlike the oihec-tfHe, it 
.Uolo. cannot paint anything bui^wbirt is good.-- Richter. 
Trio, Overture, Der Freiscljeaz, Weber-CzeTney ;*/ , ‘ . , ' - 
Scherzo, Lichner; Sonatina in G, Beethoven; Wanda —Until we.reacbja higher plane than our present one, 
Mazurka, Spindler; Avafance, Heller; Galop. Liebner; let QS not dl8,*a,n the stepping stones.— E. V. Eastman. 
?or CarioQS 8tory, Heller; Spinning Sopg, Elimenreich; ' 
Daett, Mazurka, Weber; •Glueckwiierinchen’, Oesten’: . '“JhiDk bow faithfally the master tp9k the opter world 
Poinponoetto, Durand ; Minuetto, .Op. 78, 8chubert; mto his bosom and miri-pred it back again.—Schumann, v , 
Melody in F, Rubinstein ; Oayotte. Bach; Fen Follett, . ,, . , , ^ \ J;v * 
De Grau; Valse, Op..42. Chopin; Duett, Bolero, Mosz- 1 —Music for me,you most know, is a very solemn mat- 
k'owski. tey; so solemn that I,do not feel myself justified in try' 
m 
If You Want a Kiss. Whv^I&ko It......• 
Just us cute aind cutfning tus can b© Be careful when 
you sing it, or he will take it. * 
Nobody Knows but the Mao in the Jfloon.... 
Seulimeut similar to the above. Something about kiss¬ 
ing. If you buyone yon ought to have the other, ^luslo' 
• of both very melodiduf , 
Reddiiigto/i, K. W. • _ 
Loye at Sight. Concert Waltz Song. Keys A-flat imd B-flat.’ 
One of the most effectjve soDga we have ever heard. Very 
melodious atjershowy. Will bfulg in eucore every time. 
Twilight Tyrolean Serenade....... 
A high .soprano b61o, with yodel. Bright, beautiful, 
brilliant. . , 
Hamlet, Dr. Francis P, * .- 
As Sips the Little Bee. Keys F and D.t.\... 
Because I Lore You. Keys 0, F, and E-flat.I. 
, Itr Bye lo-Laud. Keys G, F, and El-flat... 
These songs, while very melodious and tuneful, are classi¬ 
cal in style, and worthy of a place in the: 
artist. 
*r - fog to adapt it to*any subject that does not touch me, 
Recital by Pupils of Fr^ MoUenLi<r, Jersey City, ^ a*d ^.-^endMoknr, ., ' 
’ ^ .. • '/ -* -&=•Tfrefirst step to self knowledge is seif disffasL -Nor 
Scena Nuptiale, Intermezzo for 8‘violina and piano, Can yje -'attain'to any kind of knowledge except by a 
Papini; Overture, Rienzi, 2 pianos, 8 hd*., Wagner; like" process.-: We musrfall on Dnr-knees at the tbres- 
Rondo: Capriccioso, Mendelssohn: Gavotte, . Danse hold, or wg^ball not gain entrance info the tent; • 
Rustique, 2 pianos, 8 hds., Gorjitt; Concordantia;'./ - y. ' '/ . • v- .' " 
Andante et Allegro Marziale, 2 pia'riba*. 8 hds.. Ascher ' —‘‘ All artistic labor should be accompanied by nat-.. 
JWedding March, 2 pianos, 8 hds., -and violinB,'Men- ura} gifts and facility;, The most enthusikatic and per- 
delssohn r Chacpne, Durand; Scene de Ballet, MapBenet; sistent labor without facility and gift amounts -to peda: 
Marche Hongroise, 2 pianos, 8 h^s., Wollenhaupt. .gogy. -Gift and facility irithqut Iaborfkmount to artistio 
inefficiency.’’-tTombelle. ^ * ‘ 
i 
repertoire of every ■ 
40 
Aler. Edwin. 
This composer is to modern times what Chopin waa tirth© 
past. Wictioip elulJfcuLlDg, we mentipa the following of .his 
compositions ^ *■ 
For Oh, My Love, I Love But Thee. Keys E, D, and C ......... 
My Heart Now Turns to Thee. Keys F, D, and C..; 
Thou Art LikeTJnto a Flower. Keys G-iiat, ^-flat^nd D-flat. 
. While Sad My Heart is Longing. Keys D, B, and A. 
Within My Heart’s Still Beating. Keys D, B, and’A.....’.. 
Every one of the above a gem. 
SteinmiMler»'‘>Stepfrt*n. r 
. Ask Not Why. 
In My- Soul Sweet Peace Abideth. 
Good NlgliVwith YioHn ad libitum, 
0 Thou, the Trije-aod Unly^Light. 
We caa speciairyTecommend any of all of the’above; 
medium, range; English and-Germ an words. 
~ ’ 1 * 
Htrclezkl, Anton. " 
SimrroW’B Song. Keys A-flsl, F, and E-flat.,:. 
Deep in My-Memory. LoW\Voico.......40 
—l^^Love's Confession. Waltz Ballad.t............^''40. 
Gently, Ye Billows. Duet for Soprano and Mez^Soprano .,.. 
Toll Me, Sweet Bose.....1;... 
Qh! Sing Again.. ...... 
flees of the Dear-Ones  
This distinguiflhed composer is so well and favorably 
known that a description of bis songs U unnecessary. 
Opp«ulieiin, I. A. . Kl • . . 
The Gipsy. Wain Song .... 
Remonstrance'....... 
Lullaby. (8weet and Low);.... 
Whon fbon Art Nigh....itrvrr.. 
Serenade.—.>.‘. 
The writer of the above Is one of our most gilted and 
prumifi’ing oompoBtjrs, and we 8|)ecially recomnieuahis songs. 
Biuchoir, Dr. J. W. ‘ . 
Sleep.^^Pr^etty One.;...^.. .;... 
Because. Soprano or Te^or....... 
I Kissed Her In the Clover..... 
And the Stately SBips Go On! (Contralto)....... 
Margery. An Echo long......... 
My Own, My Dear Cine.. ..;.. 
TheSong-of Yesterday....'....i."!”'. 
, This distinguished and successful composer’s songs nood 
□o words of commendation. . f 
Kimball, Dr. t.S. 
I Told the Rose Thy Name. Keys B flat., A-Apt, and 
I Told the Bos© Thy Name With Violin ad libitum^- Keys 
B-Hat, A.-flat, and F..... 
^Pythagoras, “ 
, Pythagoi 
. , iftent..' 
'• ^Bow Down Thine Ear. Duet...a.....^ 
' -In AbBonoe. Baritone in D, Bass In D;fla€^. 
Dr Kimball la one of the pioet prominent and successful 
.vocal teachers in this section of the country, and as a com¬ 
poser i* unexcelled. We name only a few of his cony>oditione. 
Pupils of Miss Maud Harrington, Rochester, Nevf forti. 
Duo for Piands, Marche^Triomphale. Goria; Huntiag 
Song, Op. 68, No. 7, Schumann ; Grandinotheriajifonga;* 
Np. 4, Volkmann;- Humming Bird Wings, Mamma; 
Romance, Rummel; . Piano. Duett, Danse Rustique, 
D6urville; ?[iDder-Siufonio,.Hajdn. 
Recital by Pupils ofuMrs. Florence T. Pelton. Brooklyn. 
■ : n. y: 
Marche Militaire, Seymour Smith ; Hiuaus In’s Freie, 
. Licbner; Marlow Woods, Sey moor .Smith; Trio,'Air de 
Chas8e, ^bitlitt; Gavo’te, Biedermano; Tarantelle, 
Gie8e;.-Trio, Faust de Gounod,-arr. Alberti; Papillons 
Roses, Th6m6-; Narcissus, .Nevm ;‘Daett, Oberon, art; 
Lejbach; Wayside Iun, Schumann; Les Bergers- 
watteau, Gregh; Duett, 22d Symphonie, Haydn; 
Menuet k I’Aotique, Paderewski; Titania; Lefebre: 
Wely; Trio, Semiramide, arfa Beyer. ' ^ 
— •• • , v . - , 
Fairfield Seminary Graduating 'Recital, N. Y. 
Overti^ (4 hands), Crown Diamonds, Auber; Valse 
. Cafvrfc.e,fc*B->flat, Robingtein; 2me Scherzo, Op 323, 
.De Kontaki; Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2, BeethovenRhap¬ 
sodic Hongrois, No. 6,'Liszt.. 
Repital by Pupils of Adda Van GumstfrUtica, N. Y. 
Trio, Turkish March, Beethoveb; Fantasia, Op. 1?, 
No. 1, Mendelssohn; Sonatine,- Op. 20, No 1, Dussek ; 
Gavotte in B flat, Handel; Spinnliedchen, Elimenreich; 
^ Impromptu, - Schubert; Tanz- Vergnligen,' $charwenba; • 
eo ''Mazurka in B^biinor, Meyer Helmuud; Melodie; Solda- 
teninarsch, Schumann j Valse in G, Schubert; Fur Elise* 
40 Beethoven; Aragonaiee, Massenet; La Gracieuae, 
.BcJhttoj Sonata in C, Handel; Minaetto, Scharwenka; 
- Dance,.iVwn' Wijjn ; Menuet 6. l’Antiq ue, Pader- 
w; Grand PolonaiBe in E fi t, Weber; Figaro, 
6U.: Mozart. 9 1 . ' - • 
40^- 
JJ Pennsylvania Conservatory of Music, Philadelphia, 
4u Vivian Ingle, Director. 
Piano Duo, Hominage A Haendal. Op 92, Moacheles.;' 
Piano Solo, ^Capriccio, Qp. 22. Mendelssohn; Piano 
Solo, Scherzo, Op. 81, Chopin ; Pianp-Solo, The Night- 
ingale, Liazt? Piano solos, Etude No-2, Etude No* 9. Qp. 




Recital by Pupils of Miss Octa.E. Wise, Adrian, Mich. 
Gigue, from French Suite, No. 6, Bach; Intermezzo 
Poliaco, Qp. 14, No. 2, Paderewski; Grand Polonaise 
‘ ~ " ,, Ch ' ’ — 
.—Theresia sometlwDg verj wonderful in music. Words 
are wonderful; Ibut music M even- more wonderful. It. 
speaks act to out;-thoughts' aa words, do —it speak4 
straightrto our hearts and spirits^ to the very core and 
root our souls.—itai. Chas. Kingsley. 
—A .“ Copyist” is very lightly esteemed in all other ' 
arts. Why is he. honored in music?. There is a won- 
. derful charm in individuality, and while we adhere to 
the letter of the’eomposition the more of our.own spirit 
we put into it the-better.r-A?.' V. Eastman. .. 
• • :fC ' : 
—Observation ,^nd personal experience with pupils - 
from would-be artistB, pianists who have failed to secure 
a popular hearing, has only confirmed me in the opinion., 
that the profession of the] execi^ve' artist,Tand that of • 
.the real teacher, are two very distinct and Beparattf avo- 
catipns.—R. E^Hennings. • '—=■ 
—No art ia exercising such a strong influence Over the 
human race at the presept time as the art'of music. It 
has become so thoroughly a part of our existence, that 
we rareljr pause to consider to what an extent we are, as 
it were, enveloped in its sweet sounds, or_how irremedi¬ 
able its Iobs would he to ua.—John Strainer. - 
—M. Paderewski in a recent conversation, remarked: 
—“-Sit the early agd of three I used to creep to the piano 
and listen to^he sound of the notes. When I was six,' 
I took my first.piano lessons froin a bad violin-player. -I. 
think that, after all, Nature Was my first teacher,1’ he 
continued-meditatively, -“for she taught me to revere 
sbiinds of forest, field, and brook, her stir Of livirg 
growth, her smiles and tears. To’this first music lesson 
my imagination owes much of its objective material/’ 
—There is nothing like thorough eBS, and the compiler 
of the Boston Symphony Concert programme evidently 
agrees wifh the axiom, as the following account of the 
way in which “ Dvorfik.” is to be pronounced shows 
The right pronunciation of his name is not easy to in¬ 
dicate. . T^ie syllables are divided as follows: Dvo-rak. 
The Dv is-pronounced like Dvxo/, the vowel soufid of the 
first syllable is that of the aSe ip law ; the Czech r is pro¬ 
nounced exactly like the sin pleasufe, there being no 
sound of eilher the Englisb'or the Continental r in the/ 
word ; the vowel sound of the second syllable is that of/ 
a in father, but. shorter; the accent is strongly on the 
second salable. .. • T^he name . might, be phonetically 
spelled-in English Dvworzhack, thef being^ilent. in E_flat opin’; Romance-in F Sharp, Schumann; 
Kuyawiak. Wieniawski; Autumn, Concert Study, Cha- 
mina<fe; Pierrette, Air de Ballet,' Chanaiuade,; Etude 
de Concert, Op. 86;AMacDowell; Egmonl Overture (two 
lorM.^oTHmUn^"'Low Voice".\\\V.\\ ^ TpiantiB); Begthoven# Erzahlung, MacDowell; Gavotte ' This makes a corresponding demand u 
»,• . p5-;* 
avru Thine Ear. uet..:.^...1. > on (tWO piaHOg). E. Del- Valle de Psz ; Andante ^ v«votnJ«r,snn8( 
and- Variations (two pianos),.Schumann; Invitation to 
the Dance (two pianos), Weber; Die Lorelei, Piano 
Solo, Nesvadba. ’ 
Ask your music dealer to send you this music tor selection; Evory 
first-class music sto?® has our publicalioD* iri Stock; but tf, for any 
reason, your music dealer canoot ox will not furnish same, vrite direct 
to ui and we will send promptly, with the prlvljogo of rsiurdlng what 
you cannot use or do not caro for. . ' * 
Recficd, Music Class cf Ltiella’ C. Emery, Le Mars, Iowa. 
Marac 
•The people are becoming educated rapidly. The. 
standard 'of oqr home muBic Tb rising every year. 
pon'the executive - 
musical performances^ 
Hundreda'are every year s udying u der famque masters. 
Would you wish to stand hack in embarrassment when 
brought into the society of those who have acquired a ^ .».* 
finely developed technic andlbroad musical#knowledge ? " 
I dare say, if at the present moment jou were called 
upon ’suddenly to play at sight, prima vista, you would 
JOHN F.. ELLIS & 
81) PEMIWMII ML; I. B„ WASHIICTII, 
CO., 
I.C. 
ft h in C dnr.(two pianos). H. Mohr; Duett, Under S. -Vt u , k T T - ii f- 
the Ameritsan Flak, Holal; At Fell SpeeJ (two pianos), fittd rouraelf somewhat embarrassed, especially if yon 
Kowalski: Duet, Martha, Flowtow-Alb*rti: Duet, were to play with other musicians in a concerted piece. 
Boute en Train (two pianos), iKetterer-Berg; Vocal, In Now, pll^f this an accomplished amateur is expected to- 
Sunny Spain, Schleiff^rth,; The Awakening of th'e Lion, do, if any pretensions whatever are made to musician- 
(two pianos), Da Koutaki; Turkischer M^rgch, Bee- a*™ 
thoven; Duet, Hungarian Dance, No. 8:(two-pianosV,- -w,^0Qi.. a g°od aevei°pment of 
Jqhs Brahms; Duet, Rhapsodie, No. 2 (two piabos), technic, reading, an<T pxpressive pQ^ers^yo^ould in'a 
, Liszt; Jubel Ooverture (two pianos), C. M. von Weber, few years drop ont of music entirely.—Hcniniigx.-~ -- '~ 
I ' - ’ ' . ■ . . 
mmm 
: 4-' . > ’ J. - >;||n. 
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' " WHEBE AfiE WE AT? "-ME0HANI0AL AIDS 
. TO EIAN0 PEA0TI0E. 
BY Wv 8. B. MATHKyS. 
vitality, and tone-shading are entirely ignored, and nec- 
NeverthelesB, it is also to be conceded that the Virgil 
system of studying musical works and memorizing them 
_ » entirely> upon the clapier necessitates an amount ^>f 
Bl mechanical aids to pi»no prsotice I me&n all sorts mental representation and tone-cpnceiwg 
of apparatuses deeigned.to take the place of actual key,t practice of the great majority of atudenta.-^.#««M* 
board^practlce, or, more1 properly, actual piano.practice, ficcora. v V-y. . -, 




BY pHARLIS W: DANDON. 
Fireside. 
simple betnf gymnasium'for the hand, such as quite a- 
number'of inventive playera^have designed, for them-,. 
--selves, up to the moat perfect .of all rnstrumentB1 of this . 
" clasB, the^roiherhood Technicon, Tvhich iB a complete 
gymnasium fox^tKb hahd.' Then* there ..are the'Various 
kinds of hand guideT ealcnlated to promote quiet posi¬ 
tion of the hafids.N Of these there^fire two.main candi¬ 
dates—Sichner's and Bohrer'a, .1 do not know whioh^ 
is best, or whether either of them is advantageous. The’ 
farthest point reached in this direction is. that by the 
Virgil Practice Clavier, which is a complete keyboard, 
with adjustable pressure for tne touch, ranging between 
about half an ounce to eighteen oupces; a sdt of clicks 
the keya are let Tip promptly, and another when of the p0Mij,;iitls, 0f the- common :priyate teacher,- - 
iromptly. These can heatmUit- ,v„ KSi ®ork 
TrsIy ^re a growing company, and an ever improvipg 
ne. Standards are advancing tb higher achievement. 
Thp public now demands, more of them than was true 
five years ago. Many, of them-Will-teach music, and 
because of their better advantages theyYvUl make better 
teachers. * Good conservatories furnish much that is 
necessary for an al^around musical training Jhat is ont 
I,,. The tb.or;nofP^o7ou .^.efofa, th^coueerVutory 1^55 goeh 'to hU work 
I shall have more to say of 
BICj PROFIT for the dealer, no CO^n- ' question is as to the applicability of any of these 
i ... ' ; . _ instruments to take the place of a.part of the time now 
mission for the friend who introduces - spent upon the keyboard. That is, whether such a divi¬ 
sion can be jnade (o the advantage ol the pupil, either 
* ... • in the outlay of fierve force foi^a.'given quality of atiftin- 
ment, or for securing a better result in the way of evenly 
. . .. developed fiDgers, or for the sakejof actually promoting 
We have no agents, and do not cm- the imiBical quality of.theplayibg finally attained. This 
is a great question which mast now beJacedVnnd which, 
Olov any solicitors, and consequently^ in feet. >» more »t'teniioi>-ftom the^elWr elua 
-r J J . 7 1 J of teachers than perhaps any other connected with piano 
you or the sctlicitor who calls on you. 
och   
teaching.. Save yoii ajl this ex^ense,-^whiclj. does j^mong the exponents of the different inatrnments 
f 1 . / * mention the-«minent pianist Sherwood, who maki 
I 
es 
you gef a Piano if yon^^ll^Snli. Tb© theoty.o^icgmu «u ww ihomw,u*wv-*»- •, r _ ~, k. 
W ' . r • wfcen the two fingess pass each other precisely on the betteri.equipped for good teaching thsn are most ath 
—-—' knew VOU COuld ffet a FIR^-P^^^y an^ dowb respectively, in performing two sue- of - the youn^ teachers, of'private masters,; bff these 
J 6 'cessive tones legato, tbe up click of one key will merge mh8ter8 even especially goad and thorough in-thmr 
.CLASS''INSTRU]MENT for $175? 
■ of study, and it has feachfd its present form only.after Conservatory graduatha-are fitted for carrying on . 
0t)ir plan is to sell direct to you, NO about ten years’ constant experiment on the part-of its class work in subjects that come outside of private les- 
r ^ ^ • inventor,rMr. A. K. Virgil.  s ll  r  t  Bay f 80n giving. . They can conduct classes in Theory,!Har- 
lt later. .. » . -— ' - ' - • 1 mony, Audition, Analysis, Phrasing, and Expression, 
Musical JHisfory and Biography, and in Musical kE*- 
thetics; They are in a -position to give pupils a deeper 
, either inB|ght, Bnd to interest them more than can the young. 
teachers who have not enjoyed such advantages. Their 
conservatory training has made ^hem acquainted, with 
quantities of the beBt music, by attendance at rei itals and 
concerts, to a greater extent than is possible to a'most 
any pupil of a private teacher. Their daily practice 
hasbeen'in hearing of teachers and students, and they 
have beard that of other students, this doing much to 
-■ « i . r .i „ D* mcm7;u^--u.u. K„.m0,rv..vvu, -- make the pupil set a higher mark of attainment, as well 
not improve LO-e value 6l the riano, great use of the Techmcon, requiring many, of his pupils „ ^ f , 
V , ' .. to go through an elaborate training for what be calls BB do abetter (JU^Jily of work. » * 
K.ir rf>rta\nl\r' inrrMQP the rnct “ building up” the weak aide of the hand, and making But not all graduates deyote themselves to nlttsic 
DUl cerLdimj uucb liK^cdbc me euai. iteqnalt0lhegtr0Dg8idei Also for- bringing out the teaching. What canfhis class of amateurs do? - They, 
■strength of the fourth fiqger, and its ildiyiduality of"k . ,0 weii what-great worth there ia in higher- 
action, againBt the hampering influences of the appar- . . , 7 . . , , r. 
ent,ly aseleBB small musclea and tendons which restrict class mnstc, can be active in organizing musical clubs. 
its action. In this direction I ought-perhaps to refer to and societies for self-improvement. They, can be active 
the operation for cutting the hampering, tendon which fo promoting recitals, and concerts by the bgst' ajtists.; 
conneota She, fourth' finger with the'third. This has been ■ make'themselves “the leaven that shall leaven 
done many times,-and I am told with good results. * . . . ,, ._n . „ . „ , __ 
At the opposite^'extrem^f all this mechanical view of the whole lump. They can recognize he best musica 
-ddie^art-of-piano teaching is that held by many teachers, worth among the teacherg of their communities and 
upon entirely different groimds, among themselves. For ^ve an active support4!^ nsiDg influence in. their 
instance, my own general impression haaheyiuhat inns- ^ rM'sjBg the standard 6f mnSic about'them. 
much as the great object of taking lessouB upon the ” -^11 
piano is in order to'be able t.o play it, and to play good Not the least go<?d done by this in e ce, l be the 
music upon it, I have felt obliged to direct my attention fact that young musical natures will be saved from th« 
to two maimpoinia^keyboard masrery, andThedevel- la8ting deformity sure Torestfit from cbmifig'under thff* 
opment of taste. That is to say, to do the thing well jBflaence of incompetent teachers. - 
and .to select the best things to do, because these are - . . . . [ . . ‘ 
'best worth'dring.- Th®re is on^- pomt in. lavor.of llre graduate that is 
OUr own. Another.friend of mine, Mr. Emil jLiebling, who is 
one of the most giFed mjuda engaged in m^sio in this 
and Send them to you on country, takes a different .vie^ HeTemarks that as a 
J ' rule he has Qbserved that expert swimmers acquire the 
rlo-.ro’ T'TTQ'T TR T A art ,n water, expert wheelmen upon the wheel, and 
thirty , days I hp I 1 KIAL 11 you expert tight-rope; walkers bpon the xope. So, he says, 
* . . ' ' ' r “ 1 if one wants to learn to play upon the piano, he believes 
desire it. We make the terms of sale tWbest way tq'go about it is to attack the jAagb itself. 
^ * Mr. C. B. Cady, who stands feir the most spiritnal 
to. suit all pocket-books. Write to 
knowledge of music. .They are like a child that 
-has been taught to recite a poem, instead of being 
■ You have nothing tb show'for this 
useless dealer’s- expenses and agents’ 
-coiftmissions, but.in buying'irom 
them you must naturally pay all this- 
additienal^expense, for which you get 
no value whatever.' Qur Piancf| are 
known throughout the' civilized 





r . , ' .' is also in the idAa ; whefSfore, if you get tbe idea'rigbt, 
US' TOT catalogue anal prices^ ana any yotthave the whole business, for the-fingers will'play 
whatever \be idea plainly and clearly controls. Me. 
worth considering. - A good’conservatory makes musi¬ 
cians an welFas performers of its graduates; they afe in. 
a position when going out info the mupical world to still 
advance. They have the power of indefinite self-im¬ 
provement, for they Kavfi a sourifl theoretical knowledges 
of ^he art. They know music, rather than only how to 
perform a few pieces. The directors of music schools, 
of,art, and particularly of musfoal artfJiolds -that and also the best teachers bt our cities, know to what a 
is in the idea, and^ that the ooediepoe pf mnscle ' great-extent pupils come to them who play without any 
further information you may- wish. 
■_ \ . \ . uiuuiouL tuc piece uuo anisic uiud. uoimu^>*oiud 
Factory, Wardroom", and Offices, • theobvions improvement of this mcihod in man^ways 
— ' over that followed by Paderewski in bringing his con- 
i cejStioDs of* a master-work to co_mplete expression (he 
practicesxupon the least points night and day for months, 
- HAZLETON, PA. . until, it answers, to his idea—the whole work being for 
Julius Klauser. who stands for purely.masical. methods taught reading, spelling, grammar, rhetoric and litera' 
of training, thinkathat idea is the main thing, and most tore. But the private teacher of progressive tendencies, 
of his teaching is devoted to developing the musical idea. -g ^ying more and more attention to weekly, class work, 
aS2^SST£^e* V taa he U.o jn.7 bni.d cp.true ,-H-W of. 
pupil first played a sonatsfc upon the clavier and then performers.pnly. . • . —" 
upon the piano, upon .which sh.e had notaintil that 
moment played he one single time - ‘SettingAs de '• —^Iffteaching scales to young pupils, always suggest 
to their minds the sound o?.a peal of -bells being carried 
on the wind—now distant—now nearer—as the idea 
never fails of being & valuable auxiliary in cultivating 
tbe crescendo of the ascending and'the diminuendo of 
the descending Beale.—E. S. Patton. \ 
extremely minute shades of expression), setting this ' ' • n il. — 
aside, I remark that the upiv6T8al jrerdict was that the ' ;—Better pla;y a lifcht, pretty piece well than rn a y 
piano interpretation was very creditable to Mr. Yirgil’i * risks of more diffictilt selections.. A. good nile is never 
' * r »■ '■ .. to play a piece m ppblic before jrofti can play it aJmoBt 
T T - TA , * There is no question at alFthat the Virgil practice; “ by heart,” or to perform what seem.8 in the practice- |\ 1 T r T 1 iC} applied with discretion ^nd moderation, promotes equal- room oue’half easier than the music you use for study 
-o-il\ A vy vy v/* -ity o(Jnger powbr. also quite certain that tone- and drill.—The Dominant. 
SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
FRO^THE CATALOGUE OF 
•WIKI. ROHLFING & SONS,, 
MliWAUI 
Thus I entered apon the summer of 1840 entirely with¬ 
PIANO MUSIC. 
PIANO-SOLO. 
Hollaender. T. Love Romance, Op. 57. Eight instructive 
pieces, care fully- fingered 
... ..49 
8. On the Ioe....... 
4. Lom Whisper*...-.. 
_ '.40 . 
6. Paternal Severenes*...—.- 
6. Engagement................ -.40 
7. Bridal Song...... 
... .40 




8. Polk*  -----—•- .40 
4. Mazurka.. —. 
... .40 
6 Menuet.1...—. .....J.i, .40 
out any prospects for the immediate future. My Acquaint* • should'certainly,find some new one, and ahouldiaoon 
ance with Habeneck,.HalAvy, Berlioz,, and others cer- console myself for the sacrifice I - I obstinately opposed 
tainly led to no particular approach to any ; na artist 'has this presumption, but without being able to. arrange anyri. 




was especially^praised-Theee perfprmancea were of not 
a little help to me in making myself known and esteemed 
*' rofth 
entered 
. thought_ ^_, . . _ 
money Jpx them. Celebrity is everything in Paris-; at 
*40 once thq good fortune and the ruin of the artist. -, 
4/1 ‘Berlioz, in spite of his repellent nature, attracted me in Paris, In Novembe   t isyear I entirely cOhiple ed 
far more ; he is separated by the whole, breadth of*the the score of my “ Rienzi,” and sent it withonl delay .to 
.10 40 heavens from his Parisian* colleagues,-for he does not Dresden. This period was the culminating point of my 
— - - i --: —•« —f— want and misery ; it was then that I wrote lor the Gazette 
Music ale my little story, Vas, ends tines deutschen 
” * ‘ . «• » * » .... . 
■jfi 
;y 
Novara, L. Musical Cameos,.Op. 76, Easy pieces 
No.-1. Spinning Wheel...-.... 
2. Gipsy life............———. 
8. Marionettes...... 
4. GftTotte Antique.. ...... 
6. Little Bolero...... 
6. Neapolitan Dance............... 
Smith, Wilson 6. Polka Eocooo., Op. 41-..:....- 
Chase of the Butterflies, Op. 46...— 
Cradle Song, Op. 47'No. 1  ......—-. 
Danse Melooieuse, Op. 47, No. 2.............. 
8ylran Dance, Op. 47, No. 3 ....'...... 
Valae Caprice (8traas8-TauBig), Op. 51.LOO 
OapriCe Eapagnole, Op. 52... .76 
, .Third V»l*e ae Concert, Op. 58.li...-..76 
Sternberg, C. Frivolette, Vais*de Salon, Op. 4$.. .76 
Italian fjcene*. Dp. 40:-*- 
1. On the Lagoon..... en 
1 Tarantella.... 
8. Luliaby................ 
’4. Punch and Judy....— 
Love Song, Op. 60. No. l...„... .... 
< Hiatoriette Mosleale, Op. 60, No. 2......... 
, 8taccatella, Caprice, Op.'60, No. 8.-.—... 
/ Arabian Night* Nocturne,Op. 64'.............................. 
Patte-Chatte, Morceaa de Salon, Op. 65... 
8trelecfei, A. Moeaic, Album Muaicale, Op. 60> 
No. 1. Minuet........••. 
. 2. Chanson Trlste.„...&„*•••—.1 
3. Petite Mazarka.7....^.7..-/- 
4. Li^le.Becreta.Mb,...... 
6. Petite Melodle..................... 
make his musicf®r money. BuThejcannot write for-pure 
AiVeiiiier; the whole sense of beauty escapea him. Bd -- —j ....„ - , ^ 
stands, in his peculiar line, in an entirely lBolated.posi- Musikersjin Paris." in which I made the unhappy 
tion ; on flis side he hias only a'troop of idolaters, who, drff_witlrthi8 creed upon his ;HpaJ_‘.tlib.eIieyft_llL; 











“themselves mediocre an.d without the slightest judgment, 
welcome in him the creator of h brand-Dew musical 
system, and entirely turn his head;—and all otherB 
avoid him os(a madman. <• . t ( - 
Thg Italians gave the ‘last blow to. my earlier trivial 
views regarding the material for music. Tu''n'a 
lauded heroes of song, Rubini at their headj. w _ 
disgusted the with their performance. The pajwft betore 
which they sang did its-part in producing this effect upon 
me. The Grand Opera of Paris left me utterly unsatis¬ 
fied by the want of all genius, in what it accomplished. 
I found itjall only ordinary and’mediodre. -The mise en 
sc&nc and* the decorations are, to speak frankly, what 
Mozart, and Beethoven.5 .... 0 , 
that tny-opera was finished, for. 1- found myself compelled 
for a loDg time after .this to abandon every attempt at 
true artistic .work, l\had to set myself to making .for • 
3«i.aoa Schlesiiiger instrumental arrangements of every ilnagin- 
hese most- able kind" down to those for the cornet & piston—the only 
means by which I could better my situation. I spent the 
winter of 1840-41 in the dreariest fashion, and in the 
spring I went into the country at Mendon. 
As the Rummer came I loDged for intellectual work 
again,, and the opp.ortunity for it came sooner than I 
thought., I led&ned that my scheme of a libretto for the 
“ Flymg' Dutcmnen ” bad already \een put into the 
hafidaof. a writer (Paul Fonch6,),.and-.pBawtlfat unless I pleases me most in the^^ whole Academe Royals de n s f.  rit r ( l -.^, — - .^ --^ --—- 
Musigue. The.Opera Comique might have come much finally consented to part with it, l should be cheated out 
nearer to satisfying me ; it1 has the best talent, and its of it altogether under one .pretext or another. 
[so performances have a completeness, a character of their 
.60 own, thatjve j!o Dot.know in Germany. What is written 
for this theatre, howeveV, belongs to^the-worst-matter- 
So I at . 
last agreed, for a specified’ sum, to £iTe up my schemle 
altogether.. > v j v 
This.left me with nothing more pressing to do than to 
.50 ever produced in a time of fhe decadency of art; whither put my subject int6 German ver^e myself. Buttocom- 
has the grace of Mehiil, Isouard, and the.^yoanger Auber pose it I needed a piano—for, after a nine months inter- 
fled before the unworthy quadrille rhythms that alone ruption of any kind of musical production-, I had towork 
nowadays clatter throaglrthe thektfe ? ' myself back into the musical atmosphere. I hired 
The only, things that Paris contains that are worth the but when it kad. come I Walked ^)j3gt it in an agoby of 
consideration of a musician are the orchestral concerts anxiety; I feared to find that I wBBifio longer a musician. 
nf T Konon witb ihBftiInrRt ohnrna ana the atnnmrrg sone : 
\ 
r 
7. 'Valaotw ... 
8. Hl*toriett«.....~.... 
». DoU’8 Waite. 
10. Litde Ballade... 
1L Melody... 
12. Ennui ValBe.. 
18. 8pring Song.. 
14. Marche Triomphald. 
16. Fairy 'JTale.. 
16. Y.aiae itococ^.- 
17. Bock Me to Sleep.. 
18. TaranteUe..-. 
19. JLittle Theme.... 
20. Valao ttracieoae........... 
iu the salon of the Conservatoire. 
German 
THe pei^ormance of 
,n instrumental compositions kt thfeae ‘concerts everything went eas] 







.40 - into t^e wondrous secrete^)! true art? Whoever desires 
[40 - to know the Ninfo Symphony of Beethoven in its perfec- 
tion, moat hearit pedprmed by the orchestra of the Con- 
‘.4i) • servatoire ~ 
.40 - absolutely alone; 
•4? I hardly associated' ~ — ------ ----< . ... - . . . 
pacihterg, etc., made up my circle. I hacTmany pleasant the speeay performance of- the opera in Uermany ; Put 
-si-* 0 " I-received unfavorable answers'bolh from Munich and • 
I bega  h e'sailors5<chomB.anill ar)inniD- g ; 
r t i  t sily, fluently, an(i I fairly shouted for' 
y as I felt through my whole being that I was still an 
artisti In seven weeks thV^opera was finished. ■ . 
But at the end of this time petty wants and necessities 
again began to oppress me, and it ,was;two full months . 
.40 
,.'.80.2 
y FOUk hfAND8.- ■< - 
Rolling;, C. Rosebud*, Op. 818: ''Twelve instructive pieces with. 
, - out octaves 
No. 1. HI umber 3ong.. 
2. ConTeteatlen...*... 
8. Pollan Harp. 
4. Children's Dance. 
a 5. Out In the Green. 
6. 8avoyard 8hepherd Boy 
7. Village Beene. 
8. Friendship.... 
». Roguery..*.. 
1 10. In the Meadow.............. 
11. Cossack Dance... 
’ 12. Ball-room Memories. 
PIANO STUDIES, ETC. 
✓ Rlkmann, Dr. H. . Comparative Piano Sohool, theoretical and1* 
practical. A guide to tbe study of the moat important Educational 
works for tho Pianoforte, completed by the addition of-oolectod 
material. Materials in four bcK>ks:— 
Book 1. Elementary School...81.50 
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing ftrength, 
independence, and fluency in the fingers, for producing 




experiences of friendship in Paris* . -;«-- ;-^ 
As I was so utterly without prospects fqr the immediate ‘Leipzig : the opera, it was Baid, was not exactly ntteaior 
fataFe aAv^aris-, I again took up the composition of my Germany. I—fool that I was—had thought it fined orvy 
“‘Rienzi.’5 I designed it now for Dresden, first,because tor Germany, for it touched chorda.that can o^Jy vibrate 
I knew that there vy»s the best material at that theatre— in * German. 
JQevrient, Tiohatscheck, and others ; secondly, because I ' Finally I sent 
could hope, at my first introduction_there( to depend 
__ sent my work fo Meyerbeer, at Berlin, with 
the request that he would procure its acceptance at the 
Royal Theatre there, and this was before lo?g effected. 
:z£== 
all (he more*independeTitly my true artisti 
tinning the coin position-of. my “ Rienzi. 5 5 
upon the acquaintances of my early days*. I-now almost oyu. - ^ . 
entirely gave up m^ “ Liebesverbot.5’ I felt that as a * Aa my “ Rienzi had already been ^accepted at 
composer I could no longer fe’|l proud of it. I followed Dresden, I could,now look forward to the production of 
— i_.j-j—a.1^. — true artistic faith in con*, two of my works at the, first of the German theatres. 
Involuntarily I had the conviction forced upon me that? 
Paris, oddly enough, had been of the greatest service to 
far sb Germany was qoncefned ; but in Paris itself 
no prospect of success, and I left it in the spring 
i position of my affairs, and of 1842. , . , . . 
* communication **For the first time I sav the Rhine 5 and with bright 
I-Opera.7 There tears standitig in my eyes, I—poor artist as I was—swore . 
A rmposi- lasting fealty to nay German fatherland. ' ' ( 
menta of melodv correctly and in 
.. --;oWs— - «. Shrthmlc^.Pr Uems, Tr|pteto, )5oii?Jet.,' Quartette., . titmally erShainfd mV fancy, 
Quintettes, eM....^ ^ H.lurieli Heme’s 
.VOCAL STUDIES, 
anptfier, T»i. "* 




friendly sympathy . 
wished to help me. He also put me into' 
with L6on Pillet, the director of the‘%.and 
was some idea of a two or three-a« r . 
tion of which should be entrusted to me, ibrtfrifl'theatre. 
I had already provided myself for the ^occasion with 
.... fleheme for a libretto. “The Flying DutcEman,55 
whose intimate acquaintance I had made at sea.'opn^ •. . . . u , 
nu nfeh l e y . I had becomeacqumntedi he, “frequently a very^ 
too. with einrich in 's peculiar trea»meot of the- doWn.' My memory is •so reimuie uua». '0.lv?,ui 
legend in one portion of bis “ Salon.’5 Especially the even after years, , never to forget k subject which I 
. 6 . ;■ -r.v.*; au  r*v.^ have once created. I altera little, reject a little, and 
8. He Ec l T h  
* I carry my jdeas with mi a long 1 
B vbefore I write them 
reliable that I. am certain, 
The Organist’s Album. A collection of dual cal and modern 
“ mus1<T for the~nrgan in the church and home, ael&ted and 
• adapted bjr D. F. Stillman. . 
Two volumeej each:?........81.50 
The first volume contains 73 different choice pieces on 82 pages 
of music. , . **-<f 
v The Becond 73 pieces on 87 pages of music. 
Complete catalogue of publlcatlona furnished free-of-charge 
on application. .. . - . . . 




Heine himself, drew up the scheme^ and gave it to M, 
L6otHPillet, with the proposition that he should have a 
French libretto made from it for me. 
Everything was brought thus far when Meyerbeer 
again left Paris, and I. had to leave the furfilmentjrf my 
wishes to fate.. Soon after I was astounded at being in¬ 
formed by Pilletth&t the-scheme f had handedriffpleabed 
him.bo much that he would be^glad to haye me .part with 
satisfied and have found the- 
head, the process of work- 
, -__-—-J conscious of what I want, • 
the original idea never 1 haves me, but it. rises, it grows; 
I see it in my mind until it is a completfi picture. . Trie 
committing it to’paper I do fast enough, and though I 
have sometimes several different works in hand, I never . 
confuse qne with another. Where I take my ideas from ^ 
I can hardly say ; they come, by themselves, directly or 
•ndirectly, from nature—in the .woods—walking in tfie 
Hence of the eight—at suuriBfithey are manced by n au ui u mtu u« u iu ub (;i»y iu uoibujo (ion — ---- -- „ . - 
it sitogether to him. He was, it appeared, under the certain moods, expressed by the poet in worag. Dy me , 
, necessity, in fulfilment Of an earlier promise.ef at once in music As they roar and storm and. sound l couia 
_ . .. , nnTTT nurn o nn\Tn - giving another compoper a libretto ; the scheme, I had almost grasp them with my hamis.^ntil at ias. 8ee 
PflMerS—R0HLT1MQ & SONS—iinpOrtBrS. prepared, was precisely fitted fo£ the purpose, .and I- them before me-in notes. — Beethoven. 
' • • • • ‘ ■ ' ‘ • * ; • 
v 
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The following i9 a selection of our recent 
ful Ballads, Songs, eto., eto.:. 
The Holy City. Stephen. Adams, .. 
Adieu, Marie! Stephen Adams .......... 
Nerera Bose, F. 4; 0owen.... 
Listen to.the Children. F. A. Cowen J... 
Anf-Wledersehn, 
Queen of all. the Boses. 
Lore’s Nocturne. Hope Temple,.... 
AeFontt^AS. A-. S. <jATri.„„.'.n.:, 
"the CatnlTal. J. L. Mollot.;.. 
Lorfr Cfomes to All. J. L. JIoixot. 
Rose ef Kehmare. .Fred. Bkvan. 
Easter Ere. - Ch. GooNon.... 
OH Nary; O. V. Stanford-. 
Lots Me or Not. Seoohi..,.......... 
Queen of My Days. Ellin Wriobt,.... 
Wisdom [and Core. A; L... 
EnighPs Leap.' F. Corbett.....'.. 
City Beaotlfnl. P. Rodnet...... 
Pilgrim of Nazarctii.1 P; Rodnej..... 
Now or Neper. J, L. Roeckelt.. 
No for an Answer. J. La Roeckel....... 
Erentide of Best, MiltUn Wellinss.... 
.....76c. 
^60c.,Jt~, 


















:X/.L: - - 
harmony to child 
- ; ? '-^parriots. .-•'Mt * 
what it migh 
. will yet resji 
jkllowjed^iiril „ 
Weji^e indebted d 
musical condition, t 
r heir music ^bre,' ti 
with ours, have done "much 
music. f;_.' !' 
In England the choral societies and cathedral choirs 
* .have been great promoters'of musical progress. 
* ‘ A powerful agent..in the creation of good taBtc-has . 
been the reduction in price of music publications, plad* -■ 
Snjg the b^st writings, ancient nnd modern, in-the hande^ 
the poorest students. This applies $o inatrumenta as' 
At once the most'.swbtle and the most human of the^ 
arils of expression, Music has mhde tl^e greatest progress: 
of all the arts. The otherB have rolled aroumi'and 
arbund; Music his rolled around and on and. up f *;y 
All the great works in sculpture, paintjng, etc.j are in 
the far past.- We Search in vain for^a duplicate Vai^ 
dyke, Rubens, Raphael. ' Such composition as the Wa#5, 
ner drama of ofir day has nev^r been given teethe world 
The ancients had great musical, souls. Purity, power, 
and passion, in sentiment hayd ebbed’and flowed with 
the changing features of civilia&tion^ but the means of . . v -, ... , .... , 
expression-wei;e not at hand. Never in the history of- ^©11, and is a result perhaps, not a cause of muBical 
music has there been such limitless riches of means of demand. ' . . * 
expression as to day."' ^ Musioians and musical instrument makers have learned *. 
Listen pne moment tb any of .the great orchestras that thiB age of pressure is too charged with novelty and 
of Europe or America. Doeh it not seem as if the very selfishness to permit merit to penetrate of itself. Life , 
“ Music bf. the Spheres55 was at work? What color, is t»)o short for patience^and mbdeaty. Theaucpesa of . 
what flavor, what^infinite^ diversity, what unity, what t^e unmeritoriousihrough announcement was a hint to 
power I Listen to an unaccompanied four-part soeg^of the meritorious how to be happy h©fore death instead of 
Vittoria or Palestrina and then to an o reheat ration of after. Firtf^class musicians, teachers^and makers are 
no longer ashamed to advertise. They advertise judi- 
"S: 
l^EW; EDUCATIONAL WORK. 
Now being used by thb Leading Masters In 
America.' Also at Royal Aqademy, Royal 
College^ etc , London, England.' 
+ 60 SOLFEGGI. + 
y ‘By F, P.^TOSTI. 
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET,. EACH BOOK. 
Thes« Solfeggi have teen written bj Signor Tosti for the middle reg¬ 
ister ot the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices. ^ 
They will be found most useful studies, anS so melodious in charac^ 
er as to be practically songV without words. 
. ' * - . . I 
Saint-Sagns,.Goldmark of Wagner I 
Music has not alone moved on as an art, but'haa kept 
abreast of civilization itself. Other arts depfend on age 
for their flavor, Modern mufiic is best of all. Other' 
arts are-found in .certain places, under certain condi* 
tiobs; music environs human living as do its necessities. 
With the adaptability of the air that people breathe and 
the'sunlight that ialo them health music permeates all 
corners of existence and mingles with, all classes of 
thought and feeling. ' ... 
Music is a nepessity in schools, in prisons, in kinder: 
gartens, in churches, in the salon and the saloon, on the 
sea, on the ranch, at*the dance, at the wake, in iusane 
asylum, hospital, camp,- club, in quarantine ship, at the 
wedding, baptism, ana at the grave-. v 
Workman, lover, merchant, pfbfessor. rector, belle, 
farmer, miner,-soldier, sailor, teach’er, baby, ddtard, 
millionaire, broomseller, and pugilist, all depend more 
- '-‘1-“ -—■-i^EE. ; rpjjg gad heart and 
ciouslyV constantly, extensively. Results follow, as day 
to night, and progress goes rolling forward. .' 1 ' " . 
Ypoal as well aefihstramental artis.f&rahead of .where 
it ever has beep. Trap, there is not. a Jefinie Sind in 
the field, nor a Patti abcceasor in view; but there are 
one hundred good, almost faultless singers to one in.the 
days of those prima dondas. People, are well taught. 
Genius is genius—rare now aa then, but all training . 
helps toward genius and the better—the better. 
The peculiarity of the^nuaical condition to-day is its 
monotony of excellence. 
There are whole planes of meritp which would have 
been geniuses in earlier days. Think what the mountains 
that rise from them must be I It i^ a student era. Talent 
is crouching for spring. Research is rife, and Truth 
is the leader. Tbe tranquillity is hot lassitude. Art is 
alert and experimenting. or less upon the iriflaence of music. iMMMMna alcrt an(j e eri e ti . The air is charged with 
the happy one alike appeal to it for sympathy, and there c » j . , .... , 
is DO emotion that baa not its song. • ' sp.ntnal influence, and wonderful ch.ldren are being 
. ...v .vv.«« . ... jj0njl. The march of Progress is sure and Bteady and 
rapid as never before. 
“ Arise, let aa go hence, for the end ia.not jret! M 
JUST PUBLISH feP‘. 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. . 
(-English and Qerman Words.) 
By JAOU-ES BLUMENTHAL. 
These Songs are considered to be t|ie finest work ever produced by 
this Eminent Composer. , - 
! Paper*Cover, $1.^0. Cloth, $2.00. 
Music is the bait by which the worldling is caught in 
,the churchlv net of to-day. Music in the parkj? the 
poor man’s holiday. Theatre, operdand caf6 are alike 
filled by it. Music must be on the race course and ball 
ground, fair grouhd, beach, mountain side, street, alley 
and boulevard. ' ' 
Rites, savage and Christian, are accompanied by .it. 
The campaign soDg, bugle call, and battle march are the 
the 
night, year after yeBr; with ever increasing power of at- wheat of music teachers. All who want to make money 
traction. . should not be allowed to experiment with talent 
Dff eating and sleeping form a greater part in human 3 That p€Qple 8honl(i pfty ^gpectfui attention and 
AtnaiN-kn haA an A on im. listen to music * wheneW and wherever played, and 
If people <want a back- 
l _ 
What America needs at this crisis are: 
1. A national conservatory,’founded by the Govern¬ 
ment* not imthe interest of commerce, but of art.' 
It Is not for as to say why fhnsic iras had such an im < . 
petus in the last fifty years, what part it is toc^ilay in' teach children to do the'same. 
spirit evolu*ion, or how mueh-is based upon it now.that - J *-’—li — L — 
we know not of. Enough that there is not another art 
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS. 
CJ-ffTATA FOR CHIinBXA, 
)‘THE SWEETEST SONG," 
By jTTTrOECkA.. 
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. 
SONGS^FROM THE.ORATORIOS. 
A collecfiorvof Solos for all voices from standard works, -fill In orig¬ 
inal keys, with original accompaniments. 
Write far our Catalogues. Free on Application. 
that bo ministers to the demands of .all classes and con¬ 
ditions of people and that has made such enormous and 
universal progress^ ' 
It is not only composition andlnstruments that have 
advanced, but audiences. Trained by hearing good 
music, hearing and intelligence aye improved. The ear 
iB keen, taste is turned toward correctness, and thought 
is engaged. People have become discriminating, they 
know when they are hearing what, is good and true; 
they demand more than a tickling^ of the ear drum. 
The advanced mind wants to think its pleasure, not only 
^to feel it. Audiences are active artiBts, not -passive 
listeners. 
Music has moved on and up" as well as round. The 
new school is union of the old, and of Truth with 
Modern Idea for priest. PastH^fite is to tl^e present as 
the taste for the yellow novel to that for Hugo romance. 
There are.-people who read the yellow library yet, but 
theirs is not the representative mentality of the Century. 
For this progress, thanks first of all in our country .to 
the few ataunch-souled orchestral leaders who in the 
face of loss have Btood by right, fought prejudice, an<‘ 
they owe to men like tins, especially tne nrsc pioneers. 
Also great praise is due our organists for having bo 
tactfully employed their reaourises of organ, chqrch and 
congregational sympathy in the training of popular 
. taste. Th?y had the public ear through religious ob¬ 
servance, and they made the most of it All praise 
to them I 'Our choirmasters likewise with persistent 
fidelity have, successfully steered a large percentage of 
our boys toward musical lore and good taste, while train-, 
ing their vocal organa for church service.' We are in- 
'debted, too, to the remarkable organ inventions which 
have made that instrument all but alive,-giving to musi- 
groqnd to conversat on? have a mandolin and a school¬ 
girl, make it. The music of to-day is too difficult of at¬ 
tainment and too well written to be used aa a ** back- 
ground.55 
4. That the people who report musical performances 
for the papers_ahould be thorough and conscientious 
musicians. — The Musical Courier. 
N 
J3y Ik Marvel 
* - STANDARD BOOKS. 
Special Offer for Vacation Reading.—Everybody 
reads-hnd wants to own foe following works of standard 
literature. This edition is well printed on good paper, 
attractively bound in white l*ack,'and white or red cloth 
sides,'and lettered and ornamented in,gold or silver.' 
We will send them, postpaid at 80, cents each. 
Schrlet Letter.re. ... % Hawthorne 
House of the' Sevto Gablesm 
Mossbfi from an Old Manse... 
Twice-Told Tales-,.. 
Reveries of a Bachelor-..-. 
Dream Life........ 
Drummond’s Addresses. • 
-Or, for one fit** subscriber to The Etwdk, with $1 60, 
we will send any one of the books,.postpaid,, 
For two subscription's to Toe Etude, and $8.10, we 
will Bend any two books, postpaid. * » ■ 
For any number of subscriptions sent, to The Etude' 
oyer two, with fl;60 for each, we will 6end any one of 
the books for each suhscriptionTthat isj df'five subscrip¬ 
tions are sent, with $7,60t we; will send five books. 
cianB resource and possibility, and stirring hearers to _ . •, • ,,-v. ■.^ -11 
interest and ambition. . * We will send all seven of the |>ooks as premiums at Ihe 
, t Teachers are becoming wise and thoughtful) teaching same rates. 
NQ 1687 
IN THE CANOE 
GEORGE W. HUNT, Op.5,No* 
Allegretto 
Copy rig'ht ,*1804,%? Theo.Proseer. 
i 
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in the Canoe.* 
* 'f 
“ I murhiur under moon and star.s 
In brambly wildernesses 
I linger by my shingly bars 
loiter round ,my cresses?1 
4 
J^l i 
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F. R. WEBB Op.71.No.3. 
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AVETJ. 
Avowal of Love. 
' * R. SCHUMANN, Op.«. 
--- ■ ' ' 
a,). The baes notes that have two stems should receive suffi- ^ 
cent accent to make 'their melodic value evident,but not loud 
enough to lead the ear from the 'right hand melody. It will be. welt 
to play the left hand part alone for the purpose of impressing the 
melody on the mind more firmly. The arm should be held ligAlly 
balanced, and perfectly loose and free. 
D) fi'M a warmer color and a more mtdfrked contrast tn quan¬ 
tity of tone,yet not too loud. As a help for this warmer expres¬ 
sion, the time may be somewhat yuickehed. -— 
O Begin with the lightest pianissimo, as f something was be¬ 
ing whispered loo tender and sweetly precious for other mor- ■ 
tats to hear. Crescendo but a shade stronger. "r 
dv Mere let. the melody break' out Joyously', but not over loud, 
'also quicken the tempo somewhat, 
e) Somewhat faster than at the beginning of the piece,and with a 
more intense expression,yet-keeping the pianissimo decidedly soft, as 
you start the crescendo, which may grow stronger than before. - 
- f) When repeating play still more warmly making the contrasts still more 
broad and telling,but all must be done mthin the limits dictated by a re-. (J 
fined taste. Bring Out the last f&ur measures joyously bright in the sec¬ 
ond playing. Retard somewhat the last measure, fut do not diminish the 
power, rather increasing it to the end, making the expression ecstatic. To - . 
amateurs it maybe suggested that cape is to be given to the slursfjaceato, 
andfor"clear yet delicate melody touch while making the accotnpadying 
notes softly neutra l,and that soft passages shall be really and decidedly 
soft—as soft as the .instrument Witt speak clearly. t/husuaUatitude is 
possible in the tempo of tins piece,the artist playirg at a speed not hi- > 
tamable by the amateur, and yet playing it with a delicate and true sen¬ 
timent. Tempo rubato is desirable throughout. Thepedal requires 
an unusually exact and delicate use for the necessary clearness - 
' combinedwithwarmness of tone color. ; 
. ' - ‘ __—. 
yfcWm Copyright,18S4,by TI.eo. Pre*«er. 
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BUNTE BEAT 
Autumn Leave 
R.SCHUMANN Op.99 No.3 
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a) True accenting is playing soft between accents. This rule is to 
be particularly observed in this piece /or the sake of preventing a 
lumbering heavinessand for securing the necessary sprightliness 
•* and freedom of effect. Pupils should practice with one hand at a time fot 
securing the correct fingering. The written fingering,or that givert, by 
the teacher should not be departed from',thus the hand learns to finger 
uniformly,and certainty is soon secured. x 
Jo ) Reiterated notes are to be crescendoed to the following accent .The 
f -~keft hand has an expression qf its own when,giving out the Motive. 
The half accent thus:—,is to be given to the first of a phrase and at 
several places on the second half of the measure. 
.©)//» this part qf the piece the Pedal markings /lave beenplacedfor the .. 
Copyright, 1894rby Theo.Presaer. 4 
purpose of securing the best effect in connection with the demiestaccafo \ 
on counts three and six. The characteristic Content qf this part qf th§ 
p iece will be much enhanced by a careful observance qf the dpqve. Stu¬ 
dents of the Maso n % sys tem wifi play counts one and four with the Down 
Arm touch,and counts three and six with the Up Arm touch’, letting' the. 
wrists remain especially loose. ' j. 
u)The right hand may play these tenor notes, hence* the optionalfingering. 
©)/>< closing,retard,somewhat, the last measure. 
ifJVhe/i the piece is no longer technically difficult, play by phrases and. 
not by single notes. Mark well the climax qf each phrase. The Pown 
Arm touch,for accented chords',arid the Up Amt touchJbr the softer 
chords. Avoid all stiffness and awkwardness where the hands interlock< 
ggggjgjffigJggS 
G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK, 
RECENf^ PUBLICATIONS. 
SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY.-1 
= • •; 
WORKS foe the PIANOFORTE. 
REVISED AND FINGERED \ 
OABL LAIKZTJLI- 
T HE ET TJ 
Questions anti 
(Our '•tabacribers ai^ Invited, to send In questions for 
mont, Pleise write them on on© aide of the paper onl; 
<jrltb bthor things on the same abeot. Iy Evbrt ' 
Wkitkb'b full Address must bs Given, or tl 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s 
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that hare no 
intereat will not receive attention.] 
E. H. W.—Ab to learning pieces so as to play, them Jartiatieally^ 
without the aid of a teachef. So much ‘depends upon’ your former 
Initraction, aud npon your habits of -study,-Aa well aa upon your 
knowledge of music in general, that this question cannot be well 
answered; however, if you .will re^d slowly and correctly, as to time ——— , .1;*; * _\ 
and' true note values, will then find the phraae separationa, the THE pianoforte hag frequently been Spoken of as th e 
climax of each phrase, the other pointa of emphasis, aa well aa instrument of the solitary. So complete is it in itaelf, 
the best amount of power to give each, will make evident the capable 0f 8Uch wealth of harmony, possessing such an 
WALTZES (Vol. 27) and NOCTURNES (Vol. 30). 
PRICE 60-CENTS. . 75 CENTS. 
(Other ToInjneH In Preparation.) 
The name of the competing ©ditioilfl of Chopin’s works is legion. 
Many of these editions are incomplete In one way or another; few can 
claim the proud distinction of being (even aa far aa they go) truly faith- 
ful transcript* of the great musician’s original conceptions ana mten- 
- lions Traditional tenets concerning details of interpretation .are apt, 
especially after the lgpee of nearly half a century, lto become not.only 
vacuo, but tinged to a greater or leaser degree by Individual tempera¬ 
ment and bias. "Further information gathered at second Jiand can never 
bear the same convincing weight as testimony from the niMterfr °w° 
words and wrltlDga. Even Klindwortb, whose.!Chopin‘edition m ao 
justly praised, never heard Ohopin play at all; he could not drink at 
the louutain head, and had perforce to make up for this great lack by 
an assiduous collation of primed and manuscript sources aDd hearsay 
evidence, aided, it must be admitted, by his thorough musical and 
special pianistic training, and by indisputable natural gifts. 
Carl Mikuli, the editor of the present edition, enjoyed the ineetimable 
advanUgo, during a four-years’ sojourn in Paris, of rccoiung^struo- 
tion from Chopin himself, studying the piano-works under their author a 
personal supervision, the painstaking character of w hich is evidenced by 
the numerous 'marginal notes, itc., written by Chopin s band in 
Mikuli’a student-copies of his music. The lutter’a own works discover 
him to be a planiet and musician of high alms and fine attainments, 
yet not possessed of a personality so pulfraaOt aa might perchance ead 
bim, however unconsciously, to obscure by any veil of individualism 
the original lustre of Chopin's genius. There is no reason to doubt 
that his edition of these compositions is a clear and undistorted reflec- 
tiou.of that master-mind. Tho very fingering-and Chopin a technique 
marks an era in pianoforto-playiDg—is given in accordance with bis 
oxproeo.directions. It is -unnecessary to dilate on the important 
influence which a correct fingering exercises on phraaing and general 
^fcrcfinsideration of these peculiar advantages, the Mikuli edition1 has 
been adopted in leading European conservatories. United with all the 
well-known excellences wherein Schlrmer’s Library stands proeiqjuent, 
it may be confidently asserted that this new Mikuli edition of Chopiu s, 
Pianoforte-works is not simply unexcelled, but nnnvaled by any other j- 
and nevertheless, it is (umished at a lower price than any foreign 
edition. The poetio biographical sketch of Chopin by Philip Hale (in 
Vol. 27). is a charming introduction to the series, further volumes of 
* which will soon appear. « 
varieties of touch employed, as to staccato, legato, melody, neutral, 
contrast of part withjparts, etc., and make tbe melody stand out from 
its surrounding notes, whether it be in the treble] inner or lower 
part, will make every Blur and all of the finer points of playing 
artistically true, then you can learn muslo by yourself with a full 
hope of playing acceptably for a critical listener. By tho above it can 
be seen why it ip worth while to take lessons of a really good teacher. 
A»vto your pupil whq has been playing (or a longtime by ear, 
tfceae pupils are generally hard to teach. It will be necessary to be- 
gTh at the beginning in some good method or set of eaat studies, and 
require every note to be counted for its correct time aqd value, and 
that the pupil shall study by a direct effort by brain rather th*n by 
ear. 
Q. W. B.—The best magazines for vocalists are, “Werner’rf Voice 
abundance of resourced, and provided with such an in¬ 
exhaustible literature, that many a student is quite' 
content with his own unaided performances, and feels 
perfectly independent of the co-operation of others. 
This is in many respects a distinct advantage, and tbei 
pianist may congratulate himself on the enjoyment of a 
privilege denied to the msjority of other instrumentalists. 
There is, however1, unfortunately, another pide to the 
picture, and it is no uncommon .experience to find 
pianists who are in a very unreliable condition ih the 
matter of keeping time* though it may be that their' 
execution is brilliant, and their aesthetic taste highly 
developed. * / * - ■ ’ 1 . 
_ _ The moral of thia is that students' of fhe pianoforte 
Magazine,” and* “TbV vScaltot," $2.<X> a year, each. They can be should embrace every Opportunity which comes in their 
subscribed for through the Etude office, at asavlng In coat to tbe -way of playing With others, and &8 it 18 Often difficult 
subscriber The singer, or the teacher who has a good working to meet with those who play some instrument other than V 
knowledge Of correct tone placing, can get much of practical value tho pianoforte, the value of pianoforte duets is therefore. ^ \ 
from thesq journals, and from books aod works upon the voice, but obvious. - u , 
it is impossible to learn tbe art of slugipg by beginning ^ books. It has long been the practice of many excellent k. 
It requires.tbe living example, and content with a good teacher teachers to devote part of the lesson time to. the reading, 
to get ibe right start. ' or performance ot duets, and where.the lesson is of snf- 
ln accompanying a singer, tbe instrument must follow the vocalist ficifent length to admit Qf practice, it is a Custom to 
as to power and expression. Wben-the si nger, soprano, Is singing be highly commended andadopt^d. . . . 
upon or above the D, fount, line of the treble staff, there ia no danger Weber han left ue JpfiSvbarm.og CompOBlUOM for_ 
• ...... in «../.h ^wo performers on-one^ptanotorte. - oix ot--these--are— 
very easy, and quite Bnitable for beginners, the other. 
Major C and His Friends. 
.BY 
.GRACE S. DUFF. 
upon or :-.—Z ’  - 
of overpowering the "voice; therefore t{ie-;iustrument can In such 
places help very much in making effective cllmaxesj Tbe same is 
true with tenor and bass voices when they arc singing on or above 
the C, added line above tho bqss, or if the part is on tft treble staff, 
when the notes are on or above the third space C. When the voices 
are below these points tho instrument must be materially softened, 
and the playerjihould hear the voice clearly above his accompani¬ 
ment. 
jt F.—Evidently your pupil haa played too much-by ear. First 
of all, insist upon a strong and positive voice quality in counting out 
aloud. Show that counting is fo^ the purpose of giving each note 
and rest ill correct duration, and that tbe latter is positively neces¬ 
sary, that rausi£.without time is as impossible is music without tone. 
The pupil nlust be strongly and’aurely convinced that music demands 
• gfeeven and corject time-in all playing. The/best studies for such 
pupils are those wbicluire sufficiently easy to give tbe ntind compar¬ 
ative freedom, so that full attention can bo given to time values. 
Studies that contain notes of^various lengths within the same meas¬ 
ure, and with parts that have uneven values, are best. But the pupil 
is tomnderstand that the playing Is fotnfce express purpose of giving 
each note, dot and rest its right time, that the effort is that or time 
reading, not note or key positions.* "Melodious Studies for Piano 
and the Reed Organ” will furnish good material for such pupils. 
Much patience'will be necessary on the part of both teacher and 
pupil. The latter, wl^le trying to nveroome a bad habit has the 
fourteen are.of a moderate degree of difficulty, and 
famish excellent teaching pieces.- 
Schubert,"TiB most prolific, aa a-writer of pianoforte 
duets, ^isQft&rcheB are well knowfi, and highly esteemed, 
but he alsSwrote for two performed, sonatas, landfer, 
waltzes,.and other compositions- ' 
'Mozart'wrote five sonatas, and an andante vfith varia¬ 
tions for four hands. 
' Beethoven supplies ua with one sonata, three marches, 
and a set of variations aa duets. ' • 
Then we have three sonatas and other dudts by 
Hummel; tw'Sfcty-three- sonatinas by Diabelli; nineteen - 
duets by Kuhlau; some excellent compositions of Mos- 
cheles, and a large number of duets by the younger 
Bertini, Mayer, end Her*. , , , 
Mendelssohn enriched the literature of four-handed 
compositions with two duets, an andante and variations, 
atfd an allegro brillanterSchamann furnished Oriental 
pictures and Ball scenes, 'dtmong more recent writers, 
a prominent place must be given to Moe.zkoweki, whose 
charming and graceful compositions are always welcome. 
Good duets, too, have been written by Scharwenka, 
Gurlitt^Kirchner,' and many other composers. 
In addition to all these' original compositions, there 
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00 
A<rell-d«fined and powerful trend In modern educational progress ii 
the endeaVor to render methods of teaching more attractive, especially 
to the very young. Mnstmctors are increasingly willipg to present 
fundamental laws Id* a fashion bo simplified, i. e , stripped of abstract 
reasoning, as .to appeal directly and forcibly to a child s intelligence. 
Instruction ia cothbiued with amusement; the youthful mind is inter¬ 
ested by the manner or preeenUng simple facts, and readily rotalnB tbe 
substance of Information convoyed in so agreeable a form. 
In her preface the autho&fs states that this little work has grown 
oat of her own and .others’ experience in teaching! the rudiments of 
harmony. Reversing this statement, We obtain the wise old sa'ingj 
r firperienWa docet; and if really seems aa if Miss Duff e experience with 
children had taught her to devise a ready and charming method for 
smoothing the rough pktb of musical theory before little, Btumbljng 
feet,—a njethod, too, which possesses the additional advantage of being 
adapied either tor classes or single pupils. * v 
- After a prefatory chapter on the grand symphony of natural sounds 
and colors, the"iAajor scales, beginning with Major 0, are aptly Intro¬ 
duced as “ families” of tones-frolicsomo children kept in order by the 
head of each family. Major O, D, and the rest. The flngtr-tx*rcut* are 
the games played by these youngsters; the structure qf the scales Is 
Jllustratod by-pretty wood-cuts; and the several steps are explained In 
an easy, conversational tone, the language never rising above childish 
comprehension. Arriving at .the minor soald the families of Mn. A 
Minor and her friends, these family-heads ift-a introduced to us as poor 
widowed relatives of the several Majors, their sorrowful estate furnish¬ 
ing a sufficient reason for their melancholy mood. The pnpils are thus 
le<f, step by step, up to simple triads and their inyersiona 
T eachers of Mnall children will find this an interesting booldet whose 
value Is enhonced by tho numerous original wood-outs and bold, dear 
type. 
For Sale by all Music.Dealars. 
• Tho Monthly Bulletins issued'by G^ Sohirmer are 
invaluable to all interestedrin Muaio. Will be sent free 
to any address. ’ 
harder task, an^will need all of the encouragement that.the teacher a very large number of arrangementa] many of 
can point out, yert unflinching firmness coupled with sympathetic ar0 |jy n0 means to be despised. Among these 
help must be given the pupil. ^specially may be mentioned the trunscriptions of the 
Y. H. T.—the habit of striking octaves, the written note with its symphonies of the great CQjnpoeerB. • 
lower ocUve, instead of the written bas», and of sometlmee playing a From the list of works given, mcomplefe though it 
middle note fn that octave, is a most exasperating habit, and not one may fte, it will be seen that, over and above the useluir 
that la at all uncommon-. The pupils who do this are careless readers, ness of duet-playing, the compositions themselves,. from 
especially pf the lower and Inner parts. To correct this habit, give their intrinsic value, have a claim upon the attention ot 
pieces that have low basses, such as waltzes, marches, etc., and make all students of the pianoforte, and those who have not 
it the popir* special business to play nothing but the written bass yet Explored this region of moBical literature Will hna 
"with the left hand, that is, while playing all parts, to add nothing, it fall of .beauty and delight. , ' ' 
Neatly all pupils need4o be taught the necessity of an accurate self- Beside the duet for two performers on one lnatrnment, 
criticism ** many admirable compositions have been wnttenuftir two a 
‘ ' pianbfortes, but as it is-Comparatively rare to find-two 
W.J.T.-Your failure In playing acceptably on the reed organ at {Qgll^mentB jn one room, the writer deems it 6f little 
the 9unday-schooi, was doubtless due tpj a.staccato touch, and the practical value to make any lengthened observations on 
'want of fttoady blowing. The keys on the organ mud be held down compnaition. Where, hbwever, two inptrtl- 
unUi the time of each note is fully held out, and the blowing must—&re avaiiable, they may be made to do useful 
be full and regular. Vol. II. of “Melodious Studies for the Reed gerv]Qe) not only for the performance of W0rk8 written 
Organ,” a book Issued by the pabliaher of The Etude, devotes a ^v some of the beat musicians, but also^for the practice 
special section to the playing of church music by pianists. ^ Qf noble COnc6rtOS of the standard composers, one 
L. K. M.—Where the entire measure is silence tbe v^ole rest char- performer taking the solo paff| while 
acter i3 invariably used, no matter what the time mark may be, that" orchestral accompaniment 18 playe u e Til iZL time.three-four or .ir-foo,that ob.n.otor u«d pianoforte. Arrs^ements oforchea- 
'for a full measure of’silenoe. 
E. B.—Blind Tom Is something of a genius, but as to his being-a 
“True Artist,” hardly, allhough he has played some styles of music 
finely. Even to call him a genius la to do so under allowance, for 
what little Intellect he haa ia mostly shown as musical' mteihory and 
lmUativeness. He is now-In poor and failing hf olth. 
t’rafScores' »ro nowtssnoJ for alY the principal concertos, 
and much pleasure and profit may be derived from 
their use.- • . . .. , 
The subject of pianoforte t-n.os may be dismissed very 
briefly. To say nothirfg of the discomfort of tliree.per- 
formers sitting at such close quarters, the compositions _ 
of this class -are almost worthless, and seem dm lly 
N. M. B.—Tho minor .cale. aro played la sererat way., aa to the designed to alloir. a* least one incompetent person to 
placing of ffie half-stopa. Composers uaing a style to suit their own palmbimself off aa a r . j maDV of • 
LlrJ or t„t. I. tt. ,1... p.«^. Con.ult an, good boO o.. Lt te quite otherwme^wtlh P>»uoforte dnet^ rn^of 
h.rmon j or theory. “Landon'. Writing Book ■> on p.go SY gl.M an the prodqOtlOUBjrf the W composers bemg Veritable 
example of each style In general use. works of art.—Keyboard. - ' 
: 
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•MOZART AT MARSEILLES. 
- : : 
r retard, to secure correctness, for a few 
the . uaasaee info rhythmic sections; 
Begin on D and end on D #,.tbe 6th note. Practice Lose time, or retard, to secure correctness, lor a i«  
like this‘(Ex. 2) many times; then the next section trials. Divide the passage into rhyth ic sections; 
Mozart, being on^e on a visit at Marseilles, went to likewise, beginning on the 6th note and ending on the practice separately and then together, exaggerating the 
the opera* incognit(/\o hear the'performance of his nth, and also the third sectionl, ending on the dotted half accent till precision is gained* _ 
Villanella Kapita.”/H® bad reason to be tolerably note in next This may be practiced first with- In some cases change the accent .to a different 
out, an<f afterward with the baas. Finally, practice the rhythm. V:'". 
whole three sections, beginning with sharp accents, When one has practiced for some time an §tude re- 
which diminish and disappear as the passage is played a«irin8 velocity, precision, and evenness, it may be well 
more rapidly and delicatissimo, as it is your aim to play to occasionally vdry the method of practice, as a means 
it. The 81st measure is m6re difficult, but may be con- of hastening toward the aims. 8uppose the piece tjbe 
quered in the same way. 
m 
In the same manner practice the following cadenza, 
which occurs imGottschaljc’s Ricordati. (Ex. 8.) 
8 va... 
well satisfied, till, in the midst of the principal arias, 
the orchestra, through some error in the copying of the 
score, sounded a D natural where the composer had 
written D sharp. . , , , , . 
This substitution did not injure the harmony, but gave 
a common-place character to the phrase, and obscured 
the sentiment of the composer. Mozart no sooner 
heard it than he Started up vehemently, and, .from the 
middle of the pit, cried out in a voice of thunder, ‘ Will 
you play D sharp, you wretches?” * . 
The sensalipn produced in the theatre may be im¬ 
agined. The actors were astounded; the lady who was 
singing stopped short, the orchestra followed her exam¬ 
ple? and the audience, with loud exclamations, demanded 
the expulsion of the offender. He was acordingly 
seized, and required to name himself.. He did so, and 
at the name of Mozart the clamor suddenly subsided 
into a silence of respectful awe, and which was soon 
succeeded by reiterated shouts o‘f ’applause from all 
sides. It was insisted that the opera .should be recom¬ 
menced. y Moisart was installed in the orchestra, and 
directed the whole performance. This time the D sharp 
was played in its proper place, andfthe musicians them¬ 
selves were surprised at the superior effect produced. 
After the opera Mozart was conducted in triumph to hia 
hotel. ’ - | 
HOW TO CONQUER A DIFFIoBlT PASSAGE. 
MADAME A. PUP1N. 
- % 
Dear,Sophronia:— 
You have doubtless often heard people say,—have 
said perhaps the same^tirttfg yourself,—“That piece 
would not be difficult for me, if it were not for the pas¬ 
sage' on the 3d page, but that I cannot possibly 
master; ” or, “I can play that piece, but I invariably 
miss my. notes in such a place,” or remarks of a similar 
character, relating to difficult passages in a piece that 
otherwise would be within your capabilities. 
There are in mp.ny pieces some passages which it seems •v/ * v 
impossible to play with evenness, or withont losing some I(. ^ be obaerTed that tbere ar9. after the trill, seveil 
of the notes, or in the same tempo as the rest of the noteB -n the pa8gBge, play firat foar 
piece, or with precision. Is there not some strategy nQteB af-ter tbe trill, and end on the fifth note; accent 
which will conquer these difficult passages, mnce.they do ^ ^ and ^ aole6i ; the -rhytbmi(. note8. Ke- 
not succumb to the systematic practice which brmgs the 1() or 12 timc8- Thea pIay the notea beginning 
reatqffee piece to perfection? Yes, various methods ^ ^ fifth d endiag on th0 ninth. Repeat and 
may beYhqorte^ to, according-to the passage and the Then pIay the eigU wtea eading 
the “ Fen Follet,” by Prudent, the part beginning (Ex. 
"f 
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4). Some Bpeed his been attained, together with pre¬ 
cision and evenness, but on attempting to play beyond 
a certain note of speed, it becomes uneven, and the 
weak fingers often miss on the narrow, black keys. 
Suppose it then be practiced thus (Ex. 6), working up 
to a high rate of speed. Alternate this with the even 
practice. The rhythmic divisions become better defined, 
and it is possible to plav it up to a higher tempo with 
evenness and precision, man if practiced only by the 
other method. 
Take also the rapid passage in SSfdLnotes, in Chopin*@ 
yF# Impromptu. After it has been well practiced, and 
precision, evenness and some degree of velocity gained,' 
change it to this way of playing (Ex. 6) and work up to 
a tempo where it is no longer possible, to preserve the 
proportion of dotted 16th and the 32d notes, and* then 
change it to notes of equal value: it will then be easy 
to play it several tempos faster. 
half. Aim to*gov aa high as ^ = 188 or higher. If is 
accenting very sharply the first and last notes, i.1. the easier to practice these passages first without the bass, 
Many passages could be played -with more^gase 
with the ninth, making the first, fifth, and ninth strong- if the performer cotjld remember that ttye hajid/can 
ly accented. Repeat 10 or 12 times. Do the same with move, at the wriBt* from side to side, as well as up and 
the second group of notes, and also with the third, be- down.. Some persons seem to be unaware that there is 
ginning always with a rhythmic note, which must be a joint there at all. 
sharply accented. After t^e groups have been prac- Play the first measure of Chopin’s Impromptu in A- 
ticed Biogly, begin with the trill,-which consists of eight, flat. It.will generally be played thus—the first three 
S2d notes, and practice the whole passage with a metro- notes with the hand and arm in one position, the next 
nome, beginning as slowly as ^ = 76, or two notes to a four noteB, the hand and arm in another place, and the 
beat, accenting as before. Aim to play this passage up last three notes in still another, that is, the arm moves 
to h = 162, which will be four times as fast as it was along with the hand in the same straight line. Try it 
begun. On the way to this-point the intermediate thus-Play G and F the sixth and seventh notes te- 
accents disappear, and even the f^st notes of each group getber, then leaving , but o mg- e um °“ ’ 
, a Jr, . v * „ i.v • nlav the first note—E-flat—with the second finger. Wow 
do not sound like accents, but are felt as rhythmic u ® ....... ", . 
... ’ , . xr,/  play alternate y-F and E-flat, while holding the thumb 
notes, and they Berve a? pegs to hang otf to. When you PmJ J ° 
have practiced this cadenza in this way, you will under- 00 ® b® Been 1 at e an can move a is ce 
Btand what that means.. Your aim in rapid playing is to to the nght, an tote e , an ye e arm remain m 
the same position without moving; that is, the hand re- 
themselves. volves on the wrist-joint. ^ , 
Practice in a similar manner the cadenza in Chopin’s ^ow try measure with the arm stationary, reach 
1st Ballade—26th measure of the Moderate. Begin this h* * the extreme notes by moving the hand on the 
with the metronome at 76, and play two notes to a beat . wrist-joint, and when p aye' rapi y, i wi e oun no 
the first Half of the melastfre, and three to a beat the last on^ mncb easier, but ar more grace n . 
difficulty prese: 
If want of precision^OT false notes be the difficulty m 
a certain passage, then lose no time to secure correct¬ 
ness. I have heard many persons say they were never 
sure of, the notes of the 27th measure of Chopin’s 
Vatee in Op. 64; while they could play the 
rest of* the Yalse up to speed, they were certain to 
miss one or two notes just there. In such a case, ritard, 
or lose time to secure precision of touch, as eventually 
this measure can be brought up to tempo, after precision 
is gained, and if not, this, ritard may give a novel and 
original effect to the passage. ^ 
Old-fashioned teaching made it a mortal Bin. to lose 
time, and in the scramble to keep perfect tim'e, many 
important notes were leftsout, or slurred over. Con¬ 
tinued practice never made these notes any more perfect, 
for in the effort to keep good time, the feeling of hurry, ***'«—-*-.rr~ r—0- without moving 
the indecision and the fear of not getting-the right notes these rhythmic m^es surely,'and the others come of - 6 aame P0B11 
were^practiced into the piece, and became fixed habits. ■ 
If. the passage be extremely difficult to play with 
velocity, delicacy and precision,—as a cadenza for ex¬ 
ample,—divide it into rhythmic sections, and practice it 
beginning on one rhythmic note and ending on the next 
— Play these sections up to a high rat$ speed, 
rhythmic notes, and playing th,e intermediate notes very 
rapidly and lightly: afterward put these sections to¬ 
gether, begin at a low rate of speed and work up, 
making the rhythmic note, at first, very marked, and 
allow the accent to-disappear onlj as the passage in¬ 
creases in velocity and delicacy. 
For example, take the 16th measure of Chopin’s 
Mazourka in A-minor, op, 17, No. 4. (Example 1.) 
as, by giving the whole attention to one hand, perfec¬ 
tion is sooner brouglft about. '■ _ 
Sometimes there are cadenzas which have no rhythm, 
but- require to be played with perfect equality and deli¬ 
cacy throughout, like the cadeDzas in the Preludio of 
Liszt's Rigoletto, measures 7 to 10. If by reason of the 
With these hints, yon may disco'Tjer other Btrntageins 
|for yonrseif, with which to surprise and. overcome the 
ifoe that lurks in toany a measure. 
IN it: 
—Gounod is said to have said that the true composed 
when a great thought strikes along the brain and 
flashes all the cheek,’ris conscious that the smile of the 
Deity is beaming upon him. The idea is a charming 
# v one; and a work such as the “Moonlight Sonata,” 
weakness of* certain fingers it seems difficult jto gain pregnant with inspiration from the first bar to the last, 
equfality, practice with different accents, first accenting would almost persuade one to receive it as a glorious fact. 
every three'and then every feur^otes. This will 
strengthen and equalize the fingers. an impreg^on upon the public, and avowed his decided 
We may sum up the wayB to gain precision, even in preference for the one in F-sharp Minor, Op. 78. Cer- . 
rapid playing, thus:— ^ tain it is that he was fond of playing the latter. 
AHNETTE ESBIPOEE. 
Tbs name ^Annette Bsaipoff is numbered amoBg 
those which are held in honor; far and wide, where 
mtwie is understood and loved. Annette Bssipoff ib a 
pianist Who is always mentioned in the same breath with, 
the most renowned interpreters of modern pianoforte 
Basic; she conforms to the type of modern virtuosity. 
Bern in St. Petersburg, in the’year 1862, her childhood, 
her artistiq development, and her whole life moved for- 
ward withont break or disaster, without any harsh inter¬ 
position of fete, in gentle, ascending curves. In nodis- 
tnrbed harmony With herself and the world, the gifted 
girl devoted berself with complete abandonment exclu¬ 
sively to her beloved art, and the yonihfnl pianist found 
added inspiration irinhe teacher who was eingled'out for 
her while a student at the Conservatory of her native 
town—the pianist Theodor Leschetitzky, himself a dis¬ 
tinguished artist, who by his genial method of instruc¬ 
tion and the power of his personal influence seemed 
called, as no one. else, to lead the novice in art up the 
steep ipath to highest attainment Benealth his eyes the 
young pianist blossomed into the finished artist, who was 
herself fully conscious, moreover, that the deepest 
secret of art Jay not in the ten fingers and mere technical 
dexterity, bat in the sentiment which the trne artist finds 
gushing forth from every beantiful oreation o.f the soul 
as from a beautiful-vase. 
Annette Easipoff made her first publio appearance 
In her native land, where she speedily won renown 
• as a brilliant pianist,. Gradually she extended her 
professional tours beyond the borders of Russia. In 
1876 she undertook a journey to Pariap and> in 1876 
We find her crossing the Atlantic. In America, 
fame and fortune attended her steps. Upon her return 
to Europe she married (1880) her teacher, Theodor 
Leschetitzky, a*d together they took np their permanent 
residence in Vienna, which has been, uPj to the present 
time, the scene of continued and successful mnsical 
- activity on the part of Leschetitzky. Madame Essipoff 
has repeatedly visited Austria and Germany upon 
widely extended artistic tours, has appeared before the 
severest critics, and has always and everywhere won 
their heartiest sympathy. She is*a pianist.whose style 
-may be termed grand; yet.withal, to the inmost depths 
of her soul-, she is a poet who has arrived at that phase 
of development in which beauty ennobles all emotion. 
l She studiously avoids any undue striving after effect; 
her passage-playing is graceful, elegant, and of pellucid 
clearness. Madame Essipoff remains unsurpassed as an 
W interpreter of Chopin; her rendering of the F minor 
concerto of this “master of melancholy” must ever 
rank among the masterpieces of artistic reproduction.— 
Ti anslaied from the German by F. A. Van Santi-obd. 
GETTING PUPILS TO DO MORE THINKING. 
7 IT 7~ v-.ntWiVntM and all who.have heart* will understand 
the different movements in pencil, writing the words, ^pm £e° JJtpjj, oreations, fell of the divine inspiration 
Now wesre ready to elamine first subject in detail. *ed ;t’t0 tbam pue combination on combination, 
With very little aid the popi) soon learns to distinguish make lbo 0iche8tra bellow^with hideous clamor in fee 
phrases and, although these phrBses are carefully b;gbe8t registers, fill the air with empty phrasM. Wjth- 
mafeed in the good editions, yet a. an extra 
tiqn, I think it advisable for the student to nse '^JJers wfliii'wMh topaas for geniuses 1 True mu- • 
comma, semicolon, and period, in their prope^places. K repndiate these men, for they are only fallen. 
-t-t- an.ela cait into the darknBss of Uieir own fatal pride 1 
These false musicians are dynamite mOsicians, they 4re 
fee anarchists of music, Who unable .to boild what is 
great am} be'antifnl, find it easier to destroy music by 
tkeir outrageous noise. . . ... T, . 
This is why fee study of Hatmonyjs indispensable to 
complete the • education df every person who atndicB 
_'rUwnrarrV. UpmnnT t.hfi musician understanas 
rxj 
■ 
co a, ge iuoiuu, y'-*-—i —- * -—- _ 
The next step is study of- first phrase—rhythm, modu¬ 
lation, fingering, touch, pedal—ascertaining the where¬ 
fores for certain touches, fingering, eto. Supposing the 
■first movement consiste of four phrases, the last three 
are analyzed in fee same manner atrthe first. This 
would probably be fee amount of work assigned for the 
, . ..a mnsio Through har ony the sicia ersta ds 
first lesson. I lately hear a pajnl read a new work t . h() )ay8 ,gby anaiyziDg, he grasps the thonghts of 
his fingers, as fee mental work accomplishes all that is ^ author) tba development of the melody of the theme, 
necessary in a leSs space of time. Cannot some of us ’ the dial0gue and the musical conversation. 
recall the teaching of years ago, fee teacher with long 
pencil, laboriously pointing out every identical note, and 
counting out, aloud, very distinctly, the entire lesson? 
I find It best to correct errors by questioning, and the 
mainer in which title majority of pupils squirm and 
wriggle when pnt upon the question rack is depress¬ 
ing. I think it well to begin with the more difficult 
passages at once; these are rarely found at'the begin¬ 
ning, but to some methodical students this, to^ them 
irregular way, is exceedingly distasteful. 
My greatest difficulty in teaching is to get pupils to do 
their own thiqjring. A question page works well—at 
every lesspn, at least! one question to bs written by fee 
pupil, the teacher writing the answer, 
in order to ask questions. But; what is the cause or 
causes of this serious-trouble in non-thinking- people? 
Is it lack of mental discipline in other studies? Is the 
mind naturally more inert than the body? Yet, a child 
three years of age bristles wife questions, thinking ques¬ 
tions ; surely this mental perversion mast come in later 
years. No’better mental Work can be found than in 
Dr. Mason's “Technics,” and yet, everacandid, teacher, 
most admit, the mechanical, thoughtless manner so 
many give to this work, shows a lack of something, 
sotnewBere. 
It is then that the pleasure of mtiaic becomes genuine 
and great, and the execution being no longer mechanical, 
but given with full knowledge and comprehension, the 
works of a great master are rendered in all their per¬ 
fection.— San Francisco Monitor. 
\_ 
BEETHOVEN 80NATA8 NOT TOR OHILDEEN. 
BY W. GATE8. 
THE KNOWLEDGE OF HARMONY INDISPEN¬ 
SABLE TO ABE MUSICIANS. 
BY THE CHEYAL1BB DE XOMTSXI. 
BY ANNIE HORTON SMITH. 
> . 
I oftsn wonder if the feeling of otter bewilderment 
generally comes over young teachers, as it did to me in 
my callow days, when' givtog a-new work to a pu^St? 
So many sides for study; at which point should one 
begin ? Oat of my experience I have evolved a plan, 
which, upon Jesting, has produced satisfactory results. 
I usually select short pieces, as they are more accept¬ 
able to the listener, as well as to the<student. Fortun¬ 
ately, Schumann, Heller, Knllak, the 8charwenkaa, 
■ • Tsolmikowski, and others, have given ns many charming 
compositions, within the technical, mental, and musical 
grasp of young pnpilsi 
I firbt introduce my composer, in quite a ceremonious 
faehion—“ Mr. John Sebastian Bach, Miss JoneB ’’—and 
here I find Bach’e “The-Realm of Tone” of great value. 
Pointing out fee composer’s face, I ask the pupil to 
write fee date of birth, and, if not living, the date ot his 
death, opposite the composer’s name on the piece. 
Any little anecdote given, if-ever so trivial, deepens the 
impression. t ' , 
I now ask the. pupil to read the piece mentally, in 
order to get a general outline of fee work, marking off 
Thbue is something more than technique to be need in 
playing Beethoven—namely that rare something hailed 
A .... UA VwainB Beethoven used the Bonata form ae a vehicle 
One must think" eIpre88iou of deep emotions, not for shallow in¬ 
anities. . His musical thonghts at times exceeded fee 
containing abilittee of the sonata,form and he broke 
over fee formal rules and gave origin to the idea of con- , 
tent first, form afterwards. But with all this-none can 
be more strictly formal than Beethoven. 
Now to give these master creations—these expressions 
of deep soulful feeling to some fib-pant yonng girl,— 
what's the use? The opuses 49, 79 and 14 conld be 
used in such a case as technical studies and for formal 
analysis, but for such a nature, or for one who has the 
technique better developed than -the general mentality, 
Haydn and Mozart, especially the latter, furnish better 
material. At any rate there 14 more fundamental finger 
technique required, and not the advanced wriet and fore- 
-arm management feat Beethoven continually calls for. 
Mozart wrote more from a harpsichord standpoint and 
Beethoven, one might almost say, from an 
The light tinkling harpsichord could not sustain a long 
tone, no matter how much the composer might wishit 
consequently he must “ keep things going, most write 
many short notes. The piano of Mozart’s day was not 
very7 much better than fee harpsichord, if We have in 
mind the sustaining power of fee pianos of the Present 
" day. Hence piano composition was fora good while 
carried on in a harpsichord style This rapid finger 
work makes Haydn and Mozart the most excellent pre¬ 
paration for Beethoven, Schumann and Chopin. . 
When the rugged genius, Beethoven, came, on to the 
stage, he found a better instrument awaiting him, but 
improved as it was over its predecessors, a {nano^of the 
time of Beethoven would not be tolerated in any modern 
musical household save as a cariosity, so great has been 
Without that knowledge a person is not a musician, 
he is only an executant, a mere performer. Every one 
knows that one can learn a language simply by hearing 
it spoken, by.imitating, as a parrot does. It is in feis 
way feat children and geople of inferior station leartr a 
laii° h\e'musical artthe same thing happens; any per- 
Ti who ran play it more or lese well, imagine, himself .Bat more than ttna^ « ^ tetatral ?tei 
a musician, without suspecting for a moment that he is impro , “ g^e ian0 with &n orchestral brain 
only an executant, a mere performer, who follows the Qpe rather, his thoughts took an orchestral 
directions of his instructor without the faculty of realJj Y®' * So^we find in hiB piano- works difficulties that 
understanding-why. he plays Such a imrfoimer offiy jhjBjSo « of 0Prdinary payers as'well a. 
knows the notes written out before his eyes and nothing a^bey^ ^ b€yond ^ ^p^of shallow disposi- 
mTo be a teue njuaician one must-know the te sa^certai^thteg^and^decided to say them in a 
language in all itaiparts, one must know its grammar, write 7 performer was appalled by.^he 
... 
sx 117 
begins.” ... . - J But with all this I do not mean to aay that all of tie 
The sublime religious music of the 'C1JQrch», thf have JotOccasionally descended from then soar- . 
(when not prolane as it sometimes is t^o°gh the per- , wr;ttea mu8io that is of lighter caliber. The 
verted taste of organists) uplifts the soul to God, gives - Beethoven that I have mentioned above, the 
fervor to our prayers add brings tear, to on, eyes, touching . ^^nndTsofSchnmLin, fee Ghopin m.znrkay, and 
the inmost feelings of oqr hearts, does it require words tor Op. 68 and16 ot ^ two or three of 
ite exoreseion? Do we need words to be moved by the some of fee l.gMer wanze , ^ ell 
grsndenrof fee symphonies of Mozart, Haydn or Beet- * u.t a88da8 an introduction to the heavier 
&& riss ■*»««« Klini&fSeSSwa•»euiB.1..A.,mi.,a.si. 
'---T.'.fr:; 
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. hlnuplln Puior R. Pn ; . EDITOEIAL NOTES. :•■■:. Fwimdited and annotated editionsof mnsioinpdw 
IvU Vt/ll”, tWwl %jL vUi. ' - _;_j i ■ . >u 8P8ola' demand. Many'pupils ate .critical, looking 
'A | ’ ■ ■ _■ ' ' . -1 • .— '• r out to entrap tieir teacher in some point, and when 
^1 fciA^T 171 Ii STRKET A part is not thB whole. . Yet thonBands of music they have these special editions, to practice from this 
(3 Oyors West at Breadway), teachers are trying to make ope kind oftonch, one idea difficulty is obviated. This, to an inexperienced teacher, 
• ' vNEW, YORK. ' - ■ • j“ expression, one way of teaching tiine, one set of ^ is worth considering. Then, again, pupils are told over 
_ studies, one set of pieces, oue position df the hands, and a“d over again many things regarding phrasing, expjrea* 
Sole Agents in the United States for tho aame "lfleI‘bl® W8J of preeenting thingif, do for ell' “on, and the finer points of good playing, which they. 
MYRRHS wnvFTTfi rmOT pnpils, and for every "phase of teaching. This class of forget, because not fixliy Comprehend ed, but.when prac- 
r *’ teachers are-also short-sighted enough to shut out any ,*icing from a well edited piece these finer points are 
OH PPELL & CO., ^ new idea read or .heard about, much less to try and constantly brought to their .notice inthe notation. Fur- 
ROBEHT C0CK8 & CO., ' learn of its value in testing it bjt-personal experience, thermore, pupils being well taught feel a superior confi 
J. B. CRAMER A CO., i v They run in a rut, and fear to get out of. it, for the sdence in their teacher when they fin<f the same things 
HOPWOOD A CREW, “finch-pin” is lost, and the wheels would run off as tbat,_they hav.e been taught printed in the very pieces 
HUTCHINGS A ROMER 8000 as the rut was left. There is indolence behind the that_they are studying; this adds to the teacher’s repu- 
" J. A J HOPKINSON Ejections and indifference of these teachers. They are tatioo. Lastly, there are many hard working and earn- 
OF LONDON Enqland * narrow enough to condemn and misrepresent whtirthey est teachers', who hare not had the beat of opportunities, 
do not understand, rather than take the trouble to im- through no fault of their own. From such editions-they 
prove themselves. are enabled to do work that shall favorably compare Ilflfl m TUP J.****#' •/ with that of the better-educated teachers. Tothisnum- 
■eiv lUn ■ Afll ilflflUi UftliL. v erous class such-editions are a boon, both, to themselves 
■faro, ASBAHOID nt shouts, AMD thb mtODtuto Thr best is none too ^ood. But what is heat for one and to tbeir P?pU8- ' iT..;.* ' 
BSVlSKo AND SUPPLEUEttTXO BT popil i. often worthies to another, and whet will prove - 
FRANKLIN TAYLOR. successful with this latter pupil will do no good with the • 
This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the t*"rd’ Hence, the best class of teachers have abundant ^HE readera of Ti^c Etude can help the cause of im- 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte resources which they use in a multitude of ways. TJiey Prov0d music by using-their influence to-have musical 
technique, and to provide students with the means of know the, many kinds of touch, and of ways to teach. worktJ Placed in the loan and public libraries. Where 
ties wahRve°mr^Sut„ttefTwU^^iew,7he 0le“,'“n find 8 W8y to ,esoh *ny t™?11 f!“™ &r® D0 llb™r,M of tbi,8 bi"d ‘‘is an easy thing for 
Studies have been arranged in groups, those in each mus?c» because they have a broad enough knowledge of ine teacher to torn a musical reading club among his 
group being placed in progressive order and having ’the art of teaching to meet all demands as found in a P°pils and friends. A small outlay of money by each 
nar.r^re.K.80Sf.r^ Y diffi=u,'f • l Th« greater class of pupils. Here is seen why it requires a first class m®mb8r would secure quite a list oi helpful and desira 
from the sUtmlurtl worts6 of* the^most* emineut ,eacher t0 do Sood worl1' B7 tbe waf- we De,er bear bl® booIi8- Librarians of the poblio libraries will usu- 
Stody-writers, and with these are included numerous of a P8rent calling in a tfledical atndent of but a tew a11? ro"Pond to a call made for musical works, and are 
others which, thoogh of equally great practical utility, months’ study to prescribe for his sick child; he feels filno to have their attention directed'to desirable books 
ave hitherto been less generally accessible. - . that tbs best doctor iB hardly good enoogh to attend his for general music reading. Teachers can get a list of 
r. FllE-FISOER Studies. ....Part I offspring ; yet he will Employ the. first youog “ teacher ”. ^be mU8*oal works in their town libraries for the benefit 
a sc AI ES " .... " a tbatwi11 charge little enough,.to teach this same child, of )lb“r pupils, recommending to each thosewhich are 
4' “ ; a a leacber wbo will .mould character that will last • tb® mo9t desi«»ble. 
5. BROKEN CHORDS..Part I tbronfib eternity, little thinking of the' great wrong he ' 
7. _ . «. 3 kas woven into the existence jf his progeny, not know- . 
“ “ .-iz::::™::: “ l ing that poor teaching is dear at any price. NEW PUELIOiTION 
1J. IWT HAND...auv.Parti * , , \ 
it: “ „ •“ “2 bethuel’s daughter, or isaac and re- 
14. ARPEOOIO.. Parti Childhood is the seed-time of life. If the child shows BEKAH1 A. sacred Caotata. Afndic by Ainu 
it." • •“ ...;; 2 musical.taleut and talks of being amnsician, this shows Joefi1'Ho0ODSpbZl,delnEhi.HE.'Vr' ,Publiahed,b? 
.7. TELOCITY ZZZ1....P.rt i tba‘ b' - ia al> fitted for this work of nature. ‘ ^ “ 76 «“* CPJ.a , 
J*-. :: ...-.“ 2 Therefore, ke should be trained early in life, so that ta> t Tbe bo°k contains 62 pages of mus.c, octavo siae. It 
ao- “ 4 maybe developed into a musician of the first fank. ^aa et8g® directions for use aa an aoted cantata, or it can 
22. 2 Zr::rrZr.Z,rMr.*••• *: S There is now a call for folly equipped musicians to teach’ be n8ed in a church for a service of sbng, by omitting the 
2S*    “ 7 in the.conservatories and musical departments of semi- vei7Iltt*e action called for, and this without material loss 
24. FIO.CRES ijr SEOCE.VCE..;—.Port i naries. The towns and cities of ten or more thousand t0 th6'effecHveM«a of <b® comp'osiUon. Like all of the 
1£U. BROKEN THIRDS sixths And or' * ob inhabitants are presenting good fields for establishing wntm£8 of thegifted composer, Adam Geibel.it ia 
O, » conservatories, and there is a greater call for good P'®881”^ melod.ous, and well and effectively written. 
51“^™“^“^*":.?°- .. „ teachers than ever before. To produce these good While.it U.9ot profoand, U'in&rftom bein< Within tie' 
as. SHAKES..7.-..Port i iKMsliw8 takes talent, time, study, and a Urge outlay of 8t^'® ,tbat ®Puld be psUed common or trashy-. The 
30. z -T—.Z:...:™.”r money. Hence the necessity of beginning early and^ “®lodl.®- ®lemeat 80 P'omment thatrit can be worked 
31. DOEBLE HrstfpsMtT"''.7.V. “ * keeping at it late.. Furthermore, Whefi the child begins up. e“‘y W!lh of^“r ablhti88-. 11 «aU» fo» seven 
!?• “ .“ 1 2 early, music becomes a second nature to him ; the music B0^01^t8 ftnd a chorus. Two tenors, two basses,’ a bari- 
34. “ ' « J ' that there ia ia him is further and befe: developed. ton?» ft1t0 and 8°Pran<>8 The nwisic is within the 'ordin- 
M. OCTAVES...;.,..p»rtt he is. young he receives .and assimilates musical arY o°mPa88 oi these voices, t An ambitious director, 
.—. “ a impressions easier and better. could use action and soenery with great effectiveness, 
37. CHORDS .........Parti" * for the oriental coloring offers unusual facilities ' for 
,A* ........ “ i r - „ brilliant costumeB arid pioturesque situations. 
3». STACCATO, ^ ** .''*'**** 
40. KEPETITION AND TREMOLO..Parti SONGS OF PRATSE A'ND DEVQIION 
• *** _** “ “ ... “ 3 A wskkly class, consisting of the teacher’s pupils, is The immense growth in mnsical taste and culture in 
.447 **art-peaying ....pP*,Pt 1 be c?I1f*dered a necesbity, There is, fortu* this country has created a demand for a iqpre elevated 
€5. ornaments....17  I*' 2 nate1^’ a ^r0,rinK ldea tfiat pupils shall be taught mnsio character of music, in the service of Christian song, than" w 
4a* “ ' —.-.*‘,rt 2 f8 we ^ a8 t0 on an *natrument» that good teaching that which has but’ a^few years since found fave*. The 
47. accompanied melody....Part i *nc^u.de8 80ID®what of harmony, biography, and history, new book for young people’s societies, Sunday schools 
«» EXTKNftiONK Awn R«r.®.. " 2 f?rm' and »a8|JoctioQ in critical listening to and song services, just published by I. V. Flagler, of 
50*. • E2*,ONS A?fD \ “T’ ?fter 111 W‘ 8* B‘ ^athews’ “ How to Auburn, N. Y., meets the improved taste in this reghed. 
31. RHYTHM...    p»rti UnderBtand Mq01c-” But such work requires a large 1 The melodies are bright, smoothuand inspiring, so bar- 
....“• a “eaaore of preparation on the part of the teacher, ’monired as not to offend the ear of the educated muai- 
FIFTY-TW0"B00K8, PRICE 50 CTS. EACH'. • h6/ b°8y teacb’ng year is Dpon ke finds n0 cia°- The cheap, trivial, common-place tonic and dom- 
' _ _ ’ t,me f?r.taiB work, hence the wisdom of a judicious use inant successions usually found'in music of this class are 
°* vacatian in ^is necessary work. Such study is largely avoided ; yet there are no intricate or difficult in- 
NnVTI T n I^WITD JP rn ^0t J , g®ry; 11 18 118 owa reward, shownin a tervals, aud the times are as easy'to sing and to play as 
liVJ Y lhLiLiUj Jj YY Lrv (X LU., broader outlook upon musical life, and, too, there is a ' the ordinary gospel hymp or Sunday school tune. The 
EAST 17th STREET (8 Doors West of Broadway), • comPen8ation from the repnULion for one’s musi- book contains original music for the Christian Endeavor 
** NFW Ynnir clanship, and to the teacher who is devoted to his.pro- Society and Epworth League. Also new Christmas and 
fesBion such reading and study is a delight. *'* *Easter music, solos, duetts, quartettes, etc. 
' ' , * • 1 " ' . T" .-1- .. •' 
■ . • . • 1 • /■;’ 
• . ' . v .... 
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PUBLISHEB'S HOTES, side of their own practice, there is a decided gain in -the pieces that they are studying. This book with thee' 
*• ' \ _ their musicianship, fpr the special summer trial offer : “ One Hundred Years of Music in America,” will give a 
A OABKFOLLTyaiTTStr description of the stops oi the Four months for 46 cents;. three months for 36 cents i portrait and biographical ekdtch of about every musician 
reed organ and how to use them, is given in the new edi- two months for 25 cents. These rates for new subscrip’ of note of the whole world, past and.present. This work 
tion of Laadon’e Rend Organ Method. Several special tions only. - ia one of the utmost importance to every teacher ormusi- 
solo and some nousuahtelo effects are explained. This ****»" See advertisement ” of the book elsewhere, 
interesting subject is thoroughly and exhaustively Ten moat popular music folio or satchel is the one Scxoiai. Offsr—the book will retail for f2.50, bat thoeo 
er that fiu the stops <ff any advertised on another page, showing cat. They are who will send ns 76 cte. will reCe.vet)ne poef-paid when 
made of leather, nnilhed and smooth grained, durably th« b««k is published. The postage alone, will require I 
put together, and are fine-looking goods. These bell by ' -early* of the amount. Send in your order, as the work- 
treated, and that in a mai 






The Summer School of -.Music conducted by The 
Etud^ starts off with more than double the numbers ex¬ 
pected. The corps of teachers aud lecturers has been 
enlarged, and other attractions are offered that have not 
been advertised in previous issues of Thjs Etcude^ Ar¬ 
rangements are already being majle for a similar school 
next summer, so unexpectedly great has been the suc¬ 
cess of the present session. The classes with illustra¬ 
tions, lectures that are illustrated" by piano and voice, 
the hundreds, at-$1.60 each, assorted colors. But better 
yet, and new, made for us as an experiment, is a satchel 
on the same general lines, but twice as deep, made of 
grained russet leather. These will ho|d bound music 
books and- sheet music, full size, without folding or 
bending, thus preserving intact your Litolff and Peters 
editions of classics. They are so constructed as to cut 
and style, that they always look trim and neat when 
either full or empty. They straps and buckles, 
will soorvbe on the market 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The best coarse in harmony that I have seen is How- 
rpTfl ard’s. 
which 
Its lan of exercises is superior to anything of , 
I know. It is, moreover, thoroughly interesting. 
v Henby Frakk Spueb. 
Music and Culture, bv Merz, is the book of books on 
festival character to the school. The mornings are de¬ 
voted to solid work in classes and private lessons. 
and the several piano, vocal, and organ recitals, give, a *and leather handles for convenient carrying. They only reaj^m 0f muBic^^'*•' livery ldver, student, and teacher 
of music should read this* beautifully-written T>ook, Too , 
much cannot be said in its praise. 2d- A. Wilson. 
Wilson G. Smith’s Romantic Studies are not only ex¬ 
ceedingly interesting, but thoroughly good as well. 
- M. A. Nelaojrl--“ . 
I desire to return many thankB fos the promptness ■ 
with which you have’ filled orders. With very frest 
Attention is called to another page, where about fifty 
of onr newest pieoes are described. As said before in 
The Etude, the music pages of this magazine contain 
need to be known Jo be popular, for they meet a real 
want. Price $2.60 each. r 
* ** ** 
We have had a prominent paper manufacturer pro¬ 
duce for us a blank music paper that is as near perfec¬ 
tion as possible. A really fiiat-clasB ruled music paper 
bnt a small part of the nBw music that is published by >8 88“®®- We wiB have it ready to deliver about at the ™^for.TH* Ernim, which is « very dejurfriendhYan,, 
same time this issue of The Etude is in the hands of onr 
this house. 
***** 
Send The Etude copies of your programmes of the 
past year. We wish to tabulate the pieces used for the 
benefit of our readers. This will show which pieces are 
used moBt, those which are the most popular for public 
use with pupils ; a decided help in-making out-your fu¬ 
ture orders for music. 
subscribers. This fine paper will endure several erasures 
at the same place, and -atill present a smooth surface 
and not strike through, even with a fluid ink. We are 
, pleased to be able to offer this paper at the price of 
ordinary qualities, 60 cents a quire. 8pecial quotations 
by the ream. 
sincerely, . MPA. Clay; 
This morning I received Landon’s Pianoforte Method. 
I thank you for vour promptness. 1^ am more than 
pleased with the Method. . It is easily graded for begin-' 
ners. It will awaken the pupil’s interest. 
Miss F. W. Richards. 
Copy of Landon’s Reed Organ Method received. I 
consider it an excellent work; the best I ever used in 
teaching. , Anely I. Davies. 
For summer reading send for our complete book list 
of musical publications. This list includes everything 
of special interest published in the English language. 
Prices are as low as first cost will allow. 
We have jast issued a new edition of Landon’s Piano¬ 
forte Method. There have been several necessary cor¬ 
rections, and some additions to the annotations. This 
instruction book enjoys a large and steadily increasing 
saler It meets the needs of pupils and teachers for be¬ 
ginners and young pupils. It is especially musical, 
and does not fail to keep the pupil interested, for he is 
producing music, and has something to constantly enioy 
in his work.—It-has been adopted by several important Ettoj, degire8 t0 wigh a 1U{ 6f Buch worie that are 
music schools and the musical departments of institutions from Grad(J y upward_ There ia n0 lack of ranlio 
as their standard work for beginners. Its presentation of withont ootaT6a the diffionlty oomes wbenlhe pupil 
the Mason Two-Finger Exercises is said to be the clear- ^ weU eDOUgh ^ damlnd ,he more dlfficuIt gradeSi 
est explanation of this system in print. While it is sometimes allowable for a small hand tOj ar- 
peggio a chord, yet there ie lacking a brilliancy and 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
# # * * Notloea lot this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one Insertion, 
-payable in adranerf. Copy moat be received by the 20th of the 
Unyortgnately, there are many popuB Who have preTi0u» month th Insure publication in the next number. 
email hands lhat find it difficult, if not impossible, to - ----- 
reach full chords and octaves. There are many fine IITISS C. E. SHIMER WILL GIVE IN8TRUC- 
The'" J3-L 'tions in Dr. Wm. Mason’s method, “-Touch and 
Technic,” to teachers and advanced students .daring the 
summer months, from June 6th to Sept. 21st, iiv Allen¬ 
town, Pa. Address Union Hall Seminary, Jamaica, N.Y. 
pieces which do not contain such forms of writing. 
L'ADY OF- FIFTEEN YEARS! EXPERIENCE, 
three years’ study abroad, teaches Mason’s and 
Sherwood’s Technic, also Carpi’s Vocal Method, de- 
. - ri, , , , , , j ., e _. sires position as teacher of piano or voice in University 
Still they come! Returnedpackages of music without epmtednesa when chords are so played; therefore in the or Conservatory. Best references. Address F. Mr S., 
the name of the sender, thus making it impossible for lisWSent please select pieceB without either octaves or Box 88, Astoria, 111. 
us to give credit, and complicating accounts, and also fall chords. 
Musicians and Musical Events.” By C, E. Lowe. 
Price 25 ctk. Published by Theodore Preeser, 1708 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. This pamphlet of 
about 35 pages, with its four indices, gives a concise men¬ 
tion of the birth and death of all noted musicians, and 
making trouble both for our patrons and for ourselves. 
Put yonr name and address both within and- upon the 
outside of the package. 
v! *****. 
The new and corrected edition of Landon’s Writing 
Book for Pnpils has several pages of extra music lines 
interspersed^ and alpo blank plain Bpace for remarks by 
the teacher. # * oratorios, etc., and of the organization of musical socie- 
v * * * ties-, schools, etc- Much of this pamphlet has appeared 
In response to our general invitation there have been serially in The Etude, where it can be examined. This 
several good contributors added to onr already large Ust booklet is particularly handy as a reference, and to call 
ofiwriters for The Etude. Schools of inusic, conBerva- to mind interesting facts whidh can be presented to pupils 
in lesson giving. For one month we will send this work 
for 10 cts. if cost is Bent with order, 
^ ITIHE DAVIS SPRING BACK CHAIR'COM BINES 
41 . _ . a ' JL all the advantages of chairs of this kind ever made. 
A Conoise Chronological History of the Chief per80I]8 whoBe occupations necessitate loni ’Bitting, 
torieB, etc., are now demanding musicians of wide repu¬ 
tation for directors and"teachers. The Etude offers the 
widebt field for presenting educational ideas upon music 
teaching. Our columns are open to our subscribers for 
all suitable contributions. Write opt your ideas and 
studio experiences and send them to The Etude, and do 
whether at tbe piano, desk, typewriter, or sewing 
machine, will find tie needed comfort by using this 
chair. Cures weak backs and prevents round shoulders. 
PriceB moderate. Send for catalogue giving ^ull descrip¬ 
tion, prices, etc. ’ _ . ! 
^-s— Lady teacher of piano and harmony, 
several years’ .experience, thorough, classical 
course;'desires to teach in College or assist in Conserva¬ 
tory. Recommended by teacher of national reputation. 
Address “ Primo,” care of Etude. 
'ANTED-A teacher OF VOICE AND VIO- 
, , lin. Send- references and address Gustav 
MeyeBj, Directory Conservatory of Music, JopliUj Mo. 
WA 
“ Celeb rat ed'Pianists of the Past and Present Time.” 
By H. Ehrlich. This is a collection of 116 biographi- 
not always try-to write a long articlq. Short paragraphs cal sketches and 114 portraits, from one to thirty^eight 
often contain ideas that are especially good and helpful, pages given to each. In ajl, there are over 400 pages. 
* * The portraits are superior, and many of them give 
views of the 'musician not usually seen. Teachers 
Summer time gives'leisure for reading. Get your will here' find a portrait and sketch of nearly every 
pupils to take The Etude on trial for a few months, and foreign musical name that« their pupils will Jae inter- 
observe their quickened interest in music when they eated in, and as biographical items partake some- 
begin work in the fafl. When pupils can led to' what of the flavor of personal gossip, it is therefore al- 
think about music, and to find an interest in the art out- ways interesting to pupils to know about the writers of 
V ■ . ‘ 7 ' - * 
Liko the germ of prophecy in an acorn’s mold, 
Needing naught but cultiration its aecret to unfold. 
Bo was bid & wondrous future in the InsWnments of old; 
Although Louia and hi» lady danced tho-stately minuet 
To pasaion'i toftest measures throbbing from the first apTnet, 
The royoJ Frenchman'! wisdom saw not the future in it; 
Nature, hot to great alone, does ail great accord.' 
Humble be who read the secret, gained the rich reward, , 
Drawing from the little spinet the brilliant harpsichord; • 
Butin a Roman monsstery this g« od work was outshone 
- By a rival much grahdor in finish and in tone, j. 
Beginning here the brilliant fame by pianoforte wod. 
As tbe oak, 0 monarch grand I sole the‘•Crown’* to-day, 
Towering in perfection u'er the forms that once held sway. 
As the oak tree wares its branches o'er^the acorn In the clay; 
- Like the oak it holds its own before the bonding blast, 
Booted deep in the fertile «oll, It cannot be upcast -L 
1 n the oak's poetic beanty It* noUo form Is coat, • 
As shining aa the glonay learca glinting the branebee fair; 
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ELEMENTARY SCAtE AND CHORD STUDIES 
ros ths , 
•VlOLUsT- - . • 
By G. DANNREUTHER. 43 Page#. 4to. $2. 
Especially deals lied for the use of young etudenta, one- 
bliag thorn to ga3n & olear and aoourate knowl- 
. edge of nil the major and minor eoalaa, keys, 
and chords. It may be used in con- 
jemotion with any method. 
Breitkopf & Harters VIOLINS. 
(Made In onr New York workshops 
.. by Herm. Olaesel.) 
The Highest Grade Violins in the market. $100, $150. 
Theory of the New Keyboard. 
By WINKLER A KEELER. 50 ote. 
Gives in * comprehensive, conoise form, Beales and 
Chords on the Janko Keyboard. 
Students’ Violins. 
$5 to $25. Style 231, Maggini Model, strong, 
sonorous tone. Teaoher’s prioe $10. 
i EDUCATIONAL JOTTINGS. 
_ ——— _ » 
BY TrflLEON 09LA£r.‘ 
* I 
Some time ago, out ,of curiosity, I questioned quite a 
number of bright pianoforte pupils of different teachers 
—representative pupils and teachers, such as. found in 
good-sized, towns. I was surprised to find that- few could 
answer even the simple questions Sn musical~hi story put 
to them, while if they knew anything of its literature I 
failed to discover it. However, all were more or less 
“posted” in theory, yet only one or two had read the 
biographies of the masters of their own accord, possibly 
without their respective teachers knowing anything 
about it. Whenasked why they had not paid more at¬ 
tention to these branches of a musical education, the 
usual answer was: they were learning to play well now,„ 
afterward they could give more time to such things! 
Quite a number of these pupils were fittingjhemselves 
for piano forte teaching! From inquiries I have learned 
since that this is by no means an isolated case, for in^ 
the larger towns and smaller cities many of thqi better 
local players are not much versed in these essential 
studies. x • 
•<-*<The blame for this state of things rests primarily on 
the teachers themselves; though parents, anxious to 
have theiyxchildren excel somewhat in pianoforte play¬ 
ing, look with small favor on any branch of musical 
Btudy other than a few finger-exerCiSes and “pieces.” 
School) of Modem Piano Virtuosity. 
By ROSENTHAL A SCHYTTE. Complete, $5.00 
3 Books, $2 eaoh. 
Technical Studies for the highest degree of develop- 
Anierican Mandolins. 
THE SPRING LAKE, No. 102. Walnut, Amerioan 
• Machines. Prof. Price $7.50. 
"Melodic Studies of Medium Difficulty. 
By HERMAN MOHR, Op. 66. 
3 Book,, 60 cts. each. 
0 Studies of much value. “ Musikzeitung.” 
Musical Penmanship. 
By E. BRESLAUR-GANS. 75 cts. 
Edition of the New England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston. Practical exercises for musio writing. 
American Guitars. 
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 76, Rosewood, 
$12.50. Our own make. 
Artists’ Violins. 
_ $20 to $100. _ ' 
Made after the best models of the old masters. They 
possess the sympathetic, sonorous tone of 
the originals. 
Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony. 
Translated by PAUL TOREK and H. B. PASMORE. 
258 Pages. Cloth, $2.50. Prof. 
Trice $1.50.- 
'* —— _ ^ . 
Imported.Mandolins.. 
THE JUNIATA. 4 Clear and sweet tone. No. 25, 
Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Pc^ce $10. 
Please Write for Catalogues of Sheet Music, Music 
Books, and Instruments. 
---. 4 ' fc 
BREITKOPF,& HARTEL, 
NEW YORK. 
A student designing to enter the profession should 
study the theory, literature, and ^istory of music as an 
important part of an education in music, and aid toward 
final success. A well-taught pupil possesses many ad¬ 
vantages toward making a good instructor. I repeat 
whaUhas been said many times before: for the student 
who expects to teach, the most liberal education is none 
too good. ’ l f 
There never existed a great instructor who was an 
ignoramus.. Such a phenomenon is impossible—no one 
can impart knowledge without possessing it. Therefore 
a teacher but-half equipped must only meet with partial 
success,-it matters not-how deserving he or she may 
be in other respects; while one educated broadly and 
well, if honest, industrious and enthusiastic, will surely 
&in success in all that word implies. 
A thorough education is a fortune if rightly applied. 
Besides that, it ipay bring its possessor some measure of 
artistic success and fame, it has money-earning powers. 
Parents looking for a teacher for their children will, if 
they make a wise choice, decide on the one beBt quali¬ 
fied by his knowledge for that office. Therefore, the 
educated teacher is in a position to command financial 
success. The difference between a teacher in a country 
town earning fifty cents a lesson, and onff in a city get¬ 
ting five dollarBncan be expressed in one word—know¬ 
ledge. Ooc has ordinary information which any teacher 
may-possesB: the; other is in the front'fank because of 
the possession of facts, data, better systems, and the ex¬ 
perience and knowledge which can be brought to bear 
when teaching not only the most abstruse principles, but 
also, in explaining simple facte. ' 
All cannot be scholars, bat each and.every teacher 
can and sljould improve continually. The plea is not 
forTearned savants, at the expense sometimes of good 
teachers, but for a more^uniform and full instructiori-of 
our youth, by having better educated teachers. Not 
less playing and. singing, but more theory, seience, his¬ 
tory : in fact, much more literary study with the purely 
mechanical practice of music. 
ways 
to a grjsat extent without much outlay. 
Passing over colleges as being too expensive for many, 
I mention the next best thing. 
Good summer schools, normals, institutes especially 
for music teaohere, aro held in nearly every State, where 
the best methods of teaching are compared, discussed, 
•aniMaught, and where attention is given to the wants of 
the attendants. I believe it is a common opinion held 
by those who have tried both, that the earnest student . 
can learn more in the few weeks spent at a good nbrmal 
than if the same time were passed at a colle'ge'of music. 
Because most normal-pupils are music teachers of some 
experience, and with a genuine desire to study and im¬ 
prove themselves; and, too, the teachers are specialists 
in what they teach. Thus for a reasonable Bam, the 
• best instruction may be had. 
Public-school teachers’ institutes are open to all, and 
have in many cases been of great benefit to the music 
teachers'. Other gatherings of instructors are held by 
the hundreds every year, and in them-something of last¬ 
ing worth might be found. , * 
But where any one is so situated that attending these 
places is impracticable, possibly on account of expense, 
there is one resource open-.still—^elf-improvement. 
What is learned that way may come hard, but it comes 
to stay. As to the means of attaining self culture, Ibe 
gist of the whole matter is: read carefully and study all 
the books on music you can buy or borrow, and take and 
read several music journals of recognized worth. Too • 
much praise cannot be said of the great"good Hone Tor 
musical art by the music magazines aud~'periodicals. ~"- 
They assist and instruct. No teacher or pupil is so wise 
that he cannot get many valuable thoughts and sugges¬ 
tions from these journals. They contain enough good 
food to turn out accomplished musicians if thoroughly 
digested. . •> 
I am aware that hundreds of teachers are doing good 
work, in a way, without much knowledge of these 
things: yet how much better—hoyrmuch more rounded 
out and complete the result would be did they know 
more of them. 
I put much faith in proper-organizations: be if for 
good or evil, organizations are powerful factors. Teachers 
might form societies with their pupils, and any others 
interested, with the end in vie^-joLft higher study of 
music. A society with 'a'constitution and by-laws,— 
something in the nature of a debating society,—organ-. 
ized for this purpose could be made helpful and inter¬ 
esting. The society coaid purchase a musical library 
without much individual expense, and all the members 
read the works in turn.^ Besides, members might pre¬ 
pare essays upon different subjects; after the reading the - 
society could then discuss the subject at large. Written 
examinations held occasionally on the subjects discussed 
would tend to clinch them in the memory. The useful¬ 
ness of an organization like this is at once apparent. It 
would stimulate friendly rivalry and create, no end of 
“interest. , , ’* 
Public libraries, as h rule,.seldom Contain £he very 
latest books on mnsic, but libraries might be induced to 
get some of the more important late works upon music. 
This would put instructive books in the hands of teachers 
and pupils, and not cost them anything. 
Where pupils are old enough'to assist in educating 
themselves by a course in reading, the teacher can soon 
notice a morff_pr.o.ductive interest in their studies. 
It is needless to specify further; it is an old theme ; a 
dozen ways will suggest themselves in a moment’s reflec¬ 
tion to. the Jeacher really in earnest to climb up to higher 
.ground, and who-camiot“afford theN more- -expensive • 
means of getting ‘ a broader knowledge of musical 
science. 
One thiDg-mbre, however; let the teacher lend the 
little folks books. He may be surprised at the way they 
will concern themselves in some “deep.” book, and 
more surprised at the questions they will be Bure to ask. • 
which may perplex even the “teacher.” 
A teacher acquaintance has kept bis pngnis in curreu 
musical literature, and when he obtains a good work, it 
goes the rounds among those who.may be willing to read 
it—-even works on Pedagogics. As a resalt his pupils 
are unusually advanced for their age. 
: " fw 





Instruction and Hcaiurc Combined. 
4 SPLENIC SAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
Tkta jE*m« oonaiflta of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed,.one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played In luooeaaion and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note la reached, when It 
counts one tor the person who played the lart card and: completedithe 
whole note. This gives a general Idea only: Full directions, with 
rules for a nxuhber of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
k*Sdee'learai^1to play tSeTlanO, Organ, Violin, or afay other instru¬ 
ment; those who slog; those who wish to read musio faster; In fact, all 
who are interested in masio, need this charming gams. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
Ths names of the notes. 
The various keys In which mule is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice tn musical fractions. 
' The easiest way to learn to read music. „ 
Von learn, while playing an Interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by ohlldren. 
. Time devoted to playing thia game Is not wasted, as In most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A asw departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents <«" teach fheir children the rudiments of music, even If not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those Intending to itndy music will find It to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lemons 
Prioe 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
FROM A TEACHER'S CORRESPONDENCE. 
BY FREDERIC 8. LAW. 
before me, covering a three years’ course, whicn>pre- 
sumably takes only a portion of., the averago^tudent’a. 
time, music being only one of many brandies. The 
first year includes Duvernoy, Bertini, BargmUller, etc. 
“The Symphony,”—Schubert’s unfinished,for eight 
bands and two pianos,—“Vas very dampening to the 
feelings of the audience It took eighteen minutes to 
play and was very tiresome. Mr. R.’S pupils are usually 
interesting, but they were over-weighted this time. »I 
have* come to the conclusion that it is much better to 
please and interest an audience than to make a fine- 
looking programme.” * 
This is an extract from abetter written by a teacher 
in a large boarding school, giving an account of their . _ , 
“ Spring Concert,” an occ^ion which weighs heavily ficiency, not according to the number of terms taken.” 
michel ‘Etudes; Ghopin’s Etudes I The catalogue 
obligingly adds that'“ The course 6f study on the 
piano embraces as pi any of the different works of the 
classics and modern schools of composition as it is pos¬ 
sible to study with a correct execution and interpreta¬ 
tion in the time allotted to the course.” Also, “Stu¬ 
dents are advanced according to their ability and pro- 





Send your address to ns and vre will send you a copy 
of our “Special Offer ” and Samples of our new “ Pu¬ 
pils’ Practice Slips.” If you use good music you will 
find it greatly to-your advantage. If a teacup, state 
what you teach—pianojvoice, or violin. If a vocalist, 
mention voice. 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO,, 
* Music Publishers, + 
110 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON. 
MENTION THIS PAPER. 
Hallet & Davis’ Pianos, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 189^ 
on the minds of teachers so afflicted. Must not the 
pupils make a good showing for their instructors? .Must 
not the programme abound with names of the best and 
most classical composers ? The effort to unite these essen¬ 
tials’in a boarding-school concert reminds me of Mrs. 
Todgers’ straggle to please her boarders with the gravy, 
which, as she plaintively assured Miss Pecksniff, was 
alone enough to add twenty years to one’s life. 
An old German musician was listening to a ^roap of 
young teachers who-vied, one with the other, in filing 
what their pupils could do. One played Beethoven’s 
Sonatas; atiothec, Chopin’s Ballades, etc. “Yes,” 
he said, shrugging his shoulders and throwing out his 
hands, palms upward, “but how J ” 
I agree with him that for pupils the how is more im¬ 
portant than the tchat. Too often the*pupil and his 
teacher think that a great name attached to a composi¬ 
tion will caTry through a mediocre performance of the 
ssme.and impress an audience. It. looks well in print, 
but the demands of 'the ear capnot be met by the eye. 
The playing of Beethoyen’s “ Sonate Patb^tique" by 
aij average boarding-school girl can hardly prove any¬ 
thing else than a weariness of the flesh ^to the ordinary 
audience, yet it. seems to be a favorite selection for such 
occasions,.if one may judge by its frequent appearance 
on school programmes. Not that pupils should be de¬ 
barred from studying the classics, but ieUjnstice toward 
the pupil tempered by mercy toward the audience. 
Almost any one would rather hear a light" salon piece 
well played than a sonata bungled. I believe it a better 
rule £or public occasions to choose music, well within 
the powers of the players, not only from a technical, but 
an intellectual point of yiew. Sorely, before attacking 
the masterpieces of piano literature, the ability of5play¬ 
ing witif grace, ease, and accuracy mnst be acquired, 
and in most cases this can only bo attained by the 
study, at first, of music which does not make too great 
demands upon the mental powers of the player. 
In classical music the idea and its development domi- 
Then why put a limit to such a comprehensive course ? 
Six years devoted to such a scheme of study would be 
none too much. I fear that it is only an instance of the 
dear American disposition to throw dust in the eyes of 
the publio.' Parents and school- patrons must be im¬ 
pressed, as in the concert programmes, through the eye 
rather than the ean - % , jj • 
l A teacher once remarked to me that she did jiot ap¬ 
prove of giving light niusic to.pupils ; she thought? 
if they Once acquired a taste for it they would never 
for anything better. My experience, however, has ijofc 
been entirely on that line. Milk for babe^, strong meat 
for men } if properly administered, childish diet wift*in 
time pall; if the teacher but watch, hjs opportnnity he 
can readily interpos^Tcqmpositions of a higher class as 
the, pupil advances in'technical skill. In these d.ayB it 
ought not to be difficult fo-find music of all grades to fill 
the breach between the simple and the complex. Latter- . 
day composers have written much music, fine in form, 
interesting in content, which can serve as transition. 
The one condition which we may with justice demand 
from all maBic is that it should be good of its lfind ; a 
good waltz in its way is as good as a fine sonata, and 
many there are who can please an andience with the one 
while-boring it with the other. If we fit the burden tQ 
the back an,d not the baejt to the burden, the average 
hearer will rise and call ub blessed, a frame of mind 
which I fear does not invariably prevail hmong the- 
ordinary audience at a school or pupils’ concert. 
1 Vtt.-.C 
GLEBIOUS “ELOOUTES;” 
BT E. K. .LAYTON. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
Why'is* it that Clericus after “giving out” a hymn 
immediately proceeds to read.every word of it from 
_ ^ stem to stern before allowing his congregation to rpnder 
nate; the question as to whether it lies well under the ^it musically? To an’unprejirdiced observer this course 
fingers is seqgpdary, henc^^ggi^ only be successfully 'seems Btrangely and grotesquely incongruous and illogi- 
played <by those who hA^^^^red sufficient mastery cal. If the preache^reads the words because the choir 
over technical difficultji^^^^^regard awkward and un- and congregation caipnot pronounce distinctly, what is 
favorable positions of^^Sfu&nS Take, for example', the use of their singing at all? Why not simply have 
Beethoven’s Sonata in"F sharp msjox-aad- compare it the clergyman read a sacred form to be followed by an 
with any salon piece in the Bame or similar keys, G flat instrumental selection of like sentiment? We could 
—^and D flat. The choice of those keyS-for such compost 
tions is influenced by the favorable disposition of the 
. diatonic toneB on the keyboard for scale and arpeggio 
mj passages, but the effects gained fn.this way are few and 
soon exhausted. Beethoven, on the other hand, was 
evidently influenced by no such motive; the key was 
chosen for its tone-colbr, which is in accordance with 
the sentiment of the composition, while tlje ideas are 
worked out in precisely the same manner as though they - 
were in F or G. 
To be sure, day and night are not more widely apart 
than Beethoven and Wollenhaupt, ytft the ability to ex¬ 
ecute the latter is certainly included in the power of 
playing the former. Pupils are not making progress 
merely because ..they play the works oF Beethoven, 
Chopin, or Schumann, any more than a concert is inter- 
then Have a higher grade of sacred poetry than that 
which for the most part obtains in our hymnals, and 
we could certainly be favored with a ^much better class 
of musio than is therein afforded. But ifrwe are to 
clingj in part, at least, to the good old-fashioned con¬ 
gregational singing, let ns have the text supplied, not in 
some “ unknown tongue,” -but in plain, honest English, 
and then let ub be spared from a previous and unneces¬ 
sary reading by Clericus. %, 
- OATALOOVEB free. 
323 TO 333 80. CANAL STREET. 
4-Some one in''Sbserving the methods of‘practice 
adopted by Paderewski, the great piano virtuoso, states 
that asingle passage which gave the master a little diffl- 
calty^waa repeated over and over until it was perfectly 
mastered—the number of repetitions’, upon actual count, 
VUU(J1U| _ _j  - having been eight, hundred and fifty-seven.- This little 
eating merely because those names appear on the pro* incident is related simply fo teach us that we must be 
v . patient and zealous and nntiriDg in our effona if wo Jat»a 
gratpme. . ' . .. . for muoE progress in any department of .work. To 
The preposterous lists of works supposed to be studied learQt onQ £n8t fir8t of au become thoroughly humble, 
by music students, which appear, in sohool catalogues, for through humility alone can one discover the right 
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10 T50SB WHO CONTE&J&ATE PURCHASING A PIANO, we address 
i short papery which contains a few practical facts on the subject. 
To begin with, it ip always- advisable to buy the very beat piano that one 
can pay for. This applies equally to persons of fastidious musical tastes, to those 
^indifferent tastes, and to the student, whose tastes are still to be formed. Very 
,-'musical people are not the only ones who require the best instrument. Taste in music 
is a growth, and the cheap' piano which satisfies the purchaser to-day, will show short¬ 
comings to-morrow iaNthe clearer light of increased knowledge. A good piano is 
especially essential to thevstudent because it is a moBt important factor in his musical 
education. 
The MMJceasful purchase of a piano requires precisely the same outlay of common 
sense that is expended on the purchase of aoy other commercial article. There *ib no 
mystery surrounding a piano; its every artistic excellence is capable of simple analysis 
and explanation, and is attributable to inventions of construction, duly patented and 
embodied by expert and therefore costly labor. There is a glamoursometimda inten¬ 
tionally thrown around the subject by interested parties. As a consequence, our own 
salesmen are to-day leas occupied in praising our own instruments (which apeak for 
themselves), than in removing the erroneous impressions made upon the purchaser by 
the salesmen of cheaper wares. . For instance, it is often asserted by the latter that 
you overpay for a Steinway piano because of its great name. This is the ancient cry 
of venders of all cheap. wareB ; but in dealing with most other articles the purchaser 
has some knowledge of the goods, and perceives the falsity of the argument, while a 
layman can have no knowledge of what it costs to make a fine piano. He knows 
neither the work required, nor the cost of expert labor. Hence, he turns a willing ear 
to any plea for less expenditure. Unconsciously, he wishes to be convinced, and the 
wish is the father to the thought. The argument itself is entirely untrue and puerile. 
Yon do not pay for any man’s name, but for the sterling article which bears that name. 
Competition,—that balance wheel of trade,—relegates each piano manufacturer to his 
proper position in the trade, and prevents any house from obtaining high prices with 
which its goods are not commensurate^-' Yob pay no one for a name. 
The house of Steinway & Sons is nearly a half century old, and among our innu¬ 
merable patrons are some of the shrewdest' business tpen of the country. They have 
bought Steinway pianos not oncfe only, bnt again and again, for their children and 
undertake-a tour of the piano warorooms. Your fir’atMliscoveiw is that you can make 
no intelligent comparison' of different makes of pianos,‘because, except at an expoai- \ 
tion, you never see all the hotter makes together, a'ndbecauseto uppracticed ears moat 
new pianos sound fairly well when there is present no bolter instrument with which to 
compare them. Strive as earnestly as you Inay to remember qualities of tone, yon will 
fajl, and ultimately will return home with your arm full of piano: literature, your ears 
weary with a Babel of Bound, and your mind confinedby contradictory statements. 
For .instance:. “.X” is accused.by ,l Y ” of charging overmuch for his great name. x . 
This, in turn, is refuted by " 2,’’-who exposes the fallacies of ?“Y!s” pretensions, but /// 
forthwith advances his own claim to rank-with “ X.” Meanwhile, both “ Y ” and/vf - 
“ Z ” are equally in error,.because the instruments of each, as they well know, aro/at 
that very moment sold throughout the country, in the same wareroomsi alongside^the 
instrumentsvof “X," and no equality as to merit is even suggested" by the country 
dealer. On the contrary, he represents them as being thoroughly distinct ifi'grade, - 
merit, cost, and selling price. At the end of your investigation you will appreciate the 
paradox that in realizing that you know nothing of pianos you know a great deal,— * 
know that you need to obtain intelligent guidance. T 
At thiB point permit us to suggest to you the exercise of your usual discretion. 
Go to the house- whose piano has ranked facile princeps for so many years. If its , ^ 
instruments are within the reach of your purse, buy one : if not, request guidance as 
to how to proceed further. Discretion will justify you at the lime, and experience will 
justify you a thousandfold later on. The purchase of a Steinwa/ip always an excellent 
investment,.because, after maDy years of use, these pianos still retain an unapproach- * 
able commercial value, and, musically speaking, their original freshness of tone. 
They have not only lasted well, but they have been, a a(flace while they lasted: they 
have more than pleased, they have satisfied. 
The-manufacture of the Steinway PiahC is not upon conventional lines* it is* & 
certain ideal tone incorporated for all time in the wood and steel of the instrument. 
i x __ x _ i re have this advan* * 
factory, cap repro- 
•' 'M i 
Regarding the tone, touched durability of our pianos, we cite from innumerable 
grandchildren, oa "one generation has succeeded another,°nnd deemed them cheaper I in8th™0worid.ofemSe?c°and 80/^0^01^'^ 
than inferior pianos at smaller prices. Experiment a trifle on your <?wn account; ' authority. ' oieu sincerity ana 
QUALITIES WHICH ARTISTS FIND IN THE STEINWAY PIANO. 
\ 
ARTISTS.' SENSITIVE TONE AND 
POETIC QUALITY. 
EVENNESS OF SCALE AND 
GENERAL SUMMARY OFOPINION. TOUCH. 
POWER WITH PURITY OF TONE. 
NOBLE QUALITY. 
DURATION OF SINGING TONE, 
ENDURANCE OF INSTRUMENT. 
CONSTRUCTION. 
I. J. PADEREWSKI. I would express my enthusiasm, inspiration, and unbounded joy in 
its ideal beauty of Tone. 
PaderewHhl. 
! 








Grandeur and power. 
In all my long and difficult jour¬ 
neys ovor America, in k very inclem¬ 
ent season, |1 have used your unri¬ 
valed pianos exclusively in public, 
and privute with the most eminent 
satisfaction and effect. They have 
done full justice to their world-wide 
reputation, both for excellence and 
capacity for enduring the severest 
•na**- Bublxaeteln. 
No other Europeanpr American 
pianos known to m'ffil^oeeesB sucji 




Tone Ibc essence of poetry. Its 
wonderful beauty and sympathetic 
quality, its riebuees and gem-like 
sparkle and brilliancy, arise from 
the perfect purity of the component 
parts of the tone. 
EuipoiT. 
Matchless pianos. f 
In them I have found my ideal 
instrument. 
F.aeipoff. 
The action Is perfection itself, re 
sponding with the utmost prompt! 
tude to the most dedicate aud the 
moot powerful touch. Under the 
severest trials Jta wonderful precis 
Ion, ‘elasticity, .and power remain 
unchanged. 
EssIpulT. 




ADELINA P^TTI. , 
H$ve u3ed- the pianos of nearly 
all celebrated manufacturers; none 
poasess to such a marvelous degree 
thatsympathetlc.poetic.and singing 
lone which distinguishes the Stein¬ 
way above all others. 
"■ Puttl. 
The magnificent Steinway grand" 
piano in my music room presents a 
harmonfc totality of admirable qual- 
ities. Permit me the expression of 
my undisguised admiration. 
Liszt. 
Afibrdiog delight even to my old, 
piano-weary fingers. 
The new Steinway grand is a 
glorious masterpiece In power, so¬ 
nority, singing quality, and perfect 
harmonic effects. s 
As Liszt once Btood among the 
piano players ofliis time, the btoin- 
way Cbncort-grand stands to-day' 
solitary, without a rival, among all 
contemporary instruments of its 
kind. Both Liszt and Stelnwuy 
reached their aim.. Making the at¬ 
tainments of Important predecessors 
tbeir basis of operitiun, they, as 
paih-br*akers,lend all others, always 
inventing and creating eomelhing 
hew. If Liszt be recognized as thb 
creator of modern plano-lechnic, 
Stdgway must be designated as the 




The tone is ebchantiDply -sweet; 
similar in quality Ur that of, a 
stringpd instrument and to tho hu¬ 
man voice. • 
jbqgt Joseffy. 
*1 consider your grand pianos In¬ 
comparable. 
Eames-Story. 
Noble in all registers. 
J osedv. 
The absolutely perfect action of 
the Steinway pianos -renders them 
the indispensable ally of the execu¬ 
tive artist. 
Jonefly. 
. * - ' / 
Sonorous. In grandeur and power 
equaling the orchestra. v- 
ETELEA GERSTER. 
Their essentially noble and poetic 
quality renders the?e instruments 
wonderfully sympathetic to me.. 
Gentler. 
_EvonnesB, richness, and surprising 
duration of tone. 
Gerster. 
Easy, elastic, and agreeable touch. 
Gentler. 
Sobority and richness. 
Unequaled capacity for remaining 
In tune a groat length of time. 
ANNA MEHLIG, - 
I prefer your pianofortes to all 
others on account Qf their sympa.- 
tbetic and pOetic tone. 
Kehllg.- 
Wonderful..evenness throughout 
their scafc. ' 
JHehlig, 
Perfect and responsive action. Glorious sonori ty. y 
Capacity for remaining In perfect 
tune and order under the severest 





Improviaateurs find inspiration in 
its powerful and delicate v ibratlona; 
compose™ a palette which will fur¬ 
nish the thousand nuances required 
for the interpretation of works 
enriched by the modern conquests 
of insi rumentation. 
Gounod. 
y- 
The Stein way is to th eVpianiBt 
what the btradivurluB is to the vio¬ 
linist. 
Joachim. - 
Pianists will find now resources 
for special effects. 
Gounod. 
Sonority splendid aud essentially' 
noble. You have discovered the se- 
cfotof leaseniug, Lo an imperceptible 
point,.the. unpleasant harmonic of 
Lhe minor seventh.* 
Berlioz. 
They Vve superior to all that I 
have heard or tried to the present 
day, and in giving you this certifi¬ 
cate, I not only fulfill a duty of con¬ 
science, btit render justice to the 
nmn and manufacturer who has 
allied in his productions the greatest 
progress in thqfartof piano making. 
ANTON SEIDL. 
Wondrous beauty of tone quality.- 
- &eidl. 
Perfect evenness from tho'lowest 
tones to the higliest; tho latter of a 
tiistindtneas I neyer hoard before. 
fScldl. 
Easy touch. . 
Enchanting pianos aud glorious 
fortes. v 
> - 
I consider tho Steinway plauo the 
best piano at prosun t made, aud that 
is the reason why I use it tn private- 
and also in all vny'publio concerts. 
As long se the plapos of Messrs. 
Steinway & g6ns retain that high 
degree of excellence of manufacture 
and those admirable qualities which 
havo always distinguished them I 
shalloontinue to use them in prefer¬ 
ence to ail other pianos. 
ADELE ACS der ohe. 
THEODORE THOMAS. 
Richard Wagner, 
h. von Helmholtz. 
The tons is not only large and 
round, but exquisitely sensitive and 
tosh. These qualities make the 
Steinway piano better adapted to 
cantabile playing atr one extreme, 
aud to the most passionate bravoura 
at tho'other, than any other piano I 
know. 
Am tier Olic. 
The scalo is very even in the best 
souae of the word,—tho boss rich 
and pure, the treble Binging und 
full, tbs upper octaves round, aud 
replete with vitality and character. 
The Steinway piaiio is a harmoni¬ 
ous creation oF art, so individual 
and sympathetic that the artist of¬ 
ten feels Us if it possessed a living 
personality of its own. 
s Am «l«r Ohe. 
The actionyof the Steinway piano, 
:ombining, as it does, depth, power, 
lightness, and elasticity, ilffords the 
artist the means of producing the 
most delicate shades of £3n& color, 
the most piquant effects, and the 
most tremendous bravoura. 
Au« der Ohe. - 
Tbeir tone is noble, sonorous, and 
pifre; even in the utmost fortissimo 
it is rich and aweet. Moreover, it 
carries bo Tar that It makes the most 
delicate pianissimo practicable in 
very large halls. 
Ana der Ohe; 
Wonderful swcotness. The lode 
liquid, singing, aud harmonious. 
‘lleliulioMz. 
I find your grand-piano of won¬ 
drous beauty. It Is a nobio work of 
Wuifner. 
The entire scale is remarkable for 
its eyenness, richness, and volume 
of tone. 
lfelraboltz. 
Am amazed by the llghthess and 
lelicacy of^the touch, considering 
t# great volume of tone,-and by th6 
precise and perfect cessation of tone 
which the dampers effect. 
Our great tone masters, when 
writing tbo grandest of tloir crea- 
ions for.the pianoforte,' seem to 
iavo had" a presentiment of tho 
deal grand piano, us now attained 
by yourselves. 
Am amazed at tho prolonged da- 
raifdn of tones by which the instru¬ 
ment becomes organ-like. 
ARTHUR NIKISCH. 




I desire to express to you fraukly 
my odmlrationof the noble singing 
and wonderfully sympathetic tone- 
quality of your pianos, combined 
with an extraordinary volume of 
tone, enabling the pianist to pro¬ 
duce the moat beautiful tonal effects, 
withal orchestral. 
Mklich 
Your magnificent grand piano, 
which we have used during our 
touruAe In America, is in every re¬ 
spect a truly romarkable instru¬ 
ment. We take real pleasure In 
btating the fact. 
Do Beszke! 
They combine all excellencies to 
he highest possible degree,’ tbeir 
one is poetic and sympathetic, com- 
'Ined with wonderful siDging qual- 
ty and sonority, supporting the 
voice most admirably. The touch 
and action is -unsurpassed, light aDd 
elastic, answering promptly to all 
reqntremsiiU. Scoin.l. 
I bare met many fine European 
and American pianoforte*, but none 
that combine, grandeur aud poetry 
of tone, elasticity of toueh.in short, 
everything that rondcra a piano 
perfect, to #uch a degree at do your 
celebrated pianofortes. ’ 
,Abt. 
In taking one of your Grands to 
Europe, I am conscious of tho fact 
that I will possess the bat piano at 
present mode, an instrument that 
will wear well and withstand the 
effect of any climate. 
Ml black. 
Copyhiout, 1894, or Siimw.-r 4 Sosa, Row York. . 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES -MAILED FREE UPON APPLICATION. ' * 
■2j«S{. ■ • 
t 
i 
STEIN WAY & SONS. Warerooms: Steinwfty.Hull, 107, 109, and 111 East 14th Street, 
. Mil 
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New Works in Press. 
SPECIAL OFFER. 
—-T  ' ~ ' / 
Selected Studies from Ooncone. 
BY CALVIN B. CADY. 
The Studies are somewhat easier than BgUer’s, and 
similar in etyle. 
Graded Course of Pianoforte Studies. 
GRADE IX and X. 
i... BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Thia Course is giving the greatest satisfaction to ail 
■- who are using it. 
We will send thQse three works, when Issued 
postage paid, to anyone who-will send seventy- 
five cents Irv advance of publication. These 
works wlffall retail at $1.00 eaoh. The offer 
Will only be open for this month. 
BY TvT- Xy_ BBOWN., 
An instruction book for youDg children and beginner^ 
in learning the pianoforte. ThiB important work gives 
special attention to thoroughness in foundation work, 
ready note reading, correct fingering, equal facility in 
reading and playing with either hand from both clefs, to 
a clear knowledge of note and rest time-values, and, to 




This Beginners’ Instruction Book ig a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested -for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 





1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA: 
METRONOMES. 
*\ *- 
~ Thdbest French Maeizel Metronome, “J. T. L.” 
trade-mark. This is the genuine Frerfch article—im¬ 
ported by us direct. 
We sell these at the lowest price possible. 
83.00 Net without Bell. 
94.50 Net with Bell. 
Express or mail charges not included. Send 40 cts. 
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity 
Send all orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
170B Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
For 25 cents cash, In advance) we will send, this 
new instruction book ifchen issued. Now in press. To 
be sent out in time for autumn leaching. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
School of Four-Hand Playing, 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
Tho only Complete Encyclopaedia of liusio in 
the English Language. • 
Bound In hnndMme Brown Cloth, Gilt Tofia. -Put up In boxts and 
Bold only In complete set#. This new edition include* the Index.' 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $18.50. 
•- Prioe for Index, - $2.50. 
Addreu THEODORE PRESSER, 
’ 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. 
New Pronouncing Pocket dictionary 
of Musical .Terms. 
2600 TERMS DEFINED. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by muBical students and. teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies masj^r 
v PRICE 35 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., Phltad’a, Pa. 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING, 
With Particnlnr Reference to the Development ot 
the Third, Fonrth, and Fifth Fingers 
of each Stand. 
v I3ST TWO BOOSTS, EACH ffil.OO. 
, COMPOSED FOB PIA2T0FQHT* BT 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm. Mason and other 
f eminent teachers. ^ 
SELECTED 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
^ From the Von Billow Edition. 
PRICE 81.50, FIRMLY BOUND. 
LLBERA^ DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION._ 
The Volume_contains the choicest of the Von Billow 
editions, which are published in sheet form,' in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the Complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
- 1708 CH 1ST NUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
LANDON’S WRITING BOOK 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
SDN , 
- « PRICE 50 d^HS. 
This new book is a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line.. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of qaueic. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interesf the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated fr<5m so many sides %that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorough, clear in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical 'in the directness 
with which it exhaustsSach fact presented. Any pupil 
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of musio, instrumental or vocal. 




COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRICE 81.00. 
Contents.—Beincche,.Christmas Ere; Lacbner, Marche 
Celebrs; Loekchhoru, Dance "Hongroise; Ncl#ub*rt, Op. 78, 
Menuet; Banmfelder, Minstrel Song; Chopin, Funeral 
March; Schubert, Marche Heroi^ue. 
SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
VOX 
Equal Development of Both Hands. 
WITH 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO, PRESSER. 
PRICE 7e CENTS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Spindle r^ Hunten, Bertlni, Jtullak, etc. They arFio^jpeat educa- 
TEACHERS’ 
POCKET METRONOME. 
SIMPLE. CUeillT, KIT, III IIEXPERSIIL 
Prioe, Niokei-plitod, 50 Oenta, Net, Postpaid. 
Hiving the correct Metronomic Marks alter the 
Maeizel Btandard, 'together with the 
True Tempos of all the Dances. 
These instruments have “been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one / 
sending'two subscribers.' Address 
' THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
~ THIRTY - > - 
HOME RULES FDR MUSIC 'STUDENTS, 
\Practical Advice. Hints, and Suggestions 
%.}■ for the YoUhg. 
^ ' - .. 
IB'S- HERMANN M O IS B . 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 




ENLARGED AND REVISED. 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By HAMILTON 0. MACDOUOALL. 
In Two Books, each $1,25. In Progressive Order. 
Owing to the large demand, for these two vol¬ 
umes in the past, we have just issued new editions 
of both, greatly enlarged, which have been thor¬ 
oughly revised and graded. We can now heartily 
recommend them as the two best collections of 
easy, irieipdious, refined music published. • 
Every piece in these two volumes has been se¬ 
lected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the com¬ 
piler, who, being a practical teacher.himselfyJtnows 
precisely what is needed to make this primary study 
more^anleasure than a study, and robs that word 
of aiRtSlbriiors to young pupils. 
If ^tou find difficulty in interesting your young 
pupils, the publisher recommends you to give thiB 
work a trial. 
wish to make mention °e the fact that the 
grading of these two volumes has received especial 
'^attention on these new editions. The following list 
bf the contents of these volumes tells for itself the 
choice select ign-®): composers represented:_ 
CONTENTS or VOLUME I. 
Macdougalt, H C 
-■' 1 '" i., 5k. •.-*£? i }§aj 'tp;,-1 s 
THE ETUDE, 
mm SONGS AND BALLADS TWO CONCERT 11 
: BY POPULAR rnMPfKFRC I liu UUI1UMII n 
luacuOU d l 
-tvlum N. von .. 















Foerster, Alb. ... . 
Schumann, Bolt . 
llemecke, C.. 
Uuminel, J. 
Macdougall, ir. C. 
Rumuiel, J. 
Low, J .. 
Ratlibun, K. G_ 
Kirchner, Fr ...... 
Heller, St._ .. 
Bach, J. Seb_ 
.stT... 
’, No. 5. “ 
.Preparatory Studies. 
....tip. 81, No. 1. To begin with. 
....Forget Me-Nqt. 






... Spring’s Greeting. 
—Folk Song. Op 27, 
....Chansonette. 
-.Under the Linden Tree. 
... Festive Danoe. Op 110, No 7 
..-Italian Song. Op. 39, No. 18. 
....Christina* Bell*. 
....Ip the Church. 
...Nocturne. 
• The Joyous Peasant. 






.. Little C.'lvoristere. 
■ Ci aule Song. Op. 47, No. 18. 
...Two Chorals. 
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS, 
LOW VOICE. VOL. I, 
GEMS FOR ALTOS AND BARITONES. , 
All that w« hare said In our announcements of the companion books 
(Vols. 1 and 2 for High Yoice) applies with equal force to this collection 
of songj for low voice—a continuation of the series. In a volume of 
popular songe, such as Is here preeentod, it Is interesting to note the 
varied characteristics of the compositions, embracing Bonds of battle 
oalana and sea; songs of lover songs of the forge and mine; songs of 
town and country; songs of devotioxnd or sacred cbaracler; songs of 
oaring and heroic deeds. The fame of the composers is world-wide: 
they stand as the greatest exjwnentii of ballad writing. As this collec¬ 
tion is intended,-principally, for the use of Altos and Baritones, the 
songs do-not extend above K, while several are especially adapted for 
very low Bass voices. The selections are uneurpoaaod, and'tor. use in 
concert hall or parlor this volume is invaluable. 
Popular Engllnh Songe and Ballads for Low Voice, Vol. i, contains 
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work, 
on fine toned paper. The cover contain* a correct and finely executed 
portrait of Stephen Adams. Musicians will appreciate' the fine paper 
excellent printing, and substantial binding (two stylea-papor and half 
cloth) of this book. 
cozrsrriEiisrrG. 
Bella (The) of St. Mary's . 
Beside Me .\.„..  
Brave (The) Light..... 
Cherdtte.;....‘ 
Chief (The) Mate’s Story.,....~. 
Gang (The) of the Hammer...1... 
Deep in the Mine.. 
Down in the Depth* of the Sea .  
Fiddle and 1.... 
For a Dream’s Sake. 
Forge (The).... . 
Gate (The) of Heaven.77.7.7*. 
Golden Harvest .... 
I Told YouBo. 
Kingdom (The) of Love.* 
Loyal Death.. .. 
-jjjgjr (The) Deep.. .. 
Our Last Waltz... 
OutoD the Deep. , 
Outpoet (Thol. 
Over the Harbor Bar.. 
Promise (The) of Years'..; “-™7 
Soldier’s (The) Dream...... 
8ong (A) from Heaven.-.. J 
They AH Love Jack....,.-....7777 
Thy King. 
Toreador, Hole I. 


















When the Lights „,v 
Wonders (The) of the Deep; 
Your Band in Mine 
...Troiirc 
...... Atoir 
Paper, Cloth Back, 81.00. Half Cloth, *1.28. 
i 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME II. 
Tschaikowsky, P.. 
Wilm, N. von. 
. Schytto, L. 
Wilm, if. von. 
.Op 39, No. 17 ... 
.Op. 81, No 2.. ;. 
......German Boner. 
•.Hilarity. 
.....Op. 69, No. 12... 





.....Op, 81, No. 3.... 
.Op. 24.... 




...vyUS, IfU. 11... 
.Op 47, No. 4.... 
.Fairy Tale. • 




.Od fi2 No 19 
...... Andante. 
.PoioDaUe ip F. 
o....EyenlDg Bell. 
—•• Little Love Song. 




"Wilm, N. von........ 
Belie stay, J. von*.’... 
Oh, 110. I*.., 
.Op. 169..... 
.... Op. 69, No. 6. 
.Op. 12, No. 3. 
.Op. 26, No 6 
Tschaikowsky, P. , 
GnrDtt,.C. 
.Op. 89,' No*.'21*7. 
.Od 62. Nn n' 
.Barcarolle. 
..... Sweet Reverie. 
Heller, 8t.. 
y4l I'U. 11.,, 
.....Op. 138 No. 9... 
..Waltzl 
...... Curious Story. 
•—The Skylark. 
.Sarabande. 
Tschaikowsky, p. . 
Handel, G. F. 
Heller, St..,.. 
... Op. 89,-No. *22.7 
.....bp. ’8i7*iio7«77 
.Slumber Song. 
POPULAR ENGLISH SONGS II BALLADS 
FOR HIGH-VOICE. 
VOL. 2. 
England baa long been nowd for bar song, and ballads. This mar bo 
accounted for in the fact that lho list of bar composere embracea inch 
foreign names a. PlMUtl, Tostl, Uouuod, Tours, U»i.ra,Matta and Iro- 
h,v» f"u"d ">» higbeet appreciation ot 
tL” W,1?1* *“d haye Bottled ,u jhoir capital city, 
*ltU “"ch wril'n’ « CoVen, Adau ft,WatBon| 
-hi, tS'?Pl<,t“dd tfolloy—composers or English birth 
has been the mean* of blending the merit* and beauties of all the 
Drean£^Tun*ti,Ti* and p,?dDcln8 tba immen8ely popular Bongs of tho 
^Tfln^<v,IrLV^T°!n“eaforh‘gh v^w->“tvDded for Sopranos 
l the choicest works of these fine composers/and it 
JSSSirco,lectlonB either for 
L62°^r SV80"*8 “Dd, Ballads High Voice, Vpl. 2, contains 
fir/eKd PI4,^ T?.m new P>*te8, engraved expressly for this work, on 
tradt Of ?’iroPrVn.,5f8 “v®r0c°ntA,na a correct and finely executed por¬ 
trait of Giroi Plnautl. Vol. 2 is a fit companion to Vol 1—and those 
and0nSf’o“Ih,Uller* the,or“?r Ifuund in t.u sty Is.—paper 
_ „ coKTEN-re. 
Across the Sti eatu....V.V.'.'. .* 
All In a Garden Fair. 
Angcl’e Tears... 
Answers .• . 
A6k Nothing More....7.7717.*.. 
"S^Autumo (An) Story.. . 
IBabylon ..J. : " ’ 
Call Mo Buck.77777*7. 
Dream Stare..7.77777.7.7.7. 
Entreat Mo Not to Leave Thee.. 
Eternal Resit...»...’  .. 
These volumes, from the publUher’s Standpoint, 
are all that good printing, clear type, and the btet 
'Of paper can make them. 
Liberal discount to the profession. 
/’ PUBLISHED BY 
THEO. PHESSEH, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS. 
'i4 "•-•v.'i.?.:Affi-i’;r-’i•-u>-.•. ■ 
. __:_-_ 
-— ■ ■ ; ■ 
PR'CE ‘$1.00 EACH. 
A glanoe at the table of contente of those two' Albami' 
will show their superiority oyer most collections of piano 
manic. They are full she.ehmuaic size, well printed on 
good paper, durably btiupd, and attractively gotten up; 
The musio is such as you hear at ooncerte and mueicaiea 
Contents—Concert Alton, Vol. I, Classla 
^Chopin. Op. 9, No; 2. Nocturne. . 
IhchaUcowriry/P die Skylark. 
Moexkowaki, Mn Oprlfi. No. 1, Serenade. 
Hummel, J. N./Op. 62, Rondo in C. 
Mitoheson, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. . 
Kavanagh, I.: Cm. 2, Polonaiae'Aritique. 
Von Wilm, N., Op. 14, No. 2, Canronette, 
Schumann, R., Op. 28,)Nocturne in F. 
Rubinstein, Anton, Op.'^No. 1, Melody.In F. 
HeUer, 8t, Op. «, No. 20, Vlllaie Fete 
8chumano, B.. Op. 124.Blumber Song.' 
DeUoux, Ct Op. 14, Marche HongTolae, 
Bacb, J. S., Loure in G. 
RubinBtein, A., Marche a la Torque. 
Ronthnuon fin XT. n i_1_f_ A. 
vuupin, X .,ma, w o. 15, prelude. 
Mendelaaoh#, Op. 62, No. 6, 8pring.8ong. 
SchuberLF., Op. 78, Menuetto in B Minor. 
Rubinateln, A., Op. 10, Kaminennoi-Ostrow. 
Schumann,‘R., Op. 12, No 2, Soaring.'” • 
.Rodney | Contents—Concert Alton, Vol. II._ Popfilar. 
Deppler.J H..OP.1S1 I Think of Thee. , 
Moelling Theo^ Elfin Dance; ’ 
Nowoczek, P^ On the HUla. 
Muller, W. K.t Op. 112, No. 2, Polonaiae* 
Foereter, Ad., Op. 63, Peace of Evening 
Goerdeler, R., ADgels’ Voices. • 
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Biehl, A., Op. 1-11, Chiming Bell*. 
Meyer, L., Alice, Valse de Salon. 
Dorn, E„ Break of Mbrn. 
Macfarren, W.LGol(ien Slumber*. 
Goerdeler, R..Italian Peasant** Dance. 
Waddlngton, E., Op. 18, No. 2, In tho Grove 
Hofter, W. L_ Op. 1L TarantelleBurlesque. 
Le Hache, W., The Sailor Boy’a Dream. 
Goldbeck, R., Op. 12, L’Amaxone Mazurka. 
Goldder^ W., Op. 86. Air, Moldave Maxurka. 
Ganx, W.. Op. 11,-Words of Love. 
De KonUkL Op. 869, Persian March. 
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Kle* (A) and Good-Bye.. 
Love's Proving...... 
Margarita...„.77 
No Lij>* Can Tell. 
One Morning, Oh! So Karlv..7'7 
Pardoned.....' 
Parted'or Near..7... 
Sailor fThe) Boy’« Farewell. 
Saved by a Child.. 
Summer (A) Night... 
Sweet Vision*. ..... 
Tell Her I Love Her So..7*7 
Watching the Embers.. 
Wore I the Rlvor.. 
Yeaterday. To-day, and Forever*.'. 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all t^ie ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author Is a well-known practical teacher,-' 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ 
which is now generally used for instruction oh that 
instrument; It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new-work, which will be ready in a 
short time. / . _. ^ 
Lessons in Musical History, 
■ . . " i, BT 
JOHN OOMTOBT FILLMORE. n 
Price ll.Sffj postpaid. 
A comprehensive outline of muaital history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; eape- 
cnaJly designed for the nee of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. ' ' : - - ■- v 
Address Publisher, " ' 
Theodore -Presses, 
1708 Obeetnut Street, 
* •; Pbiladklfhia, Pa. 
I 
epfl'i 
Conservatory of Music, Art, and t.oCutlon 
offers superior facihues in these branches as a specially, • 
•Or in connection with, ihe» rtegdlar literary courses of 
study. For catalognek, BdrlreBs t?-’ 
Rev. A. H. FLACK,'A.M., President, 
?£P/ ■ CLAVERiCK.LT. 
■SijsSFft/ 
^ . -V 
gagameat* for Plano Cooversatiou* uext aeaaoD. mim Fay promuoa 
fin* programmes, selected from the best work* of both classic aad 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
She U la the habtt of prefacing each piece with »bort,commenu, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of tire/Composiuoo, 
which render It clear to everybody yrben played^ These "con verea- 
tioas" are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
Into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianlste and the 
unniiin, aad are a gTeat stimulus to musical student*. Address, 
" HISS AJfYvTPAY, 
88 West 31st Street, > ■ New York. MISS CLARA B. HARRISON 
TEACHER OF PIANO 
TEACHERS WANTED 
for* *every department of instruction by tho Southern Educational 
Bureau, Memphis. Tena. Large number of vacancies reported from 
. C. ~ ..-1.1.. -k iLa UAnfh i. A H-itlkwakf ' 
n r iu pniR, ic u j 





Dr. Hugh A. Olarke,. 
Leopold GodowBky, 
Joseph O. Coubohs, ildwin. 
Atlee Brill, and 30 other 
Bminent Artist TeaoherB. 
Accommodation a for 
2600 Students. 
MAY BE ACQUIRED AT THE' 
1331 SOUTH BHOAQ STREET, 
716 riORTH BROAD STREET, 
, PHILADELPHIA, * 
TT7 
aer.vatory of Music is'" 
■known as an Institution 
presenting to students the 
greatest possible advantages. 
The Paoulty is composed of 
teachers whose ability\^^^ 
standing as musicians ajp.d 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
SSS-South 3@tH Street, ^ 
PHILADELPHIA: 
TPOOflFC! "DV MITT flu Harmony, Counterpoint, 





artists are unquaBtiongd/^Ttai,growth haB not been, 
spasmodic, fleitner hW^ta success been attained by 
other inethoda 'tfifin such as Would establish .4^ . ex¬ 
ceptional wo^th and superiority. ltB pupils ftr^don- 
ceded to -possess the greatest praotiaal/.Sknd artistic 
knowledge, and many of them are now successfully 
filling prominent positions In schools^ churches, in 
leading orchestras, and upon‘the concert and oper¬ 
atic stage- __ 
Tho Only Owuimttty vlrich wecmMlT nrintdM a 
• • Complete Tupila' Symphony jOichostra. 
SEASON OF 18114-116 OPENS SEPTEMBER Sd. 
ORGAN OPENINQ8, Etc. 
ME. ALBERT W. BOE8T, 
_ ' Teacher of the 
ORGAN - AND — PIANOFORTE 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
- e for Organ practic_.-- . _ 
student, studying tor the profeteion. 
BDWAlffil/BAXTBB 
Conoert Pianiut and Leoturer 
Lecture Eecltais it Schools and Musical Societies a Specialty. 
Address; Care Dllson & Co., 453 Washington St., Boston. 
Mr. Perry makes an annual Weatorn tour from Octoher lot to the 
holidays, and a douth-rn trip In January and February. - Engage¬ 
ments in the Eastern Stales during the spring months, , 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
and conservatory OP MUSIC, 
j WABBH, OHIO. 
One of the oldest and moat Influential School! of. Music In North 
America. Catalogues free. *. 
XJUKIttS DANA, (ieoretary. 
JAMES M. TKAOY, 
LEIPSIO AND WEIMAR, 1868-BJ 
PIANIST,TEACHER, AND WRITER. 
' -TERMS;-- 
560.00 for twenty one-hour leeeons 530.00 fgr twenty half-hout lemon. 
jlDdbk**: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chtckerlnq’s, 162 Tremont St.. BOSTON. 
Write for illustrated catalogue giving full informa¬ 
tion, termB, etc. * 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 




“History of Music,” "Famous 8ymj5honiee,” “Stabat Mater,’ 
" Oratorio* and Their Writer*,’’ “ BeethoveDlana," “ Elchard Waguer’f 
Heroine*,” “ American Music, Post, Present, and Future,“ etc., eto. 
For'^erma and dates address __ 
^ FREDERIC DEAN, A. M., 




Daha’b Practical Harkoft.7.- —— 
Dana's Pilactical Thorough Barr.. . 
Thk a_rt o* FniGEame^.-.-. 
National School roa Coainrr... 
PSLOGRBSSIVK 8TUDIXS FO* YlOLM...L»...... 
Address pHe Publish ere, 
DANA1S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
«4POCN OHIO 
MADAME A. PUPIM 
WILL ACCEPT ENGAGEMENTS FOB KXCTTAX3 ON THH 
-NEW Ja^KO KEYBOARD., 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 
Madame Pupln gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad- 
Ttnt&ges and Powubilitlei of the New Keyboard. Specially adapted 
for Schools and Conservatories of Musio. Highest testimonial* and 
preea notices. Send for circular. 
WM. KNABE & CO. 
GRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRIGHT 
pmx® - Fqbtbs. 
PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
lEACHicR OF PlfMVOrOBTE 
MASOS'S “TOUCH AND TECHNKV-' , 
HI MonUvgu. St., Brooklyn,) 
THE 
LONDON COLLLGL OF MUSIC. 
FOUNDED 1887. INCORPORATED 1882. 
For Musical Education ana Examination in 
- Practical and-Theoretical Music. ‘ . 
BBEiX MARLBOEOUGH ST.^LOSDON; Vi., ENG. 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR AMERICA 
'AND CANADA. 
Prof. CMS. A. E. HARRIS*, Organistol the Catheoral, Montreal. 
E. R. INWARD, Esq., Toronto. Canada. 
Hugh A. CLARKE, Esq., Mus.IS., University ol Pennsyltania, PltllaM- 
- phis:- '.’:7: u S;.. . 
WALTER E. HALL, Esq., F.C.O., Organist of Trinity Church, Pittsburgh, 
•of. SIMEON BISSELL, Director of Music, Curry University. 
AUSTEN PESRCE, Esq., Mus.D. (Oson.j, New York City. 
D. J. J. MASON, Esq., Mus.D., R.A.M., Wilkes-Barre, Ps. 
F C. SMYTHE, Estf. Mus. Bac., T. C. (Dublin)/ Principal Canadian 
’ College ot Music, Ottawa, Ont. 
STOCKS HAMMOND, Esq . Mus.D., L.Mus. (L.O.M.J, Organist and 
Choirmaster ol the New Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Reading, Pa. .... 
4I..P. ECKER, Esq., City Organist, Allegheny. 
MELODIOUS AND 1ASY STUDIES 
FOK . 
PIANO AND REED ORGAN. 
BY OHAS: W. LANDON. ^ 
PRICE fl.OO. 
Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever iaaued. 
TheBO InBtrumentB have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and u^>on their excellence alone 
have attained an 
Which establishes them as une 
* workmanship, and 
PRE-EMINENCE. 
lualed in' tone, touch 
[usability. 
Svepy Piano Fully Warrantad for 5 Tears. 
WM. KNABE A C0.9 
22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth Aw*., near 20th SU NEW YORK. 
81'T Pennsylwania Ave., WASHINGTON. D. O. 
Examination In Pianoforte and Violin Playing, Singing, Theory, and 
all branches of Music will be held In Nevr York, Philadelphia, Toronto, 
and many citlee.in America dnd Canada, in June, July, and December 
next, when certifleatea wlil be grantod to all succeesful candidutee with¬ 
out restriotlon to ago. .Syllabusand Forma of Kntry can be obUlned of 
the Secretary, who will supply ail particulars. Bilver aud Bronze Med¬ 
als and Book Prize* are offered for. competition in accordance with the 
regulations. Applications tor the Formation ol new Centres lhould be 
mode to the Secretary, whoVlll furnish all necessary information. The 
Diploma* granted by the College are Associate (A.UC.M:.). Associate in 
Mpslo (A. MUS.L.C.M.), Lloenttlto (L.L.C.M.)i and Licentiate in Music 
^Local repreeeiiutivea are reqnlred for every city and town In America 
and Canada. All particulars calk be-bud on application to 
The Organlilng Seorotary for, America: 
»B. STOCKS HAMMOliP, 
J7 and a# North Fifth Street,' • READING. PA. 
©BEf^urt TT)psrrt 
With a Eiararo Faculty of Superior Instructor*, and 
_ splendid building for ite exclusive use, th^ Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study ot 
tfhsio. 699 students last year. -Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exoeed SSOO. 
Terms begin Se^bslG, Jan. 8, and April I- 
Ii yon are intending to study Marie in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue ■to _ —^ . 
' F. B. RICH, Dlreotor, 
OBBRL.IN, SHIO. 
ff ft 
- it 11 
^Mtory !■ th« Some of the Bevon-Ootave Organ, 
66 
Arthur f. Schmidt, 
” IS4 TRYOUT ST., BOSTON, «»SS., 
MUSIC PUBLISHER. 
0ou Assart a tax vxomd btaxxb worn 
Henry LltoHT, Brunswick, Germany; Edition Chanot 
(Violin Jftnfe), and the-Vienna Ooneervatory 
Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
TEACHERS’ FAVORITES. 
A List of Standard Educational Works. 
Fonndatiou Studies in Pianoforte Playing. 
•?.Te8T":<PH‘!* The Te*7 b«8t method yet published for use 
with beginners, and especially adapted for children. Price ff.is, net. 
Head and Hands. 
By Stephen A. Emebt. Pundamental Technique for the Pianoforte. 
An introduction to lansig'a Daily -Studies. Price 81 60, net 
Preparatory Exercises in Pianoforte Playing. 
By Cant Faelten. Price 75 eta., net. 
16 Melodious Etudes for Yoai^g Playe 
By Corn. Qohlitt. Op. 1,98. Price 81 <2 
<2 A-B.) 
It originated with us. and we brought it to-nerfeotion. 
Wt oon^.e d wah the ohlep imitation, 
that flood the market. Send for 
■ Price and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO., 
329 South Tenth St., - Easton, Pa 
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia. 
6029 Main Street, Germantown. 
This SATCHEL Is the Very latest and 
most convenient manner of carrying 
music, and does hot necessitate the roll¬ 
ing of It.. It Js superseding all others on, 
the market'. ,,f 
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un- 
lined, Assorted Colors, price $1.50? 
DISCOUNT) TO THE PROFESSION, 
•' THBO. PRESSES,, PHIL A., PA. 
THE 
Davis Spring Back Chair. 
16 Progre©*lve Etude© for more Advanced Pnnila. 
(2 B-C.) 
. By Gublitt. Op. 199. Price 81.25. . 
to EfWiy Hud Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. 
book Matlath. Op. 163. *In two hooka. Price 81.26, each 
Preparatory School of Technique. (3 A.) 
By Albert Bimil. ' Op. 139. Price $1.50 
Ten Easy Octave* Studies. (3 B-i a.) 
_ By Albert Bishl. Op. 140. Price 81.26. 
-13 Easy OctavrSiudieg (in the Major Key©) for the 
Pianoforte. 
By A. D. Tubner, Op. 20. Price 90 eta. 
Etude Album for the Pianoforte. 
A collection of £tudes'for the pianoforte selected and airancedin 
progressive order. By Ahthub Foot*. Price 8l .00, neL 
Special Studies in Presto Scale© for Pianoforte. 
By Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price $1.25?—, 
13 Etude! for the Development of Technic and 
Style. *•- 
By E. A. MacDowell. Op. 39. 
Method or Pianoforte Technique. 
' «lS,CDai*L“ W|U‘ •«“••• fh™,, Poor,. Frio. 
Private and Class Lessons in all branches of Musio 
Terms, 87.30 to 830. 
INSTRUCTORS: 
Piav°rW Z0Ckwer M.Leefson, 0 8amana. L. Howe, R. Hennlg, 
u „Hlve’iuH' S5hr’ Miseee Sower, SUtor, Tieta, Dark 
. Hend-raon, Hall, Walker, f>rice, Meedames W. and J! Tier*. . ^ ■Jnnko l ian a,—L. Howe. ' 
(h-t/an.—David Wood, f. GVewn, L Uowe. 
Violin.—G. Hillo, M. van Gelder, S. Schmidt. 
Violoncello —R Hoooig. 
PocaL—Paequale Rijudiheila, Carl Scbachner, Min M. Buedinger 
lire Kunnel ZlmmrrinmiT) 6 
Theory.—R. Zeckwer, K. Oresson. 
Acoustics.—R. Zeckwer. 
TtacberP and Pnpfifl’Concert. In oar own Concert Ball,1 which ten- 
lain, a church pc*.. by Book * Baatlnj., blown b, ekhk luot„r 
1128 ri'PILS IS iTTE,I).t.\CE LISI'SEASOS. 
For illustrated circulars, apply to 
KICMAKP ZECKWER, Director. 
fST TSfS THING 
TO PRESERVE 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
TJffi EMDE BIMDEP 
The perfection in spring back chairs.' It preserves 
the health, prevents round ehouldere, and cures weak 
backs. One can practice twice as long and accomplish 
three times as much with perfeot comfort. 
In twelve styles, ranging in pride from $5.85 to $18.60. 
Send for complete descriptive catalogue/and send all 
ordere to . 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
-— *| 
Unsurpassed for comfort for those who sit at their- 
work for any length of time. 
CELEBRATED 
PIANISTS 
9 Klavier Simile, for the Moslem and Technical 
Development. (3 IM B.) 
_ByAoTiiUB Foot*. Op. 27. Price 81.60.- 
-• The Art of Phrasing. 
rP ^7 C. GlOGQN KR-CiSTELLI Editdd bv P Pr,v 
S3 
Twelve Vocnlls.s (easy and progresalve,. for 
Soprano or Tenor. 
By Wilh. STuan. Price $L5a 
Etude Album for the Organ! 
Etude Album for the Violin. 
Twelve Eaay and MetodlonTEtnden for vi»„. ' 
with Aceompantment of a Sebond v^Un ' 
_BjChableb Dancla. Op. 194. Price 81,28. 
Primer of Musical Forms. 
By W. 8. B. Mathews, A Syatt 
Modern Music. Price 80 eta., net. 
w._s_. B. M™™ a 8yM.nu.tlo VI.V of ,b, Typid FonM „f 
Elements of Hnrmohy. 
Hm.-rMofl", y^'Ty‘fbdeCE'|to “eUwa °f T«*<*‘»* 
teach.™ Price81.«bn»t j l> lhe 1“dtoS "ae.rv.tori™ and 
S.pplement.ryl,,,,!,,,, 
, “> Element* of Harmony. 
BySiEraei, A. Kmsbv. Pri»S0ot..-n«t 
Graded Novelty List and other Catalog™. .eat upon 
application* 
-J !>ot complete, oheap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the oontents. 
... , p°P1®8 instantly but securely boundrby the 
thm Blats which run the length of the periodical, Snd vet 
can be removed at pleasure. ' J 
Each Binder holcSe twelve Copies, or a Ml year’s sub- 
scnption, of the Etude. > J 
Price,_PostpaId, $1.00.^' 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAUKT.PTTTfl pA 
f* Portraits of Great Musicians. 
Mall Order. solicited and promptly filled 
tovai! parts of the Country, 
LIFE SIZE, 22 X 28 INCHES. 
Prio« $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 ets. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Framo, Antique Oak, 
Packed to jo h, Eipreu >1 purchinr’i ohstf.. 
Ths following.are now ready: — 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZABT 
WAQNEE, HANDEL, CHOPIN, LISZT, 
SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN. 
OTHEB8 TO FOLLOW. 
P^raita ^ve given the greatest satisfac- 
S®A60Tnh forme* for these was each, without frame. Suitahln 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlo^ * 
Addn- THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
PAST AND PRESENT. 
ILLUSTRATED 
With One Hundred and Twenty-flve^Porfraita 
. of European and American Pianists 
of the Past and Present. 
HANDSOMELY AND DURABLY BOUND IN 
CLOTH, WITH COLD STAMP. 
Contains about 375 pages. Each of the ope hun¬ 
dred and twenty-five pianists has* a biographical 
sketch of from one to .thirty-six pages. . 
In press. To be issued in the autumn. ■' 
Price $2.60. ' 
SPECIAL OFFES-.-PCB INTSODUCTION ONLY. 
To anyone sending aeventy-five cents oaeh, in ed. 
vance of publication of this work, we will send a copy 
postpaid, The postage alone will amount) to one- 
quarter' of this price. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chostnul Sfreal, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
